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Abstract 
 

Of the many facets of the criminal world, few have captured society’s fascination as 
has that of high stakes robbery.  The combination of meticulousness, cunning, and 
audacity required to execute a real-life Ocean’s Eleven may be uncommon among 
criminals, but fortunately it is common enough to extract a wealth of lessons for the 
protection of high-value assets. To assist in informing the analyses and decisions of 
security professionals, this paper surveys 23 sophisticated and high-value heists that 
have occurred or been attempted around the world, particularly over the past three 
decades.  The results, compiled in a Heist Methods and Characteristics Database, 
have been analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively, with the goals of both identifying 
common characteristics and characterizing the range and diversity of criminal 
methods used.  The analysis is focused in seven areas:  (1) Defeated Security 
Measures and Devices, (2) Deception Methods, (3) Timing and Target Selection, (4) 
Weapons Employed, (5) Resources and Risk Acceptance, (6) Insiders, and (7) 
Failures and Mistakes. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Of the many facets of the criminal world, few have captured public fascination and awe as has that of 
high stakes robbery.  From the 1960 Ocean’s 11 to the 2001 Ocean’s Eleven, from the 1969 Italian Job to 
the 2003 Italian Job, and from the 1968 Thomas Crown Affair to the 1999 Thomas Crown Affair, society 
remains enamored with the audacity, complexity, and romance of such robberies.  However, the theft of 
hundreds of millions of dollars in loot in a precisely executed criminal operation is not just the stuff of 
fiction.  In fact, between 2000 and 2008 the average time between $100,000,000-class heists or heist 
attempts worldwide was no longer than 14 months.  Criminals with enough motivation, whether in film or 
reality, frequently find ways to overcome all obstacles between them and their targets.  These criminals 
plague and frustrate the security forces of banks, museums, and other protective services around the 
world. 
 
This paper extensively surveys 23 sophisticated and high-value heists of cash, gold, gems, artwork, and 
other valuables that have occurred or been attempted across the world, particularly over the past three 
decades.  The results of this survey are compiled in a Heist Methods and Characteristics Database 
(HMCD) and analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively, with the goals of characterizing both the range 
and diversity of criminal methods and identifying characteristics that are common (or uncommon) in such 
high-value heists.  The analysis is structured into seven focus areas:  (1) Defeated Security Measures and 
Devices, (2) Deception Methods, (3) Timing and Target Selection, (4) Weapons Employed, (5) Resources 
and Risk Acceptance, (6) Insiders, and (7) Failures and Mistakes.   
 
Several key lessons are identified in each focus area, and an overview of the commonalities and bounds of 
criminal team characteristics and capabilities is provided.  In brief, the typical criminal is a 30-39 year old 
man and experienced career criminal who is native to the country whose valuables he is targeting.  The 
typical on-scene criminal team consists of 2-8 accomplices, typically perpetrating the robbery as a single 
team, although breaking into multiple sub-teams is not uncommon.  Use of weapons is typical but in 
many cases not required for success.  Thieves are willing to devote substantial resources to planning, 
spending in some cases more than two years, hundreds of thousands of dollars, and procuring 
transportation for thousands of pounds of loot.  Thieves are frequently thorough and innovative in their 
planning, developing security defeat methods that are physically simple but highly targeted toward 
vulnerabilities the thieves have identified in advance of the heist.  In the identification and exploitation of 
these vulnerabilities, deceptions and insiders almost always play a role.  Multiple insiders, unwillingly or 
willingly colluding, are not uncommon; and while insiders span a variety of origins and roles, by far the 
most common type is the coerced insider who unwillingly assists in the crime, often upon threat of losing 
his own life or the lives of his family members. 
 
Lessons such as these, developed through rigorous analysis of available data, are intended to assist in 
informing the analyses and future decisions of security professionals, particularly those charged with the 
task of guarding assets of particularly high value. 
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1. INTRODUCTION:  HOW TO STEAL $100,000,000 
 

On the morning of Monday, February 17, 2003, concierge Jorge Dias De Souza descended two levels 
beneath Antwerp’s Diamond Center.  Expecting to open the center’s vault for a normal day of business, 
he was astonished to discover the lights on, the vault door open, and 109 of the center’s 189 safe deposit 
boxes wide open, with millions of dollars’ worth of discarded contents littering the floor.  What was not 
on the floor was what the thieves could carry with them:  between $108 million and $432 million worth of 
diamonds, gold, cash, and other valuables.  The theft was later dubbed the heist of the century.1 
 
Located within the Secure Antwerp Diamond Area, the Diamond Center had been thought to be among 
the most fortified businesses in the world.  Entry into the center’s vault required a controlled access card 
to enter the building, a two-story descent underground to a guard-controlled gate, and both a key and one 
of 100 million possible combinations to open the foot-thick steel vault door.  If a person somehow entered 
the vault unauthorized, he would be detected by a broken magnetic door seal as well as a microwave 
Doppler motion detector, infrared energy detector, and light detector within the vault itself.  If he tried to 
tunnel in, he would be detected by seismic sensors.  With a police station not more than 200 feet from the 
Diamond Center’s front entrance – and a police kiosk even closer – any detected thief would be captured 
in minutes.  Since all the detectors were silent alarms, the thief wouldn’t know he had been detected until 
he was surrounded.  Remarkably, the Antwerp thieves discovered how to defeat all of these measures.1 
 
The Antwerp diamond heist is one of several that have gained global notoriety, and it is unusual for any 
modern list of top heists (e.g., see Refs. 1-7) to ignore it.  Such heists are often distinguished by the 
staggering value of items stolen, typically tens or hundreds of millions of dollars.  However, from the 
point of view of a security systems analyst, the questions of greater interest than the value of items stolen 
include:  How did the thieves execute the crime?  What security systems did they defeat?  What roles did 
deceptions and insiders play?  What attracted the thieves to their targets, what resources did they invest, 
and what risks did they take?  What could security forces have done differently? 
 
This paper examines 23 sophisticated and high-value heists and heist attempts that have occurred across 
the globe, particularly over the last three decades.  The stories of these heists are dissected and analyzed 
in substantial depth with two goals in mind:  First, they are used to both quantitatively and qualitatively 
characterize the range and diversity of criminal methods utilized in large heists.  Second, the 
characteristics of these heists are analyzed to identify commonalities in how they were accomplished.  
The results, in the form of data, observations, and lessons learned, are intended to help inform the 
analyses of security professionals. 
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2. HEISTS CONSIDERED 
 

Table 1 provides a list of all 23 heists considered in this analysis.  While by no means comprehensive, and 
open for expansion, this list incorporates major heists and heist attempts that appear frequently in modern 
lists of the most notorious heists (e.g., Refs. 1-7).  In some cases, these heists are notorious for the high 
value of the items stolen; the average value of items stolen from the heists in Table 1 is well over $100 
million in equivalent fiscal year (FY) 2012 American dollars.  In other cases, they are known for the 
inventive methods the thieves used to gain access to the target valuables.  In many cases, they are 
distinguished by both of these characteristics. 
 
Table 2 shows which of the 23 heists are recognized in Refs. 1-7.  On average, each heist in this database 
is recognized in two of these seven sources.  Five heists are considered “failed” in that the thieves were 
unsuccessful in removing high-value items from the targeted locations; although none of these are 
recognized in any of the seven sources, they are included as important sources of information regarding 
methods used by thieves of high-value items. 
 

2.1. Related Literature 
 
Although individual heists are remarkably popular topics for books, documentaries, and mainstream 
motion pictures,* systematic studies across multiple high-value heists are difficult to locate.  Quantitative, 
data-driven studies are rarer still.  While the field of criminology has its origins in the 18th century, 
quantitative criminology is still gaining acceptance, to the extent that a former editor of the Journal of 

Quantitative Criminology noted in 2010, “Some criminologists also continue the anti-intellectual practice 
of rejecting quantitative methods entirely.” 9 
 
Even within the field of physical security, Bitzer and Hoffman note, “The current state of research in the 
field of physical security could be described as fragmented or multidisciplinary, depending on your 
outlook.  Physical security is primarily an applied field so, unlike areas like mathematics or physics, it has 
no dedicated line of research.” 10  Furthermore, Warner observes that “there are few peer-reviewed 
journals dedicated to the field of physical security.  Papers about physical security are scattered 
throughout the (not very large) universe of existing periodicals, but perhaps not in the numbers we might 
expect for a field of this importance.” 11 

                                                      
* See Ref. 8 for some history on heist (or caper) films, the popularity of which dates back to the 1950s but has seen a 
recent resurgence through movies such as The Thomas Crown Affair, Ocean’s Eleven, and The Italian Job. 
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Table 1.  Identifying information for heists examined. 

ID Name Date Location Category Success? 
Approx. Value of 

Items Stolen* 
($FY12M) 

1 Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist Sat., Aug. 6, 2005 Fortaleza, Brazil Stealth Raid  81.9 

2 Sumitomo Mitsui Bank Heist Sat., Oct. 2, 2004 London, UK Stealth Raid  478.5 

3 Antwerp Diamond Heist Sat., Feb. 15, 2003 Antwerp, Belgium Stealth Raid  332.1 

4 Museon Jewel Heist Mon., Dec. 2, 2002 The Hague, Netherlands Stealth Raid  15.4 

5 Société Générale Bank Heist Sat., July 17, 1976 Nice, France Stealth Raid  40.4 

6 Stardust Casino Job Tues., Sept. 22, 1992 Las Vegas, USA Walk Away  0.8 

7 Vastberga Helicopter Heist Wed., Sept. 23, 2009 Stockholm, Sweden Smash and Grab  6.1 

8 Millennium Dome Raid  Tues., Nov. 7, 2000 London, UK Smash and Grab  666.1 

9 Tanzanian Airplane Gold Robbery Thurs., Jan. 5, 2012 Geita, Tanzania Subdue and Seize  30.5 

10 Munch Museum Art Heist Sun., Aug. 22, 2004 Oslo, Norway Subdue and Seize  137.9 

11 Carlton Hotel Diamond Heist Thurs., Aug. 11, 1994 Cannes, France Subdue and Seize  69.3 

12 Brink's-Mat Gold Heist Sat., Nov. 26, 1983 London, UK Subdue and Seize  85.9 

13 Lufthansa Heist Mon., Dec. 11, 1978 New York, USA Subdue and Seize  28.2 

14 British Bank of the Middle East Gold Heist Tues., Jan. 20, 1976 Beirut, Lebanon Subdue and Seize  204.6 

15 Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery Tues., Aug. 22, 1972 New York, USA Subdue and Seize  1.2 

16 Mayfair Graff Diamond Heist Thurs., Aug. 6, 2009 London, UK Deceive, Subdue, and Seize  68.9 

17 Harry Winston Diamond Heist Thurs., Dec. 4, 2008 Paris, France Deceive, Subdue, and Seize  111.3 

18 Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist Fri., Feb. 25, 2005 Amsterdam, Netherlands Deceive, Subdue, and Seize  115.8 

19 Swissport Heathrow Heist Mon., May 17, 2004 London, UK Deceive, Subdue, and Seize  71.1 

20 Gardner Museum Art Heist Sun., March 18, 1990 Boston, USA Deceive, Subdue, and Seize  440.0 

21 Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist Sun., July 12, 1987 London, UK Deceive, Subdue, and Seize  130.0 

22 Securitas Cash Depot Heist Tues., Feb. 21, 2006 Tonbridge, UK Tiger Kidnapping  104.0 

23 Northern Bank Cash Heist Sun., Dec. 19, 2004 Belfast, UK Tiger Kidnapping  60.5 

*In the case of failed heists, this refers to the approximate value of items attempted to be stolen.  Also, except where 
otherwise noted, all monetary amounts in this paper are given in units of fiscal year 2012 (FY12) equivalent dollars. 
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Table 2.  Traceability for heists in this study among sources recognizing top heists 
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Perhaps the greatest published interest and analysis of high-value heists exists not in the pure criminology 
or physical security fields, but rather in the area of nuclear security.  Some of the earliest work in this area 
was summarized in a 1980 report by the RAND Corporation.12  In this report, the analysts pose the study 
of conventional but high-value robberies and burglaries as reasonable analogs to potential incidents 
against nuclear programs or facilities, useful since criminal activity against nuclear targets was too low to 
provide sufficient data to study.  The RAND database consisted of 121 sophisticated and high-value 
burglaries, robberies, and other analogous crimes, and these were analyzed in areas such as insider 
involvement, number of perpetrators, value of loot, use of violence, coercion, and use of deception.  The 
report aimed at using these examples to emphasize particular areas of vulnerability and to observe 
correlations between heist characteristics (e.g., value of loot vs. insider participation, value of loot vs. 
number of perpetrators).  Unlike the present study, however, the heists within the RAND database tend to 
be: 
 

 of much smaller value (120 of the 121 RAND heists are valued at less than $30 million in FY12 
dollars, very different from the 78% of the heists in Table 2 in excess of $30 million) 

 executed by smaller teams (45% of RAND heists involve teams of 1-3 participants, but these 
heists account only for 18% of the present study’s heists) 
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 less frequently executed using insiders (the ratio of known or suspected insider heists to outsider-
only heists in the RAND study is 1.13, while this ratio is 6.00 for the present study) 

 
The reasons for these differences between the RAND heists and those in Table 2 are not immediately 
clear, though one conceivable explanation is that the passage of the three decades since 1980 may have 
introduced the world to more massive and complex heists, executed by criminal teams that are larger and 
that consider insiders a standard element of their modus operandi. 
 
In 1997, Schuller and Ford presented a paper at an International Atomic Energy Agency conference13 that 
applied law enforcement property crime investigation techniques to create a process model of eight basic 
tasks that criminals must carry out in order to orchestrate a successful theft.  An additional five basic 
requirements were identified, with an apparent focus on stealthy heists of nuclear materials.  One finding 
from the work was that the degree of complexity required for a successful nuclear material theft is 
formidable, a conclusion that can find further support in the execution details and resource requirements 
of many high-value heists in the present study. 
 
In 2007, Bunn examined the plausible spectrum of thieves who might seek to steal nuclear weapons or 
nuclear materials.14  He noted, “Conceptualizing the problem of the range of different capabilities thieves 
might have as a spectrum of greater or lesser capability – an essentially one-dimensional concept – is 
itself a substantial simplification, as thieves’ characteristics may vary across several dimensions …”  The 
two main dimensions that Bunn proposed were (1) whether thefts were perpetrated by insiders, outsiders, 
or a mix of the two and (2) whether thefts were covert or overt.†  Moreover, Bunn described several 
threats that have been evident in the recent history of crimes involving high-value, guarded non-nuclear 
targets: 
 

 Large overt attack 

 Multiple coordinated teams 

 Significant covert attack 

 Use of deception and diversion 

 Intelligence collection/planning/acquisition of specialized skills 

 Use of heavy weapons and sophisticated explosives 

 Use of unusual vehicles 

 Theft of material in transit 

 Use of insiders 
 
Bunn further suggested in 2010 that lessons may be learned from incidents at non-nuclear facilities.15  
Additionally, Bunn and Glynn recently drew analogies to the casino and pharmaceutical industries to 
better understand how to prevent insider theft in the nuclear industry.16  Their work largely focused on 
preventing the diversion of materials by employees. 
 
As a whole, however, with the notable exception of the 1980 RAND study, the current literature only 
limitedly offers systematic analyses of heists according to their multitude of dimensions or characteristics.  
The present work seeks to augment and update the existing literature and to create a tool and 

                                                      
† While some thefts may be clearly covert (e.g., a crime perpetrated on a weekend that is not discovered until 
employees return on Monday) or clearly overt (e.g., a smash-and-grab jewelry theft), many crimes fall in a gray area 
between the two.  For example, it is not clear how Bunn would have categorized a crime in which thieves subdue 
guards before they have a chance to call for help, such that the thieves have plenty of time to commit the theft 
without needing to worry about a police response.  Such a crime is overt from the perspective of the guards but 
covert to the outside world. 
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methodology enabling a transparent and thorough exploration of data associated with the many 
dimensions of these historic heists. 
 

2.2. A Heist Taxonomy 
 
Each of the individual heists in Table 1 has 
been methodically researched through 
open literature such as books, print and 
online news articles, and documentary 
films and videos.  For each heist, a 
database entry of 155 fields is populated to 
the maximum extent that the publicly-
available information allows; in total, this 
collection of information is referred to as 
the Heist Methods and Characteristics 
Database (HMCD).  The detailed 
characteristics that comprise most of the 
database are the subject of Section 3; 
however, before delving into the details of 
the data, it serves as an appropriate 
introduction to observe that the approaches 
taken by thieves in perpetrating these 23 
crimes can be sorted into six conceptually 
distinct categories.  These categories are 
noted in Fig. 1 and in the fifth column of 
Table 1 as (1) Stealth Raid, (2) Walk 
Away, (3) Smash and Grab, (4) Subdue and Seize, (5) Deceive, Subdue, and Seize, and (6) Tiger 
Kidnapping.  The categories themselves might also be sorted into two broad classes based on the level of 
violence used toward people and property.  Characterizations of these classes and categories follow and 
are also summarized in Fig. 2. 
 

2.2.1. Nonviolent Class of Heists 
The first two heist categories (Stealth Raid and Walk Away) may be reasonably considered nonviolent 
heists.  These heists tend to involve exceptionally well-planned infiltrations, averaging nearly twice as 
much planning time as violent heists.  The majority of these robberies use insiders, and all but one (which 
was so stealthy that it remains unsolved) are known to have taken advantage of at least one significant 
deception, disguise, or diversion.  As a result of thieves’ extensive planning and use of diversions and 
deceptions, these heists are executed with minimal use of violence against people and property. 
 

 

Figure 1.  Distribution among class and categories 
for the 23 heists in this analysis. 
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The major category within the Nonviolent Heist class is the Stealth Raid.  In this type of heist, 
exemplified by the Antwerp Diamond Heist described in Section 1, thieves actively subvert security 
measures in order to remain unseen, unheard, and otherwise undetected by security forces.  Heists in this 
category include: 

 Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist.  Over a period of three months, more than a dozen men posing 
as employees of a synthetic grass company (see Fig. 3) dug a 656-foot-long tunnel 13 feet under 
Fortaleza, Brazil, in order to access the vault of the local branch of the Brazil Central Bank.  On 
Saturday, August 6, 2005, the thieves transferred over 7,700 lbs. of cash worth $81.9 million 
(FY12 equivalent) out of the bank through their elaborate electrically-lit, air-conditioned, and 
structurally reinforced tunnel.15-20 

 Sumitomo Mitsui Bank Heist.  On September 16, 2004, 
two computer hackers in collusion with the security chief of 
the Sumitomo Mitsui Bank in London installed keylogging 
software on fund transfer computer terminals.  Just over two 
weeks later, on a weekend, the thieves returned to use this 
data to attempt $478.5 million (FY12) in fraudulent transfers 
to twenty bank accounts in ten countries.  To reduce the 
likelihood that the thieves could be identified, the security 
chief had dialed down the sensitivity of most of the bank’s 
motion-sensor-triggered cameras.  The thieves’ plans were 
foiled only by their improper completion of an interbank 
communications form.  Bank employees called the 
authorities after returning to work on a Monday and noticing 
the attempted transactions and severed network cables.21-22 

Figure 2.  Hierarchical summary of the six heist categories and two heist classes. 

 

Figure 3.  Promotional 
Grama Sintética (Synthetic 

Grass) company baseball 
caps handed out by Brazil 

Central Bank thieves.20 
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 Antwerp Diamond Heist.  As detailed in 
Section 1, Valentine’s Day weekend in 2003 
saw the theft of between $108 million and 
$432 million (FY03) worth of diamonds, gold, 
cash, and other valuables that wealthy 
diamantaires had stored in safe deposit boxes 
in the highly secure basement vault of the 
Antwerp Diamond Center.  A career criminal 
posing as a diamond merchant planted himself 
as a tenant at the Diamond Center more than 
two years in advance of the robbery in order to 
conduct reconnaissance and discover security 
vulnerabilities.  As a result, the Saturday night 
robbery was executed with such stealth that it 
was not discovered until the subsequent 
Monday (see Fig. 4).1 

 Museon Jewel Heist.  At 4:00 AM on December 2, 2002, thieves gained entry to a popular Dutch 
science museum, the Museon, which was hosting a diamond exhibit.  The thieves circumvented 
24-hour camera surveillance, motion detection, infrared sensors, and security guards to steal 
approximately $15.4 million (FY12) worth of diamonds and other jewelry from six of the 28 
exhibit reinforced-glass display cabinets.  Outside of the missing jewelry, the only evidence of a 
break-in the thieves left behind was the smashed window through which they entered.24-25 

 Société Générale Bank Heist.  In the afternoon of 
Saturday, July 17, 1976, several men under the 
leadership of Albert Spaggiari, a French army 
paratrooper-turned-criminal, finished a two-month job 
of tunneling 60 feet from the city sewers into the 
underground vault of the Société Générale Bank in 
Nice, France (see Fig. 5).  In a heist lasting 36 
uninterrupted hours, the criminals, including an 
appraiser to identify the most valuable items, stole 
$40.4 million (FY12) in contents from 400 of the 4,000 
safe deposit boxes within the bank’s vault, as well as 
from the bank’s own supply of cash and gold.  The 
heist was not discovered until it was time to open the 
vault on Monday morning, when bank officials 
realized the door had been welded shut from the inside.  
Confirming it as the epitome of a stealth raid, 
Spaggiari even inscribed on the wall of the vault the 
words sans armes, ni haine, ni violence, or without 

weapons, nor hatred, nor violence.
7,26 

 
A second category within the Nonviolent Heist class is the Walk Away crime.  Unlike the Stealth Raid 
heist, for which thieves actively subvert security measures in order to remain unseen, unheard, and 
undetected during the commission of the crime, the Walk Away heist is characterized by little or no 
subversion of physical security measures, but rather by the use of appropriate timing and route planning.  
Such a heist may involve the crime being committed, but not recognized, in plain sight of security forces 
operating under normal conditions. 

 

Figure 4.  Vault of the Antwerp Diamond 
Center after the 2003 heist.23 

 

Figure 5.  Entrance to Spaggiari’s 
tunnel, looking in from the sewer. 27  
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 Stardust Casino Job.  On September 22, 1992, casino cashier William Brennan took his lunch 
break at the Stardust Resort and Casino in Las Vegas.  As he exited, passing security guards, he 
was carrying a backpack of cash and chips worth $800,000 (FY12).  Brennan abandoned his Las 
Vegas apartment after picking up his cat and has not been seen since.4,28 

2.2.2. Violent Class of Heists 
The final four heist categories (Smash and Grab; Subdue and Seize; Deceive, Subdue, and Seize; and 
Tiger Kidnapping) are associated with violent heists.  With the exception of the Smash and Grab 
category, all involve some degree of violence against people and the incapacitation or coercion of guards 
or custodians charged with protecting the targeted high-value items.  The Smash and Grab category is 
distinguished by overt and substantial violence toward property rather than people. 
 
The first category within the Violent Heist class is the Smash and Grab.  While this category of heist 
does not involve direct violence toward people, it is characterized by substantial violence toward 
property.  Unlike in a Stealth Raid, the thieves spend little effort avoiding detection; instead, their success 
relies on the inherent (and sometimes long) delay between detection and security force response.  Within 
the 23 heists considered in this analysis, two fit this description: 

 Vastberga Helicopter Heist.  At 5:15 AM on September 23, 2009, four thieves landed a stolen 
Bell 206 JetRanger helicopter on the roof of the G4S Cash Depot in Vastberga, Sweden (see Fig. 
6).  Breaking into the depot through a large 
pyramid-shaped skylight, the thieves 
descended via custom-length ladders to the 
depot’s counting room.  Breaking through the 
door using custom-fit explosives, the thieves 
opened the depot’s cash cages with the 
assistance of a circulating saw.  Twenty 
minutes after they landed, the thieves 
ascended to the roof and took off with $6.1 
million (FY12) in cash.  Thanks to a tip-off 
from the Serbian foreign ministry, Swedish 
police had been expecting a helicopter assault 
on a large cash depot in September, but they 
were not expecting that the thieves would 
actively hinder a police response by spreading 
caltrops across roads near the depot and 
placing packages resembling bombs outside 
the police heliport.29-32 

 Millennium Dome Raid.  At 9:30 AM on a 
Tuesday in November 2000, four men on a 
backhoe (see Fig. 7) smashed into London’s 
Millennium Dome, a 365-meter diameter 
structure housing a year-long exhibit 
celebrating the beginning of the third 
millennium.  With dome visitors distracted by 
smoke bombs, two men in gas masks and body 
armor then leapt out of the backhoe and within 
27 seconds used a nail gun and sledgehammer 
to smash through the allegedly impregnable 
glass intended to protect the 203-carat 
Millennium Star diamond.  Fortunately, all 

 

Figure 6.  Security camera footage of the 
helicopter on the roof of the G4S Cash 

Depot.  Note the thief in front of the 
helicopter, preparing to break through the 

skylight.32 

 

Figure 7.  Security camera footage of the 
backhoe driving through a fence prior to 

bursting into the Millennium Dome.35 
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twelve diamonds in the exhibit had been replaced with crystal replicas the previous day, thanks to 
police efforts anticipating the attack.  All the backhoe-riding thieves, as well as a lookout in a van 
and getaway speedboat pilot, were arrested on the scene before making off with any of the 
intended $666.1 million (FY12) loot.33-35  

 
The second category within the Violent Heist class is the Subdue and Seize heist, which describes 30% of 
heists in the database.  Each of these heists involves the use of violence intended to incapacitate or coerce 
of guards or custodians, followed by the seizure of targeted high-value items. 

 Tanzanian Airplane Gold Robbery.  On January 5, 2012, the regularly-scheduled Thursday 
gold transport airplane was parked at its airstrip near an AngloGold Ashanti mine in Geita, 
Tanzania.  Loaded with $30.5 million in gold bars weighing nearly 1,300 lbs., the plane came 
under attack from five men who emerged from the nearby jungle armed with submachine guns, 
pistols, and hand grenades.  Thanks to mine security and police forces, the attack was thwarted.  
One thief was killed in the firefight.36-37 

 Munch Museum Art Heist.  At 11:10 AM on 
Sunday, August 22, 2004, two armed and masked 
men entered the Munch Museum in Oslo, Norway.  
With about 80 visitors in the museum at the time, 
one thief held visitors and unarmed security 
guards in the museum’s café, while another thief 
entered a gallery to rip two of Edvard Munch’s 
famous paintings, known as “The Scream” and 
“Madonna”, from the walls.  Despite silent alarms 
on the paintings that alerted police, which had a 
patrol in the neighborhood, the thieves escaped in 
minutes (see Fig. 8) and no arrests were made until 
four months later.38-40 

 Carlton Hotel Diamond Heist.  At closing time on a Thursday evening in August 1994, three 
masked men walked into the jewelry shop within the Carlton Hotel, in Cannes, France.  Amidst 
machine gun fire to threaten employees and customers, the men swept about $69 million (FY12) 
in jewels into bags and escaped, never to be seen again.  Interestingly, investigations revealed no 
bullet holes in the jewelry shop; rather, the robbers had been firing blanks.1,25 

 Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist.  In November 1983, six armed, masked men entered the Brink’s-Mat 
depot near London’s Heathrow Airport ten minutes after its 6:30 AM opening.  The six 
employees present were subdued and bound, and the two employees with vault keys and 
combinations were called by name, doused with 
gasoline, and coerced to open the vault doors.  
Although the thieves were successful at entering 
the outer vault door (see Fig. 9), the combination-
holding employee was so distressed that he could 
not remember the recently-changed combinations 
to any of the inner vault doors.  Luckily for the 
thieves, seventy-six boxes of gold bullion worth 
$86 million (FY12) sat ready for shipment in the 
outer chamber of the vault.  This gold was loaded 
into a van and disappeared.  It was later revealed 
that a depot employee, one of the six present at the 
time of the robbery, provided critical inside 
information and assistance to the thieves.6,41,42 

 

Figure 8.  Thieves making their 
getaway with “The Scream” and 

“Madonna” in hand.40  

 

Figure 9.  Computer rendering of the 
interior of the Brink’s-Mat inner and 

outer vaults.41  
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 Lufthansa Heist.  At 3:00 AM one December morning in 1978, seven armed, masked men 
arrived at the Lufthansa Overseas Cargo Terminal at New York’s John F. Kennedy Airport.  
Operating in three teams, one man in an automobile waited in the cargo terminal’s parking lot, 
four men entered the terminal, and the remaining two cut the lock on the security gate, swapped it 
with a fake replacement, and drove a van to the rear loading areas.  Rounding up all ten 
employees on duty in the terminal, most of whom were on their lunch hour, the thieves forced the 
supervisor to turn off the facility’s alarms.  About 80 minutes after beginning the raid, the thieves 
left with $28.2 million (FY12) in cash, gems, and gold.  Planning of the heist was made possible 
by information from a Lufthansa cargo terminal supervisor who was deep in gambling debt to a 
bookie with mob connections.  Reported at the time as the largest cash robbery in U.S. history, 
the heist helped inspire the popular 1990 film Goodfellas.  As the movie portrays, however, the 
criminals’ victory was short-lived:  Within a year of the robbery, in an effort to severe 
connections to the heist, the mob killed all but two of those who had robbed Lufthansa.  The 
remaining two were killed in the mid-1980s.43-45 

 British Bank of the Middle East Gold Heist.  On January 20, 1976, nine heavily armed soldiers 
dressed in unmarked military fatigues blasted their way with mortars and grenades into the British 
Bank of the Middle East in Beirut, Lebanon.  Located in a no-man’s land between the Muslim 
west and Christian east of Beirut during the Lebanese Civil War, the bank was operational only 
on an ad-hoc basis.  Amid the chaos of the war, the force blasted into the bank’s vault and stole 
an estimated $204.6 million (FY12) in primarily gold bullion.  The identities and affiliations of 
the perpetrators remains disputed, and little has been publicly documented despite the heist’s 
fame (see Table 2).  The most thorough account found46 suggests the heist was perpetrated by a 
United Kingdom Special Forces unit whose mission was to disguise the seizure of important 
terrorist group financial documents stored in the bank as a genuine bank robbery. 

 Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery.  At closing time for the Chase Manhattan Bank in New York 
in August 1972, two ordinary-looking men in the bank produced guns and informed the staff that 
they were being robbed.  Collecting about $1.2 million (FY12) in cash and traveler’s checks, the 
two men were impeded in leaving upon the arrival of police, who were informed by a personnel 
officer at Chase Manhattan’s downtown headquarters that something seemed amiss during a 
chance phone call he made to the bank manager.  Holding the bank staff hostage for some twelve 
hours, the thieves convince the police to transport them (with their hostages) to an airplane 
waiting at John F. Kennedy Airport.  After arriving at the airport, the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) agent driving the thieves’ limousine, with the assistance of agents in place 
aside the vehicle, seized an opportunity to shoot and kill one thief and subdue the other.47 

 
The third category within the Violent Heist class is 
termed Deceive, Subdue, and Seize, which describes 
26% of heists in the database.  As the name implies, this 
heist is defined by a Subdue and Seize event preceded 
by a deception or diversion, often permitting the thieves 
access they would not normally have. 

 Mayfair Graff Diamond Heist.  At 4:40 PM 
on Thursday, August 6, 2009, two men dressed 
in suits and wearing latex disguises to appear 
older were let in to the high-end Graff 
Diamonds shop in London (see Fig. 10).  
Producing concealed handguns, the men 
threatened the staff and within two minutes left 
with $68.9 million (FY12) in diamonds and 

 

Figure 10.  CCTV image of thieves being 
let in to Graff Diamonds.52  
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other jewelry – as well as a hostage.  Firing warning shots prior to releasing the hostage, the 
thieves made an initial getaway in a blue BMW fitted with false number plates.  The BMW then 
crashed into a taxi cab, and the jewelry bag was transferred to a man on an orange motorbike.  
The thieves then switched cars to a waiting silver Mercedes, followed by a second switch to a 
black vehicle.  The first arrests for the crime were not made until nearly two weeks later.48-54 

 Harry Winston Diamond Heist.  At 5:30 PM on Thursday, December 4, 2008, four men, three 
of whom were dressed as women, requested entry via intercom to the high-end Harry Winston 
jewelry shop in Paris.  Once inside, the men produced a revolver and hand grenade, smashed 
display cases, and threatened the 15 customers and employees (some of whom were called by 
name) to assist them in gathering their loot.  Within 15 minutes, the thieves calmly drove away 
from the scene with $111.3 million (FY12) in diamonds and other jewelry.55-56 

 Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist.  At 10:00 AM on Friday, February 25, 2005, two men dressed 
in KLM uniforms drove a blue KLM vehicle they had stolen two weeks earlier into the secure 
freight area at Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam.  They then intercepted a truck carrying $115 
million (FY12) worth of diamonds bound for a flight to Antwerp, forcing the two transport guards 
out of the truck at gunpoint and exiting the security gates by tailgating another truck on its way 
out.  Given the precise timing of the robbery, insider information was suspected but never 
proven.57-60 

 Swissport Heathrow Heist.  At 9:30 AM on Monday, May 17, 2004, a white delivery van with 
seemingly legitimate paperwork passed through the security gate at Swissport Cargo Services 
outside of London’s Heathrow Airport.  Unknown to the gate security personnel, the paperwork 
had been forged with the assistance of an opportunistic insider employed as a delivery driver.  
Shortly after pulling up to the Swissport warehouse, the van, with eight men on board, backed up 
and rammed through a rolling door.  The gang exited the van and threatened the warehouse staff 
with at least one firearm as well as knives and clubs.  Some thieves began loading into the van the 
gold bullion that had been delivered to the warehouse some 30 minutes prior, while others 
approached the cash-containing vault and threatened the custodian in order to obtain his keys.  
Fortunately for Swissport, Scotland Yard’s Flying Squad had anticipated the attack from prior 
surveillance of the delivery driver insider, and over 100 police officers were waiting in the 
vicinity of Heathrow Airport to apprehend the thieves, averting what would likely have been a 
$71.1 million (FY12) loss.61-64 

 Gardner Museum Art Heist.  At 1:24 AM on Sunday, March 18, 1990, two men posing as 
Boston Police officers approached the side entrance to the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum.  
Claiming to be responding to a disturbance, the officers convinced an on-duty security guard to 
permit them entrance.  To lure the guard away from the panic button at his security booth, the 
police claimed they had a warrant for his arrest 
and demanded identification.  After the roving 
guard arrived to assist the guard at the booth, the 
two men posing as officers handcuffed both 
guards, wrapped duct tape around their eyes and 
mouths, and bound them to a steam pipe and 
workbench in the basement.  Over the course of 
81 minutes, the thieves made their way through 
the museum and stole thirteen works of art (see 
Fig. 11), worth an estimated $440 million 
(FY12).  Though motion detectors sounded and 
recorded the movements of the thieves, they 
transmitted intrusion information only to the 
guard booth and not to any external force.  As a 

 

Figure 11.  Empty frames where artwork 
once stood in the Gardner Museum.70  
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result, the outside world did not know of the heist until the security guards were scheduled to be 
relieved at 7:00 AM.65-70 

 Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist.  In July 1987, two men entered the Knightsbridge 
Safe Deposit Center, the largest safe deposit center in London.  One of the men, Valerio Viccei, 
at that time a client of the center, introduced a friend to the owner, Parvez Latif, who led the two 
to a private viewing room inside the center’s vault.  Drawing a pistol, the two men threatened 
Latif, who was made to request entry into the security guard booth to show the center’s security 
measures.  Distracting the security guard, the guard’s hand left the panic button and the two 
thieves subdued him.  The front desk security guard was called in to deliver brochures to the 
owner’s office and captured.  With both guards subdued, the two thieves attempted to use a two-
way radio to call for two waiting accomplices.  When the reinforcements failed to answer, Viccei 
left the safe deposit center and found them 
nearby, listening to the incorrect radio channel.  
The thieves used sledgehammers and crowbars 
to force open 121 of the 5,000 safe deposit 
boxes in the center (see Fig. 12), making off 
with an estimated $130 million (FY12).  Thanks 
to the investigation following the heist, the 
thieves were eventually captured.  Among those 
sentenced was Parvez Latif himself, who had 
performed so convincingly during the heist that 
not even Viccei’s hired henchmen knew that he 
had assisted them by scheduling new guards 
who would not recognize Viccei and ensuring a 
technical glitch rendered security cameras 
useless.6,71-72 

 
The fourth and final category within the Violent Heist class is the Tiger Kidnapping, which well 
describes two heists in the database.  Such a heist involves the kidnapping of an individual with critical 
access privileges as well as, typically, the individual’s family.  The threat of harm to the kidnapped family 
is used to coerce the individual to act as an insider. 

 Securitas Cash Depot Heist.  At 6:30 PM on Tuesday, February 21, 2006, the manager of the 
Securitas Cash Depot some 30 miles southeast of central London was pulled over by two men 
posing as police officers.  Simultaneously, two other men posing as police officers arrived at the 
manager’s residence to inform his wife and child that he had been involved in an accident.  In two 
separate cars, the manager and his family were driven to a farm and held at gunpoint.  The thieves 
told the manager his family would be killed if he 
did not cooperate, and the manager was brought 
to the Securitas depot.  A thief dressed as a police 
officer (see Fig. 13) accompanied the manager to 
the pedestrian entrance, and the manager 
convinced the control room guard to admit the 
two and open the main gate, through which three 
thief vehicles drove.  Inside, the thief posing as 
the police officer subdued the guard, let in his 
accomplices, subdued the remaining 13 
employees inside the depot, and drove away after 
loading some 6,000 lbs. of cash worth an 
estimated $104 million into a truck.  Inside 
information on security measures and procedures 

 

Figure 12.  Knightsbridge safe deposit 
boxes in the aftermath of the 1987 heist.71  

 

Figure 13.  CCTV image of thieves, 
including one dressed as a police officer, 

executing the Securitas robbery.77  
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at Securitas had been gathered in advance by Ermir Hysenaj, an Albanian immigrant who was 
hired as a cash administrator at Securitas two months prior to the robbery.73-81 

 Northern Bank Cash Heist.  At 10:00 PM on Sunday, December 19, 2004, three masked men 
arrived at the home of Chris Ward, an official of the Northern Bank in Belfast.  While two men 
held hostage Ward’s parents, brother, and girlfriend, the third man brought Ward to the home of 
his supervisor, Kevin McMullan.  McMullan and his wife had already been bound by two men 
who had entered the home posing as police officers.  McMullan’s wife was taken to an 
undisclosed location at approximately 11:30 PM.  Then, after instructing the two key-holding 
bank officials on what to do at work the next day, with the consequence of failure being the death 
of the officials’ families, the thieves left the house at 6:30 AM.  Returning to work as normal on 
Monday, Ward and McMullan let the thieves in to the bank once all other employees had left at 
6:00 PM.  Over the course of two trips with a van, the thieves made off with some $60.5 million 
in cash.82-85 
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3. ANALYSIS 
 
In this section, data collected for each of the 23 heists in the HMCD are analyzed in order to identify 
commonalities, trends, and capability envelopes for consideration in security system design and analysis.  
The analysis is structured as quantitatively as possible but also includes a great deal of qualitative 
observation.  Particular attention is paid to seven focus areas of relevance to security professionals: 

 Defeated Security Measures and Devices 
 Deception Methods 
 Timing and Target Selection 
 Weapons Employed 
 Resources and Risk Acceptance 
 Insiders 
 Failures and Mistakes 

It is worth noting that complete coverage and analysis of most of these focus areas could easily fill papers 
of their own.  While such studies are under consideration for future work, the present paper highlights the 
most pertinent findings in each focus area. 
 
 

3.1. Defeated Security Measures and Devices 
 

"The vault was reputed to be very nearly impregnable, and it 

was very difficult to see how anybody could just walk up and go 

and lift the diamonds out of it." 
35

 

David James 

Former Millennium Dome Chairman 

 
The summaries in Section 2.1 highlight the diversity of heists considered within this study.  For each 
heist, one or (usually) more security measures intended to protect high-value items were defeated or 
rendered ineffective.  To the extent that the open and readily available literature allows, this section 
surveys the security measures that were defeated and the methods that thieves used to defeat them. 

3.1.1. Security Measure Defeats 
Table 3 contains a summary of security measures and devices that were defeated in the execution of each 
of the 23 heists in the HMCD.  These security measures can be divided into four general categories: 
 

Static barriers are structural or mechanical elements that passively impede the movement of 
people or objects into or out of a facility.  These include fences, walls, windows, and floors, as 
well as last-line-of-defense barriers dedicated to protecting specific items (e.g., glass cases 
enclosing jewelry) and anchors dedicated to holding high-value items in place (e.g., steel cables 
preventing an item from being lifted from its display position).  Note that, as tracked in Table 3, 
the defeat of a static barrier requires destruction of the barrier itself. 
 
Access controls typically secure the access points of a system of static barriers and permit access 
only to authorized persons.  Frequently, these controls take the form of locks that are operated via 
key or combination.  Other access controls encountered in this study are activated via radio 
frequencies (e.g., garage door openers), access credentials (e.g., badges or paperwork granting 
access), and recognition of biometric features (automated or otherwise).  For the purposes of this 
study, if unauthorized individuals gain access to an area or assets via the access point, the defeat 
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of the access point is generally regarded as the defeat of the access control (unless, for example, 
the control was not active at the time). 
 
Detectors are devices that monitor for unauthorized activity and, often, immediately transmit 
detections of such activity to security response forces.  Detectors encountered in this study 
include visible-light cameras (often closed-circuit television, or CCTV, cameras), light sensors, 
infrared sensors, microwave Doppler sensors, and other motion detectors, all of which are aimed 
at detecting human intrusions into sensitive areas. Less commonly encountered were sensors 
aimed at detecting physical tampering (such as the detection of the cutting of cables holding a 
painting to a wall, the smashing of a glass case, or the breaking of a magnetic seal indicating that 
a door or window is shut). 
 
Security guards are on-premises personnel whose primary duty is to protect the people and 
property of the facility.  In Table 3, guards are distinguished by whether they are armed or 
unarmed.  Note that security guards may serve a variety of purposes, including the assistance of 
access control, detection, and response, and these duties are frequently not independent of 
mechanical or information systems. 

 
In Table 3, a bomb () symbol indicates that a given security measure (in the row) was encountered by 
the thieves and then defeated during a given heist (in the column).  In this context, the term “defeat” is 
intended in the sense of either (1) damage or destruction of a security measure or (2) suppression of a 
security measure by presenting it with a ruse or with a false or forged authentication.  Security measures 
that were not encountered by the thieves during the heist (whether a result of planning or chance) are not 
included in this definition of “defeat” as a practical matter, since public information on the full 
complement of active security measures during heists is not consistently available. 
 
The rightmost column of Table 3 presents a simple count of the number of heists in which each security 
measure was defeated, and the bottom row presents a simple count of the number of security measures 
defeated for each heist.  Not every security system uses all of the security measures in the table, so a 
blank cell neither implies that the security system existed nor that it was successful in deterring a given 
attack.  Thus, while low totals in the rightmost column cannot be used to make statements about the 
general effectiveness of a given security measure, high totals in this column do suggest that certain 
security measures are commonly defeated.  Table 4 adds some detail on how each of the defeated security 
measures in Table 3 was defeated, for heists in which that information could be located.  This list is 
helpful in revealing both common and creative defeat methods. 
 

3.1.1.1. Commonly Defeated Security Measures 
As the rightmost column of Table 3 shows, two security measures stand out as very commonly defeated.  
First, in eleven heists (48% of the database), a keyed lock was ineffective in preventing unauthorized 
access.  For example, in the Antwerp Diamond Heist, thieves defeated keyed locks protecting entry into 
the Diamond Center from the garage, into a storage room in which the vault key was stored, into the vault 
door itself, and to individual safe deposit boxes.  In defeating each of these keyed locks, the criminals 
demonstrated a variety of lock defeat techniques:  The garage-to-Diamond-Center access was 
accomplished through use of a custom-made key rake; the storage room lock was defeated via use of a 
crowbar (the backup plan after a fabricated key failed to work); the key component of the vault door was 
defeated by use of the key stolen from the storage room; and the individual safe deposit boxes were 
opened by exploiting a design weakness that allowed a specially designed tool to interface with their 
keyholes and force their doors open.  However, as Table 4 shows, by far the most common method of 
defeating keyed locks within the heists considered was to threaten a key-holding employee. 
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Second, unarmed guards were also defeated in eleven heists (48% of the database).  As Table 3 shows, 
these defeats occurred in all Tiger Kidnappings and Deceive, Subdue, and Seize heists.  In some cases 
these defeats made use of a nonviolent deception; for example, criminals in the Swissport Heathrow Heist 
presented forged papers to gain facility access.  In other cases these defeats occurred via an overt threat of 
violence; for example, a criminal in the Securitas Cash Depot Heist threatened the unarmed security guard 
with a pistol.  Additional discussion on guard forces and deceptions is provided in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2. 
 
Cameras appear as the third most commonly defeated security measure.  Seven heists (30% of the 
database) exhibit the defeat of a camera system in some manner.  It should be noted that this is in some 
sense an underrepresentation of camera ineffectiveness; because cameras are often used to investigate 
incidents hours or days after they occur, in several heists the cameras remained fully functional and were 
thus not defeated, but also did not contribute to stopping the robbery in progress.  Some notable camera 
defeat techniques include exploitation or creation of blind spots, deactivation of the cameras prior to the 
robbery (e.g., by an insider, as in the case of owner Parvez Latif in the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center 
Heist), and taking control of the camera monitoring station.  The latter can be accomplished violently or 
nonviolently.  For example, the Securitas Cash Depot Heist criminals used a pistol to threaten a guard in 
order to gain control of the guard station.  In contrast, it was an insider accomplice who was responsible 
for monitoring the CCTV camera images at the time of the Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist. 
 
Overall, the common defeat of keyed locks, cameras, and unarmed guards may be due in part to the fact 
that these security measures themselves may be very common, compared to others listed in Table 3.  
However, the fact remains that they appear to be easily defeated, often through the variety of independent 
means listed in Table 4.  An important implication of this information is that a security system for 
high-value items that principally (or solely) relies on keyed locks, cameras, and unarmed guards 
may be at high risk for exploitation and defeat. 
 

3.1.1.2. Commonality and Creativity of Defeat Methods 
Table 4 contains a wealth of information on the methods criminals used in this study’s heists to defeat 
security measures.  Some methods are simply uses of brute force (e.g., ramming through fences and 
walls with a backhoe, as in the Millennium Dome Raid), while others are highly creative and 
innovative (e.g., creating a custom tool to hold together the magnetic contacts of the vault door while 
they were separated from the door in the Antwerp Diamond Heist).  Interestingly, even among the 
creative and innovative methods, none makes significant use of high technology.  The data in Table 
4 also show that no single approach (creative or brute force) clearly dominates.  Thieves employ a 
variety of methods to defeat security measures, and few, if any, can be considered typical. 
 
However, some defeat methods do appear more frequently than others.  In particular, the following defeat 
methods appear in three or more heists: 
 

 Threats on guards or on key- or combination-holding employees is a common defeat method 
among ten heists (43% of the database).  For example, thieves in the Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist did 
not know the combinations to the inner or outer vault doors, but using inside information they 
learned which employees knew the combinations.  Defeating measures the Brink’s-Mat 
warehouse took to ensure that no single employee had all the keys and combinations necessary to 
open the vault, the thieves identified the individuals who could collectively provide access, 
doused them with gasoline and threatened to light them on fire, and consequently gained access to 
some $86 million (FY12) worth of gold bullion. 

 Using recognized employees to enter and/or vouch for entry worked to provide unauthorized 
access in the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center, Securitas Cash Depot, and Northern Bank Cash 
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Heists.  In the first two cases, the thieves used either coercion or incentive to convince a 
recognized employee to vouch for their entry into a secure facility, which the thieves then used to 
subdue the on-duty guard that had granted them entry.  In the case of the Northern Bank Cash 
Heist, the thieves did not enter the secure facility themselves but rather coerced employees to 
execute the crime on their behalf.   

 Gaining control of CCTV monitoring stations is another common technique.  In some cases, 
this occurred in the aftermath of using recognized employees to vouch for entry.  In another case, 
an insider employee had control of the CCTV monitoring station. 

 
A common thread among all three of these defeat methods is that they attack segments of the 
security system in which humans are in the loop.  Particularly in the case of the first two methods, the 
human vulnerability is rooted in the fact that the human has the capability to make decisions in the service 
of objectives other than facility security.  This capability is neither inherently a positive or negative one, 
and in some situations its use has either (or both) positive and negative outcomes.  While this decision 
capability often resulted in the decidedly negative outcome of loss of millions of dollars to thieves (for 
example, as a consequence of the on-duty guard at the Securitas depot letting manager Colin Dixon and a 
purported police officer enter the facility unchallenged), it also resulted in a zero or near-zero casualty 
rate for the employees present during the robberies.  This malleability of human behavior should be an 
important consideration in the design of any security system. 
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Table 3.  Summary of Defeated Security Measures. 
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Table 4.  Known Security Measure Defeat Methods.  Numbers in parentheses indicate the 

identification number of the heist to which the defeat method corresponds (see Table 1).  An “S” 
preceding a number indicates that the method is suspected but not known with certainty. 

Security Measure Defeat Method 

Static Barriers 

Fences Ramming with a backhoe (8) 

Walls Power drills, hammers, chisels, and hydraulic jack (5) 

Heavy knife to slice through canvas wall (7) 

Ramming with a backhoe (8) or van (19) 

Mortars and grenades (14) 

Windows Sledgehammer, custom-fit explosives (7) 

Mortars and grenades (14) 

Floors Possible mechanical or hydraulic jack (1) 

Target Anchor Wire cutters (10) 

Target Barrier Nail gun and sledgehammer (8) 

Access Controls  

Key Custom-made key rake (3) 

Crowbar (3, 21) 

Stolen key (3) 

Custom-made pulling device (3) 

Plasma cutting torch (5) 

Custom-fit explosives, circulating saw (7) 

Threatening key-holding employees (12, 13, 16,18,22,23) 

Bolt cutters to cut lock (13) 

Posing as authorities to be let in (20) 

Sledgehammer (21) 

Combination Video camera to record combination (S3) 

Custom-made pulling device (3) 

Threatening combination-holding employees (12, S13, S17) 

Radio Frequency Garage door frequency scanner (3) 

Access Credential Unauthorized use of special entry card (S18) 

Use of forged shipment paperwork to enter site (19) 

Bio Recognition Posing as typical customers (17) 

Posing as police officers (20) 

Using recognized employees to enter and/or vouch for entry (21, 22, 23) 

Detectors  

Cameras Creating camera blind spot via placement of obstacles (1) 

Placing shroud over camera (3) 

Confiscating CCTV video recordings (3, 20) 

Gaining control of CCTV monitoring station (12, 20, 22) 

Turning cameras away from activity (20, 22) 

Deactivating video cameras prior to robbery (21) 

Light Sensors Black electrical tape covering (3) 

Infrared Sensors Covering with thin film of hair spray (3) 

Microwave Doppler Sensors Covering with Styrofoam panel (3) 

Unspecified Motion Detectors Gaining control of monitoring station (20) 

Physical Tampering Sensors Separating magnetic tamper detection device from article it protects (3) 

Security Guards  

Armed Surprise assault (13) 

Unarmed Posing as typical employee (6, 23) 

Threatening with weapons (10, 15, 16, 18, 21, 22) 

Presenting forged paperwork (19) 

Subduing with handcuffs after posing as police officers (20) 
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3.1.1.3. Security Measure Defeats per Heist 
The bottom row of Table 3 displays a simple count of the 
number of security measure types defeated in each heist. 
Topping the list is the Antwerp Diamond Heist with eight 
defeated security measure types, solely in categories of 
access controls and detectors.  In this well-documented 
case, more than two years of thief planning, surveillance, 
and investigation into the targeted facility’s vulnerabilities 
enabled the defeat of a great many security measure types.  
Also quite significant were the unsolved Gardner Museum 
Art Heist in the U.S., where access controls, detectors, and 
security guards were attacked, as well as the unsolved 
Museon Jewel Heist in the Netherlands, where static 
barriers and detectors were defeated by methods that are as 
yet unclear. 
 
The most interesting observation from this bottom row is 
that in 18 heists (78% of the database), more than one 
security measure was defeated.‡  In fact, the mean number 
of defeated security measure types is 2.8, and the median is 
3.0.  This provides clear evidence that high-value heists 
typically involve the defeat of multiple security 
measures.  That is to say, the criminal team committing 
such a heist will typically possess a diversity of security 
measure defeat capabilities.  This begins to lend evidence, 
to be augmented in Section 3.5, supporting the 
characterization of high-value heist criminal teams as 
sophisticated and well-organized. 

3.1.2. Security Forces 
The HMCD also records details regarding the security 
forces in place at the facilities attacked in each of the 23 
heists.  Supplementing the information in Section 3.1.1, 
these details include the number and relative activity of 
personnel defeated, the phases in which knowledge of the 
heist was attained and response occurred, and the 
proximity of the facility to external police forces. 
 
Figure 14 indicates the status of guard stations inside target premises during the 23 heists in the database.  
While 22% of the targeted facilities had no guard stations, it is striking to observe that of the 56% with 
guard stations, well over three-quarters of these stations were active during the heists.  Furthermore, Fig. 
15 shows that in 65% of the heists in the database, guards were active on the target premises (e.g., on 
station or patrol, even if there was no central guard station or control room) during the heist. 
 
How are guards in so many heists rendered so ineffective?  In general, this occurs either because (1) the 
thieves take care to avoid being detected by guards (as in the Museon heist), (2) the thieves disguise 

                                                      
‡ Furthermore, although the remaining five heists in the database involve either one or zero known security measure 
defeats, the limited availability of public information for these cases makes it particularly likely that their true 
numbers of security measure defeats are higher than those reflected by their numbers of known defeats. 

 

Figure 14.  Statuses of Guard Stations 
at Target Premises during Heists. 
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Figure 15.  Existence of Active Guards 
at Target Premises during Heists. 
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themselves to appear nonthreatening to guards (as in the Schiphol and Swissport Heathrow heists), or (3) 
the guards are overpowered and subdued.§    
 
These defeat methods suggest that a guard force can exist to fulfill at least two independent roles:  Such a 
force can serve as (1) a sophisticated form of criminal activity sensing and detection and/or (2) an 
incursion response force. 
 

3.1.2.1. Security Forces as Sensors 

The first two of the three methods of defeat relate to ways in which thieves defeat guard forces that are 
intended for the sensor role.  Indeed, the lack of armament among guards of the high-value items in this 
study suggests that this is the role for which these forces were intended.  Interestingly, however, certain 
heist stories suggest that the guards themselves may not always realize this distinction or may make 
fundamental decisions regarding their role(s) on the spot during a crisis.  For example, in the Mayfair 
Graff Diamond Heist, a security guard witnessing what appeared to be the kidnapping of a hostage told a 
court, “I decided that if I was able to tackle them, or at least grab the woman and take her away from them 
at the price of getting wounded but not killed, it might be worth it.” 54  This guard was unarmed and, 
weighing the risks, costs, and benefits, decided to respond (rather than simply observe and report) against 
two armed men.  In another instance, a poorly trained guard at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum 
made the opposite decision:  When one of the robbers told him, “Don’t give us any problems, and you 
won’t get hurt,” he capitulated and responded, “They don’t pay me enough to get hurt.” 65  Neither 
guard’s expressed rationale had much to do with his officially recognized duties. 
 
Thus, unlike man-made security devices, a guard force possesses substantial autonomy and ability to 
make decisions that may not coincide with intended security roles.  As a result, even if a thief is certain of 
the nominal security procedures at a facility, this autonomy introduces substantial uncertainty even for an 
unarmed guard force.  As Fig. 16 
shows, the HMCD contains 11 heists 
(48% of the database) in which armed 
thieves attacked security personnel, 
almost all of whom were unarmed.  In 
contrast, only in two cases (the 
Antwerp Diamond Heist and Gardner 
Museum Art Heist) did thieves enter 
unarmed into a facility with security 
personnel present.  In both of these 
cases, planning is estimated to have 
initiated 24-30 months prior to the 
heist (far above the mean planning 
duration of 9 months and median of 4 
months).  In combination, these facts 
suggest that even unarmed security 
guards add an element of 
uncertainty to thieves’ planning, 

                                                      

§ Other important techniques not seen in these heists include (1) cutting off guards’ means of communication to 
outside security forces (rather than subduing them) or (2) emplacing insiders as security guards.  A variant of the 
latter occurred in the Knightsbridge heist:  While no security guards were insiders, the owner of the safe deposit 
center, an insider, scheduled new guards to be on duty during the time of the robbery.  Since the theft mastermind, 
Valerio Viccei, was a tenant of the center and could be recognized by the experienced guards, scheduling these new 
guards ensured that the robbers would go unrecognized. 

 

Figure 16.  Correlations between the existence of active 
security personnel and thieves’ use of weapons.  Data 

exists only for 17 of the 23 heists in the HMCD. 
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encouraging thieves either to arm 
themselves as a precaution or to 
buy down the risk with extended 
planning and intelligence 
gathering.  In the case of the latter, 
planning may include learning both 
formal or intended security 
procedures and the attitudes that 
guards have toward these 
procedures.** 
 
In their efforts to judge the 
likelihood of the security force to 
respond, thieves also attempt to 
judge what delay can be realized 
between the time of heist detection to 
the time of response.  For the heists 
in this study, Fig. 17 shows on the x-
axis the phase in which security 
forces knew about the heist (Planning, Entry, Theft, Escape, or Aftermath), and the z-axis (into the page) 
shows the phase in which effective response took place.  For brevity, the ordered pair of these two 
elements will be called the knowledge-response profile of a heist.  Notably, only in the slight majority of 
heists (12) did a security response take place in the same phase as heist detection.  For the remaining eight 
heists for which this data was available, response was delayed by between one and three phases.  For 
example, despite the fact that the unarmed security guard on duty in the Securitas Cash Depot became 
aware of the heist upon the first thief’s entry into the guard station, he was held at gunpoint, handcuffed 
and blindfolded, and could not respond or alert others until after the heist had been completed.  In over 
one-third of heists in the HMCD, dependence on security guards acting in a sensor role came with a 
significant delay between detection and response. 
 
Figure 17 shows that security forces were frequently aware of the heist during the theft phase but were 
prevented from effectively responding until the aftermath.  For example, guards at the Gardner Museum 
in Boston were not aware that the apparent police officers “arresting” them were actually impostors until 
after they had been handcuffed and rendered nearly powerless.  Not surprisingly, of the five cases in 
which a theft-phase discovery and aftermath-phase response occurred, four were in the Deceive, Subdue, 
and Seize category, which itself was comprised of a total of six heists.  That is, an initial deception may 
not only delay security recognition of a heist (into the theft phase), but it may also enable thieves to 
delay a security response (into the aftermath phase). 
 
Disturbingly, Fig. 17 shows that most common knowledge-response profile is an Aftermath detection and 
Aftermath response.  In these cases, security was foiled completely.  Every nonviolent heist in the 
database falls into this category, largely because thieves perpetrating these heists took special care to 
avoid discovery by existing security measures – including the eyes and ears of guards. 
 
In sum, over half of the heists in the database saw no security response until after the thieves had already 
escaped from the facility they were robbing.  This is indicative of the dual issues of (1) a security 

                                                      
** As an example, in the Antwerp Diamond Heist, Diamond Center staff had largely grown complacent.1  For 
instance, the concierges responsible for securing the vault each night did not use a security feature built into the 
vault door’s key:  The key was designed to be separated into two parts (the pipe and stamp) to be stored separately 
from each other, but instead the concierges stored both pieces together in a lockbox near the vault. 

 

Figure 17.  Distribution of Heist Knowledge-Response 
Profiles.  Data exists only for 20 of the 23 heists in the HMCD. 
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force’s ability to act as a sensor to recognize a 
heist and (2) a security force’s ability to either 
communicate this information to the 
appropriate responders or to effectively 
respond themselves when under duress.  
Neither issue can be considered in isolation:  An 
excellent detection network can be foiled by a 
modest number of thieves who prevent the 
security force from communicating with the 
outside world or each other.  Alternatively, a 
system with an excellent communications 
infrastructure can be foiled by a security force that 
is unable to recognize heists in progress. 

3.1.2.2. Security Forces as Responders 

In the case of the third method of defeat 
mentioned earlier during Section 3.1.2, the 
security forces protecting many of the high-value 
items within the heists of the HMCD tended to be 
modest.  Figure 18 shows a histogram of the number of security personnel defeated for the heists in the 
database.  As shown, of the heists in which active guard forces were present, 85% employed just one or 
two guards.  The maximum of five guards corresponds to the Brink’s-Mat heist, in which all five 
employees in the depot were classified as guards.41,42  The median of the data is one guard, and the mean 
is 1.5 guards.  In the vast majority of these cases, the guards were unarmed.  Interestingly, Fig. 19 shows 
almost no correlation between the size of the on-scene thief force and the number of security personnel 
(R² = 0.033), and the same holds between the size of the on-scene thief force and number of non-thief 
witnesses (R² = 0.002).  This suggests that, for the heists in the database, the size of the thief force 
was typically driven by factors other than the size of the security force or witness pool.  For 
example, the size of the estimated 14-person thief force for the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist was driven 
by the need for manpower in quickly passing the stolen cash through the 263-foot-long tunnel under the 
streets of Fortaleza.  In other examples, thief force size was driven by the need for drivers of getaway 
vehicles or the need for individuals with particular experience or expertise. 
 

 

 Number of On-Scene Accomplices Number of On-Scene Accomplices 
 vs. Number of Security Personnel vs. Number of Non-Thief Witnesses 

          

Figure 19.  Weak correlations between thief force size and both security force size (left) and 
number of non-thief witnesses (right).  Data available for 17 of 23 heists. 
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Figure 18.  Number of Security Personnel 
Defeated.  Data available for 21 of 23 heists. 
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It should further be noted that, 
as indicated by the histogram in 
Fig. 20, heists in this study 
were frequently committed not 
only under the noses of security 
guards, but also under the noses 
of nearby external police 
forces.  On average, such forces 
were just 0.68 miles away.  In 
three cases (the Antwerp 
Diamond Heist, the Tanzanian 
Airplane Gold Robbery, and 
Harry Winston Diamond 
Heist), police forces were 
stationed within 500 feet of the 
heist.  Given a mean heist 
duration of 8.3 hours and median of 1.4 hours, this illustrates that lack of response force proximity is 
rarely the reason for a lack of security response.  A leisurely 3 mph stroll would allow a security force 
0.68 miles away to arrive at a crime scene within 14 minutes; only three of the 23 heists in the database 
(the Munch Museum Art Heist, Mayfair Graff Diamond Heist, and Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist) took 
less time than this.  In the interesting case of the Vastberga Helicopter Heist, police responded quickly but 
were deterred from entering the G4S depot by the forethought the thieves demonstrated by placing 
caltrops on the road near the depot and apparent bombs at the police helicopter hangar.  These measures 
left the police uncertain of what other deterrents or traps could be awaiting them if they continued their 
approach. 
 
A clear implication of this information is that physical protection by means of guards is often a 
manageable obstacle for well-prepared thieves.  This may be particularly true if guard activities are 
easily observable, either to outsiders or insiders; as Section 3.6 will show, insiders were present in a 
substantial majority of heists and fulfilled various roles.  Moreover, the example of the Vastberga heist 
illustrates that, even when acting in a response rather than sensor role, the effectiveness of security 
forces can be substantially weakened in the presence of an uncertain but credible threat. 
 
Nevertheless, the case can be made that the presence of security guards (even unarmed guards) can serve 
a critical strategic purpose against thieves.  While guards themselves may not deter a determined thief, 
they do add to the amount of time the thief requires to prepare and plan for his heist.  The Antwerp 
Diamond Heist and Securitas Cash Depot Heist serve as two examples illustrating the months or years of 
planning that thieves may require to learn the details of security practices and procedures at the target 
facility.  In many cases, this preparation calls for the planting or recruitment of an insider.  If a facility 
possesses an effective system for detecting both outside and inside attempts at discovering security 
practices, the extension of the thief’s planning timeline introduced by the use of guards may be used 
productively toward thwarting heist attempts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 20.  Distances to Nearest External Guard Post or Police 
Station.  Data available for 20 of 23 heists. 
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3.2. Deception Methods 
 

"The criminal plan of the thieves, using the two bogus police 

officers to enter the Gardner Museum, was quite simple and 

quite easily executed.  The Gardner Museum could have been as 

secure as Fort Knox, but that does no good if the guard is going 

to let the thief in." 
66 

 

Robert Spiel 

Art Theft Investigator 

 
As highlighted in Section 3.1.2.1, heists involving a deception preceding a subdue and seize event are 
frequently able to delay recognition of the heist.  Typically, a deception, disguise, or diversion allows 
thieves access to facilities or information critical to implementing their attack plan.  While in many cases 
these facilities or pieces of information could be accessed via violent means, use of a deception spares 
thieves the expense and risk to life that a violent attack would carry, though often at a higher risk of being 
detected and captured during the deception.  This potential for the employment of deception places a 
higher burden on security system designers:  Even the most exceptional security response force can be 
thwarted by a thief who is recognized as an individual with legitimate access. 
 
Use of deceptions is not limited to those heists in the Deceive, Subdue, and Seize category.  Within the 
database, 91% of heists (all but two) are known to have involved some type of deception, and use of 
deception can be considered the norm for large criminal heists. 
 
To provide more detail on the number and types of deceptions used in such heists, Table 5 summarizes 
deception methods used in the execution of each of the 23 heists in the HMCD.  These deceptions can be 
divided into three general categories: 
 

Physical disguises are deceptions involving the concealment of a person, place, or object’s true 
identity or purpose via some material means.  Types of physical disguises identified in this study 
include the disguise of thief-possessed buildings or rooms (e.g., presenting materials that allows 
one to appear as a legitimate and well-meaning tenant), the physical disguise of thefts in progress 
(e.g., disguising a theft as a routine operation), use of vehicles that blend with surroundings (e.g., 
using vehicles that appear normal in the setting of the theft), disguised or concealed surveillance 
equipment (e.g., cameras hidden in clothing), disguised or concealed operations equipment (e.g., 
concealed weapons or tools), disguise or concealment of loot (e.g., placing loot in nondescript 
bags or containers), disguised age or gender (e.g., a male thief disguising himself as a woman to 
give a less threatening impression), or other disguised physical features (e.g., masks or prosthetic 
facial features to hide identity). 
 
Activity disguises are deceptions involving the concealment of a person, place, or object’s true 
identity or purpose via actions rather than material means.  Types of activity disguises identified 
in this study include disarming personalities or reputations (e.g., charming one’s way into 
obtaining information or averting suspicion), blending in by occupation (e.g., posing as or being a 
legitimate employee of the organization being robbed), and exertion of perceived legitimate 
authority (e.g., posing as a police officer to gain an individual’s compliance). 
 
Diversions are deceptions meant to draw attention away from a suspicious device or activity.  
Diversions identified in this study include personal distractions (e.g., welcome or unwelcome 
wanted advances), relays of stolen goods (e.g., handoffs of loot during a heist to complicate 
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tracking), decoy vehicles or devices (e.g., fake bombs or vehicles not carrying stolen goods 
intended to complicate tracking), and exploitation of tensions (e.g., introducing a dispute between 
two contentious parties to distract from the activities of a third party). 

 
In Table 5, a bomb () symbol indicates that a given deception method (in the row) was known to be 
employed in a given heist (in the column).  The rightmost column of Table 5 presents a simple count of 
the number of heists in which each deception method was used, and the bottom row presents a simple 
count of the number of deception methods employed for each heist.  Table 6 adds some detail on how 
each of the deception methods in Table 5 was used.  This list is helpful in revealing both common and 
creative deception methods. 
 

3.2.1. Common Deception Methods 
As the rightmost column of Table 5 shows, four deception methods stand out as very common, each used 
in between 11 and 13 (48% and 57%) of heists in the database.  The first of these highly common 
methods is use of vehicles that blend with surroundings.  In most cases, this is simple for thieves to 
achieve:  Some 70% of the heists in the database occurred in urban areas, and so almost any commercially 
available sedan or van blends with urban surroundings.  However, there are examples in which the thieves 
used a backhoe, which did not appear out of the ordinary around the large and recently-completed 
Millennium Dome; and a KLM airlines vehicle, which was used to inconspicuously enter and lie and wait 
within the secure freight area at Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam. 
 
The second of these highly common deception methods is the use of disguised or concealed operations 
equipment.  In most cases, this refers to weapons that thieves concealed in their clothing through the entry 
phase of the robbery.  In other cases, operations equipment was concealed inside a thief-possessed 
building (as in the digging equipment for the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist) or among the tools that a 
thief posing as a technician brought to the facility he intended to rob (as in the specialized tool used to 
maintain the connection between the two tamper-sensing magnets in the Antwerp Diamond Heist). 
 
The third of these common deception methods is disguised physical features, which principally consists 
of masks to hide thieves’ faces from view.  These measures are typically aimed at complicating 
identification of the thieves during post-heist investigations.  In some cases, variants on a simple mask 
have been used, including balaclavas, false mustaches, and prosthetic facial features. 
 
The fourth of these common deception methods is a thief’s blending in by occupation.  This is perhaps the 
most interesting of the four common deception methods.  This study’s heist database is replete with 
examples of criminals who have deceptively taken on or played the role of a member of a specific 
organization or occupation.  These roles span from customer to owner, either inside or outside the 
targeted organization.  Table 7 summarizes where various heists fall among these two dimensions, with 
rows representing various roles from customer to owner and columns indicating whether the role was 
internal or external to the targeted organization.   Asterisks indicate heists in which a thief posed in a role 
that he did not legitimately hold.  As Table 7 shows, thieves or coerced accomplices who blend in by 
occupation do so more frequently inside than outside the targeted organization.  Furthermore, the 
table shows no clear limitation to what level of occupational role thieves or their coerced 
accomplices will take; there are virtually equal numbers of examples of inside managers, 
employees, and customers.  There even exists in the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist an 
instance where an owner used his position to help mask his involvement in the crime.  
 
Speaking generally, a perusal of the methods listed in Table 6 suggests that the deception methods used 
in large heists tend not to be particularly high-tech or complex.  Only two heists involved specialized 
spy equipment (cameras hidden in bags or clothing), and few if any required the level of precision seen in 
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achieving the silent acrobatics of Mission Impossible or navigating complex laser nets like those in the 
movie Entrapment.  The thief’s challenge in utilizing deception methods is thus not in executing 
them so much as it is in planning and selecting the proper deceptions to execute, since a poor choice 
could result in detection or suspicion. 
 

3.2.2. Deception Methods per Heist 
 
The bottom row of Table 5 displays a simple count of the number of deception methods used in each 
heist.  Topping the list is the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist, which utilized half the list of 
physical disguises, the entire list of activity disguises, and one diversion.  In this heist, the thieves entered 
the building with a concealed weapon, with the mastermind feigning sickness and covering his face with a 
handkerchief.  During the robbery, the center’s owner, who had been befriended by the mastermind weeks 
earlier and had become an accomplice in the heist, used his authority to order the security guard to open 
the security booth to him and the thieves, who were posing as prospective safe deposit box customers.  
Once inside, the criminal mastermind made advances on the guard to distract him and move him out of 
reach of the panic button.  The thieves placed a sign on the center’s door to announce that the center was 
closed for security upgrades, and once the heist was complete they drove off in a nondescript van. 
 
At the bottom of the list with zero known deceptions are the Tanzanian Airplane Gold Robbery and the 
Museon Jewel Heist.  In the case of the Tanzanian heist, the prospective thieves launched an attack on a 
gold transport airplane with no clear deception tactics; however, information available in public sources 
regarding this heist attempt is quite limited and may not capture the entirety of the thieves’ activities 
preceding and during the heist.  The Museon Jewel Heist remains unsolved and was accomplished so 
stealthily that the manner in which it was perpetrated remains a mystery; while deceptions are likely to 
exist for this robbery, so few specifics are known that they cannot be identified. 
 
A key observation to draw from the bottom row of Table 5 is that in all but two heists (i.e., in 91% of the 
database), at least one deception was used.  As stated earlier, use of deception can be considered the 
norm for large criminal heists.  Moreover, 83% of heists in the database utilized multiple types of 
deception, and the average heist employed three deception methods.  Thus, just as in the case of defeated 
security measures, high value heists typically involve the employment of multiple deception methods.  
This fact should not be lost in motivating the thoughtful design of future security systems. 
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Table 5.  Summary of Deception Methods. 
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Table 6.  Known Deception Methods.  Numbers in parentheses indicate the identification number of the 

heist to which the defeat method corresponds (see Table 1).  An “S” preceding a number indicates that 
the method is suspected but not known with certainty. 

Category Specific Deception Method 

Physical Disguises 

Disguise of Thief-Possessed Buildings/Rooms Digging executed from a building rented ostensibly as a 

synthetic grass manufacturer, complete with a custom awning 

displaying the company’s logo (1) 

Thief became a tenant of the facility he intended to rob (3) 

Disguise of Theft in Progress Disguised the lowering of a hydraulic jack into the city sewer as 

a legitimate construction project (5) 

Replaced cut lock at security gate with a fake (13) 

Placed sign on safe deposit center door announcing the facility 

was closed for the day for security upgrades (21) 

Vehicles that Blend with Surroundings Nondescript commercially available cars, vans, trucks, or 

motorbikes as getaway or transport vehicles (1,3, 5, 10, 13, 16, 

17, 18, 19, 21, 22) 

Construction vehicle that would not appear unusual in context 

(8) 

Stolen airport vehicle that blended in to terminal surroundings 

(18) 

Disguised/Concealed Surveillance Equipment Video camera concealed in satchel (3) 

Video camera concealed in belt buckle (22) 

Disguised/Concealed Operations Equipment Concealed digging equipment inside rented storefront (1) 

Concealed thumb drive (S2) 

Disguised specialized tampering sensor circumvention tool 

among tools for installing video surveillance system (3) 

Concealed weapons (11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22) 

Physical Disguise or Concealment of Loot Cash hidden inside doors of cars transported via car carrier (1) 

Cash and chips concealed inside thief’s backpack (6) 
Loot concealed in garbage bags (16, 23) 

Disguised Age or Gender Prosthetic disguises to appear older (16) 

Female clothing and wigs (17) 

Disguised Other Physical Features Mastermind used ID card with a photo of him in a hat (1) 

Masks and/or balaclavas to disguise facial features (7, 8, 10, 

11, 12, 13, 19, 22, 23) 

False mustaches (20) 

Handkerchief over face, feigning sickness (21) 

Prosthetic disguises to hide facial features (22) 

Activity Disguises 

Disarming Personality or Reputation Mastermind established good reputation with neighbors and 

community (1) 

Insider was open and expressive, smiled, and treated 

everybody as an old and treasured friend (3) 

Mastermind known and recognized in town from social 
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functions, photography of prominent visitors, and by his 

elegant style (5) 

Mastermind was smooth-talking and befriended the safe 

deposit center owner and his girlfriend (21) 

Blending in by Occupation Thieves set up an inconspicuous storefront for a synthetic 

grass company in the middle of a major city, complete with a 

custom awning, promotional hats with the company’s logo, 
and phone book ads (1) 

Thieves posed as typical law-abiding customers (2, 5, 21) 

Thief posed as diamond merchant to become a tenant in 

Diamond Center (3) 

Thieves lowering hydraulic jack into sewer posed as 

construction workers (5) 

Thief or accomplice (willing or coerced) was an employee of 

the target establishment (2, 6, 12, 13, 21, 22, 23) 

Thieves dressed in military fatigues typical for individuals in the 

war zone where the targeted establishment was located (14) 

Airport cargo thieves posed as airline employees (18) 

Thieves posed as delivery men, complete with forged 

paperwork (19) 

Exertion of Perceived Legitimate Authority Bank manager ordered to answer phone calls as usual (15) 

Posed as legitimate employees (18) 

Presented apparently legitimate paperwork (19) 

Posed as police officers (20, 22, 23) 

Used authority as facility owner or manager (21, 22, 23) 

Diversions  

Personal Distractions Security guard distracted by visiting prospective tenant (and 

thief’s) inappropriate and unwanted advances (21) 
Relay of Stolen Goods Total stolen funds transferred in small amounts to multiple 

banks to help thwart detection (2) 

Loot relayed immediately after theft through a series of 

handoffs among pedestrians and multiple motor vehicles (16) 

Decoy Vehicle or Device Decoy packages with the appearance of bombs placed at 

police helicopter hangar (7) 

Decoy cars to complicate possible police chase (13, 16) 

Exploitation of Tensions Mortars fired during a cease-fire to distract and provoke 

firefight between opposing military forces (14) 
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Table 7.  Summary of roles that heist accomplices (willing or coerced) have 
taken when blending in by occupation.  Asterisks indicate heists in which a 

thief posed in a role that he did not legitimately hold. 

  RELATION TO TARGET ORGANIZATION 

  Inside Outside 

R
O

LE
 

Owner  Knightsbridge  

Manager 

 Sumitomo Mitsui 

 Lufthansa 

 Securitas 

 Northern Bank 

 

Employee 

 Stardust Casino 

 Brink’s-Mat 

 Securitas 

 Schiphol Airport* 

 Société Générale* 

 Swissport Heathrow* 

 British Bank of the 

Middle East 

Tenant  Antwerp  Brazil Central Bank 

Customer 

 Sumitomo Mitsui* 

 Société Générale 

 Knightsbridge 

 

 
 
 

3.3. Timing and Target Selection 
 

"Armed with Werner and Gruenwald’s plan, Burke and the 

Robert’s Lounge gang hammered out the details:  They’d go in 
late, when only a skeleton crew of ten was on, striking while the 

graveyard shift was at lunch." 
43 

 

Charlie Glaze, Narrator 

Daring Capers: Kennedy Airport Caper 

 
 
The characteristics of this study’s 23 heists that are perhaps most quantifiable relate to thief timing and 
target selection.  Timing can be considered both in terms of absolute timing, referring to the timing of 
heists with respect to calendar months, days of the week, or times of day, and relative timing, referring to 
timing with respect to relevant events.  While absolute timing data are easily tracked and utilized for 
statistical analysis (e.g., the dates and times of heists are generally well-known), a thief may decide on the 
date and time of a heist based on planned or predictable events that will minimize security obstacles or 
maximize the value of the targeted items.  Thus, this analysis considers both absolute and relative timing, 
taking advantage of the quantifiability of absolute timing and the qualitative insight gained by considering 
relative timing. 

3.3.1. Absolute Timing 
To the extent that data is available in the open literature, the dates and times of each of the 23 heists 
considered in this study are recorded in the HMCD.  The absolute timing of these heists is analyzed here 
on two scales, first on the daily timing (i.e., the time of day at which heists occurred) and second on the 
monthly and seasonal timing (i.e., the months and seasons during which heists occurred). 
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3.3.1.1. Time of Day 

Beginning with an analysis of absolute timing on the shortest relevant timescales, Fig. 21 shows the 
distribution of heist initiation timing throughout the day.  Within this figure, heists are grouped into 
categories of Morning (6:00 – 9:00 AM), Work Day (9:00 AM – 5:00 PM)††, Evening (5:00 – 8:00 PM), 
and Night (8:00 PM – 6:00 AM).  For three heists (the Sumitomo Mitsui Bank Heist, Tanzanian Airplane 
Gold Robbery, and British Bank of the Middle East Gold Heist), the time at which the heist began is 
unclear from the available open literature. 
 
As Fig. 21 shows, the major heists in the HMCD show no clear preference for daytime versus nighttime 
initiation.  This observation itself deserves some remark, since it suggests that a continuously vigilant 
security force for high-value items is essential. 
 
However, Fig. 22 helps to illustrate that the character of these incidents differs substantially depending on 
the time of day at which they occurred.  In Fig. 22, the duration of each of 16 heists for which data was 
available is plotted (on a logarithmic scale, to emphasize order-of-magnitude differences in speed for 
different heists) against the times at which the heists began.  Viewing the data from this perspective, most 
of the heists in the plot can be cleanly categorized into four timing archetypes, as labeled in Fig. 22: 

 Timing Archetype I, the “Early-Bird Heists” 
archetype, is characterized by early-morning 
heists with durations of 1-2 hours.  All three 
heists that fall within this category, the Gardner 
Museum Art Heist, Lufthansa Heist, and 
Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist, were characterized by 
violence.  In at least two cases, the thieves 
executed a well-planned attack against 
populations of guards and employees 
substantially smaller than those present during 
daytime hours.  In all three cases, those guards 
and employees were subdued and unable to call 
for help.  Since the crimes were perpetrated in 
the early morning when little, if any, business 
with outside organizations or people was 
conducted, there was little risk that individuals 
from the outside would visit the facility and 
discover the heist in progress. As a result of this 
timing, these thefts provided the thieves a 
minimal risk of detection and allowed them to 
take a substantial amount of time in raiding the 
facilities. ‡‡ 

 Timing Archetype II, the “Broad Daylight Heists” archetype, is characterized by heists early in 
the work day that are conducted rapidly, on timescales well under one hour.  These timescales are 
largely a necessity for such heists, and all four in this category (the Swissport Heathrow Heist, 
Millennium Dome Raid, Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist, and Munch Museum Art Heist) 

                                                      
†† Note that the term “Work Day” here is meant only to name the 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM window.  Whether the heist 
occurred on a working day (e.g., Monday through Friday) is not distinguished. 

‡‡ The duration of the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist was quite similar, and the thieves cleverly reduced 
the risk of detection by outside customers that was inherent in its work day timing by posting a sign indicating that 
the center was temporarily closed for security system upgrades. 

 

Figure 21.  Time of Day Distribution of 
Heists in the HMCD.  Morning is defined 

as 6-9 AM, Work Day is defined as 9 AM 

– 5 PM, Evening is defined as 5-8 PM, 

and Night is defined as 8 PM – 6 AM. 

Night

31%

Morning

4%

Work 

Day

39%

Evening

13%

No Data

13%
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involved use of violence to subdue guards, employees, and bystanders to permit rapid access to 
the target valuables.  However, unlike heists of the Early Bird Heists archetype, response by 
police forces was unlikely to be prevented, and the thieves needed to work against the clock.  
While there is no obvious single reason why all four of the heists in this category shared such 
similar timing, the broad daylight timing for two such heists (the Swissport Heathrow Heist and 
Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist) was driven by the business-hours timing of large high-value 
shipments that the thieves were targeting. 

 Timing Archetype III, the “Closing Time Heists” archetype, is similar in duration to the Broad 
Daylight Heists archetype, but it differs in time of day.  These heists occur in the very late 
afternoon or early evening, as businesses are nearing closing time and employees may be tired, 
distracted, and somewhat less prepared for a robbery.  Both heists in this category, the Harry 
Winston Diamond Heist and Mayfair Graff Diamond Heist, were complete in just minutes.§§ 

 Timing Archetype IV, the “Night Raids” archetype, is characterized not only by heists that 
begin very late in the day, but also by heists that run the course of several hours.  Ironically, the 
four heists in this category cover some of the least violent and some of the most violent heists in 
the database.  Both tiger kidnappings, the Securitas Cash Depot Heist and Northern Bank Cash 
Heist, are contained in this category.  In both crimes, the kidnappings began in the evening or 
night, and the ordeals did not end until the following day.  At the other end of the spectrum, the 
stealthy Société Générale Bank Heist and Antwerp Diamond Heist also fall in this category, with 
both involving undetected vault entries on a Saturday and theft activity not being discovered until 
staff returned to work the following Monday.***  Similar to the Early Bird Heists, the lack of 
outsider traffic at night allowed these heists to occur without the knowledge of authorities.  In 
part due to the fact that these heists began late in the evening, rather than just before dawn, they 
are characterized by durations substantially longer than the Early Bird Heists. 

 
While additional archetypes are certainly possible, the four identified here highlight patterns that can be 
directly supported by the HMCD data.  However, perhaps even more interesting than these observed 
correlations between duration and initiation time are those that have remained unobserved.  For example, 
long-duration heists (e.g., more than 1-2 hours) have not been observed in early morning hours or in the 
first half of the work day.  This may reflect the fact that such heists would tend to overlap with periods of 
high activity at each secure facility and make detection of the heist more likely.  Conversely, short-
duration heists (e.g., under an hour) are almost nonexistent outside of the work day.  This further suggests 
that thieves have little need to engage in rapid operations when not pressured by the high likelihood 
of daytime detection that exists at many facilities. 

3.3.1.2. Day of Week 

Another aspect of absolute timing is thieves’ selection of the day of the week on which to execute a heist.  
The distribution of heists in the HMCD among days of the week is shown in Fig. 23.  Overall, this 
distribution is unremarkable, which agrees with data and findings of the 1980 RAND Corporation’s high-
value theft analogs study12.  While Wednesday and Friday heists are rare in the HMCD data, statistically 
this is not significant given the size of the sample; if a uniform distribution of heists across days of the 
week is hypothesized, the probability that multiple days of the week would be associated with one or 
fewer heists is substantial, at about 22%. 
 

                                                      
§§ Although clear estimates for the duration of the Carlton Hotel Diamond Heist could not be found, it is likely that 
this heist, which occurred at the hotel jewelry store’s closing time, would also fit within Timing Archetype III. 

*** It is worth noting that three of the five Stealth Raid heists were so stealthy that the time of heist initiation and 
heist duration cannot both be adequately pinpointed in the existing literature to include in the HMCD. 
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However, it deserves some note 
that if the sample of heists is 
limited only to those in the 
Stealth Raid category, a clear 
pattern exists:  All but one of 
the five stealth raids in the 
HMCD were initiated on a 
Saturday.  The exception of the 
Museon Jewel Heist was 
executed on a Monday, a day of 
the week on which the museum 
was normally closed.  Thus, 
while day-of-week patterns 
are not obvious for the 
aggregate of all types of high-
value heists, stealth raids in particular tend to occur on weekends.  Reasons for the latter, such as low 
bystander and security force activity, are discussed in Section 3.3.2. 
 

3.3.1.3. Monthly and Seasonal Timing 

A third aspect of interest in terms of absolute timing is monthly and seasonal timing.  The present section 
presents observations regarding the nonuniformity of the monthly and seasonal occurrences of major 
heists in the HMCD. 
 
Figure 24 displays the distribution of the 23 heists in the HMCD by the month of their occurrence.  The 
distribution is nonuniform, with local peaks in February, August, and December.  The most notable peak 
is the month of August, during which 22% of all heists in the database occurred.  In contrast, the four 
months of March through June account for less than 9% of the heists in the database.   
 

 

Figure 22.  Heist Duration vs. Time of Heist Initiation.   
Data shown for 16 heists for which both pieces of data could be obtained. 
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This observation is more clearly 
described by Fig. 25, which 
shows the distribution of heists 
by local season (i.e., whether 
the season was winter, spring, 
summer, or fall at the location 
where the heist took place).  Of 
particular note is the dearth of 
spring heists (the only such heist 
was the Swissport Heathrow 
Heist).  This finding is 
statistically significant; had a 
uniform distribution across 
seasons been expected among 
the 23 heists in the database, the 
probability of one or fewer 

heists occurring in a season 
purely due to random variation 
is less than 5%. 
 
Unfortunately, the reason for 
these significantly nonuniform 
distributions is not obvious.  
Crime data in general is known 
to have seasonal trends,86 with 
peaks typically during summer 
months.  Seasonal crime trend 
explanations from Ref. 86 
include possible associations 
with vacations and with times of 
year (e.g., summertime) when 
doors and windows are less 
likely to be locked.  However, 
the relevance of these 
mechanisms to explaining high-
value heist seasonality is unclear.  The distributions in Figs. 24 and 25 are also not in clear agreement 
with the “thermic law” of crime, introduced by Quetelet, which observes the increase in property crimes 
during winter and the increase in crimes against persons during summer.87-89   
 
Perhaps the most logical hypothesis for a springtime lull in high-value heists is that using the spring to 
conduct planning, rather than thefts, permits thieves the maximum possible time for conducting 
surveillance and practice runs (discussed in Section 3.5.2) for outdoor portions of the heist in relevant or 
hospitable environments.  The one- to two-season planning duration suggested by this hypothesis is 
supported by the data presented in Section 3.5.1, which shows that about half of the heists for which 
planning time data exists executed involved 1-5 months of planning.  Further, it may be hypothesized that 
thieves perceive some advantages to defeating security at the end of summer or during the winter holiday 
season, when less experienced security forces may be on duty while their more senior and highly 
experienced counterparts may be inclined to capitalize on accrued vacation time. 
 

 

Figure 24.  Monthly Distribution of Heists in the HMCD. 
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Figure 25.  Seasonal Distribution of Heists in the HMCD. 
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3.3.2. Relative Timing 
A less quantifiable but perhaps more important investigation of thief timing is a characterization of the 
events relative to which thieves planned their heists.  Among the heists in the HMCD, three qualitative 
factors relating to relative timing, some of which have already been indicated in absolute timing 
discussions, are particularly common: 
 

First, thieves frequently choose to commit large heists at times of low bystander activity.  By 
minimizing the probability that a bystander will exist in the area of the heist, the thieves help to 
reduce the probability that unusual activity will be reported.  All else being equal, this would 
drive thieves to frequently choose times outside of core business hours.  Examples include the 
late-night Valentine’s Day weekend theft at the Antwerp Diamond Center and the yet-unsolved 
4:00 AM theft from the Museon science museum. 
 
Second, thieves frequently choose to commit large heists at times of low employee or 
security activity.  Like the first factor, this factor helps minimize the probability of unanticipated 
detection.  Moreover, though, often thieves choose to commit large heists at times of low 
employee or security activity because it minimizes the difficulty of defeating anticipated 
detection.  This factor too tends to drive thieves to choose times outside of core business hours for 
the targeted entity.  Examples include the 3:00 AM assault on the small graveyard shift at the 
Kennedy Airport Lufthansa Cargo Terminal and the 1:30 AM attack on the Gardner Museum, 
which was protected only by an overnight force of two unarmed guards. 
 
Third, thieves frequently choose to commit large heists at times of high target value.  Given 
that thieves typically have only one opportunity to attack before a target’s security systems are 
substantially upgraded, they aim to maximize the amount of loot they can carry away, frequently 
by selecting attack times when an abnormally large amount of loot is available to be stolen.  
Thieves’ ability to execute timing in this way depends on the quality of information they can 
obtain on the movement of valuables in and out of the target facility.  The highest quality 
information typically comes from insiders.  For example, the Lufthansa Heist was expedited as 
soon as a Lufthansa cargo supervisor and insider informed a preassembled Mafia gang that an 
unusually large shipment of cash was being stored in the Lufthansa Cargo Terminal over the 
weekend.  On the other hand, outsider observations can be effective as well.  The Tanzanian 
Airplane Gold Robbery, for example, was perpetrated against a weekly shipment from the 
AngloGold Ashanti gold mine. 

 
Additional notable but uncommon timing factors found in the heists of the HMCD include: 
 

Knowledge of personnel location vs. time.  In the case of the Antwerp Diamond Heist, for 
example, the thieves aimed to penetrate the vault two stories below ground in the B block of the 
Antwerp Diamond Center.  They likely knew that the concierge on duty over the chosen weekend 
of the robbery stayed in an apartment on the fourth floor of the neighboring C block, rather than 
the alternative concierge, who stayed on the second floor of the B block. 
 
Physics-based timing.  In the case of the Millennium Dome Raid, the thieves planned to escape 
via boat.  However, this necessitated timing the heist to coincide properly with ocean tides so that 
the boat could pull up to receive the fleeing criminals. 
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3.3.3. Target Selection 
While the previous two sections have considered temporal patterns among heists, spatial, environmental, 
and functional factors also play an important part in thieves’ selection of a target.  These characteristics 
are the subject of the present discussion. 
 
Within the HMCD, the primary targets of each set of thieves are categorized by (1) the type of targeted 
valuables and (2) the target setting.  Six different types of valuables are identified:  cash, electronic funds, 
gold, diamonds and other jewelry, artwork, and miscellaneous stored valuables†††.  Five different settings 
are identified:  museum, retail‡‡‡, transport, depot, and vault.  As written in the lists above, the valuable 
types are in an order intended to represent increasing difficulty to fence, starting with cash (which is 
already in a spendable form) and progressing through electronic funds, gold (which must often be melted 
down to remove distinguishing marks), diamonds (which must often be recut), artwork (which is often so 
distinguishable that finding a buyer may be impossible), and miscellaneous stored valuables (which can 
consist a combination of any of the other categories of items).  Similarly, the settings are written in an 
order intended to represent an increasing difficulty to penetrate, beginning with museums (typically some 
of the lowest security budgets and least secured settings for valuables) and ending with vaults. 
 
Table 8 identifies the distribution of heists in this study among these two dimensions of targeted valuables 
and target settings.  As a result of the ordering of valuables and settings, valuables that are easy to fence 
and stored in facilities that are easy to penetrate (and thus likely low-hanging fruits to a potential 
criminal) are indicated in the top left corner of the table, while valuables that are difficult to fence and 
stored in difficult-to-penetrate facilities (and thus likely unattractive targets to a potential thief) are in the 
bottom right corner of the table. 
 
Interestingly, most of the heists examined in this study fall along the bottom-left-to-top-right diagonal of 
Table 8.  In a sense, each of the heists on this diagonal pose a similar desirability to thieves but via 
different trades between asset liquidity (or “fence-ability”) and target penetrability.  This helps to 
illustrate rationality in the decision-making preferences of the criminals involved in these heists.  
Outliers toward the top left of the table include the Stardust Casino Job and Chase Manhattan Bank 
Robbery, though these were both smaller-scale robberies on the order of $1 million (FY12).  Substantially 
larger yield targets toward the top left of this table are likely few and far between, and may not even exist.  
Outliers toward the bottom right of the table include the Antwerp, Société Générale, and Knightsbridge 
heists, which were all thefts from safe deposit boxes and required the thieves, at a minimum, to sort 
through a hodgepodge of items found upon opening the deposit boxes.  All three targets were difficult to 
penetrate, and the heists averaged about 1.5 years of planning apiece; however, they were also some of 
the highest-yield heists in the database, averaging a take of $170 million (FY12) apiece.§§§ 

                                                      
††† This latter category is typical of safe deposit box centers, where individuals may choose to store any items of 
value to them. 

‡‡‡ The term retail is here meant quite broadly, encompassing venues where public sale or any consumer good or 
service occurs.  For the purposes of this categorization, this includes not only public shops (such as jewelry stores), 
but also banks and casinos. 

§§§ It may be reasonably noted that, even though the Antwerp, Société Générale, and Knightsbridge heists involved 
theft from safe deposit boxes, the contents of which the thieves would not have known with certainty in advance, the 
thieves may have avoided the task of fencing more difficult items by leaving them behind at the crime scene.  In this 
case, these outlying heists may belong somewhat higher in Table 8 (in easier-to-fence rows) and further support the 
rationality hypothesis.  For this reason (that is, since targets of miscellaneous stored valuables may be more closely 
associated with another target type rather than a true mix of all target types), the Miscellaneous Stored Valuables 
row in Table 8 is shaded gray. 
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Table 8.  Distribution of Heists in the HMCD among Targeted Valuables and Settings. 

 
 
Another interesting point revealed by data on 
these heists is that the complete theft of all (or 
even most) valuables at a target is rare.  Figure 
26 illustrates.  Here, each heist is categorized by 
whether it resulted (or, in the case of failed heists, 
was intended to result) in the theft of all (100%), a 
vast majority (90-100%), majority (50-90%), 
minority (10-50%), or small minority (0-10%) of 
locally accessible valuables.  Only in 22% of heists 
in the database (specifically, the Millennium Dome 
Raid, British Bank of the Middle East Heist, Chase 
Manhattan Bank Robbery, Harry Winston 
Diamond Heist, and Schiphol Airport Diamond 
Heist) did thieves steal or intend to steal more than 
50% of the valuables at a target.  In the remainder 
of heists for which this information was found, 
thieves were highly selective in what they removed 
from the target facility (for example, the Société 
Générale thieves brought with them an appraiser for real-time advice on the most valuable items to 
take****).  In a number of cases, including the Antwerp Diamond Heist, Northern Bank Cash Heist, and 
Securitas Cash Depot Heist, this selectivity was influenced by limitations in transportation capacity. 
 

                                                      
**** In addition to the appraiser, the criminals brought wine, cheese, soup, sausage, and pâté91 to celebrate and 
sustain themselves during the 36-hour-long heist.  While plundering the vault’s safe deposit boxes, the thieves had 
further reason to celebrate when a late-night casino cash drop from a local casino, worth hundreds of thousands of 
dollars, came barreling down into the vault.26,91 

 

Figure 26.  Fraction of Local Accessible 
Valuables Stolen among Heists in the HMCD. 
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In terms of target environments, Fig. 27 
illustrates a clear bias toward urban areas in the 
commission of these high-value heists.  Besides 
the 70% of heists in urban areas, an additional 17% 
occurred in the vicinity of airports (e.g., the 
Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist, Brink’s-Mat 
Gold Heist and Swissport Heathrow Heist, both at 
Heathrow Airport, and the Lufthansa Heist at 
Kennedy Airport).  Urban areas present both 
opportunities and challenges for thieves.  If 
disguised properly, the large amount of activity in 
an urban area can complicate tracking of a thief, 
before, during, or after a heist.  However, the 
availability of numerous and specialized security 
forces in a city can also be a detriment for a thief 
that is not well-disguised (as the criminals in both 
the Millennium Dome Raid and Swissport 
Heathrow Heist learned, when confronted with a 
100-officer Metropolitan Police operation designed 
to foil their heist).  It is probable, instead, that the 
primary reason for the observed urban bias is that 
many high-value targets are located in cities. 
 
A final observation regarding the heists in this 
study is a clear bias toward European crimes.  
Figure 28 shows that 70% of the heists in the 
database were committed in Europe; half of these 
were committed in the United Kingdom.  An 
additional 18% were committed in North America, 
specifically in the United States.  The remaining 
12% comprises the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist 
(South America), Tanzanian Airplane Gold 
Robbery (Africa), and British Bank of the Middle 
East Gold Heist (Asia).  For reference, the 
estimated latitude/longitude coordinates of the 
locations for each heist are provided in Table 9.††††  Since the lists of major heists from which the 
database’s 23 were derived were of Western origin, a Western bias in Fig. 28 is not entirely surprising.  
However, the fact that European heists have much greater representation than North American heists 
among Western sources is not well explained.  For example, is Europe simply the home of more centers 
of high-value goods, or are European thieves more interested in engaging in this type of criminal activity?  
It is also surprising that Eastern Europe, Russia, South Asia, East Asia, and Australia have no 
representation among lists of major heists.  Major heists in these regions of the world may prove to be a 
subject of important insight and worthy of future investigation. 
 
 
 
 
                                                      
†††† A Google Map locating each of the 23 heists in the database, plus several for which complete data entries could 
not be made in time for the writing of this paper, is available at 
https://www.google.com/maps/ms?msid=206565135619449682207.0004be5da3a6089e3d9c5&msa=0. 

 

Figure 27.  Target Environments among 
Heists in the HMCD. 
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Figure 28.  Continental Distribution among 
Heists in the HMCD. 
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Table 9.  Estimated Latitude/Longitude Coordinates of Heists in the HMCD. 

ID Name City 
Estimated Target Location 

Latitude (deg.) Longitude (deg.) 

1 Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist Fortaleza, Brazil -3.734031 -38.522260 

2 Sumitomo Mitsui Bank Heist London, UK 51.511694 -0.097418 

3 Antwerp Diamond Heist Antwerp, Belgium 51.213927 4.418049 

4 Museon Jewel Heist The Hague, Netherlands 52.088960 4.279991 

5 Société Générale Bank Heist Nice, France 43.699004 7.269326 

6 Stardust Casino Job Las Vegas, USA 36.133282 -115.166900 

7 Vastberga Helicopter Heist Stockholm, Sweden 59.298020 18.012890 

8 Millennium Dome Raid  London, UK 51.502986 0.003150 

9 Tanzanian Airplane Gold Robbery Geita, Tanzania -2.810833 32.174170 

10 Munch Museum Art Heist Oslo, Norway 59.916849 10.774734 

11 Carlton Hotel Diamond Heist Cannes, France 43.549166 7.027150 

12 Brink's-Mat Gold Heist London, UK 51.469836 -0.404799 

13 Lufthansa Heist New York, USA 40.662117 -73.787440 

14 British Bank of the Middle East Gold Heist Beirut, Lebanon 33.896677 35.503097 

15 Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery New York, USA 40.608935 -73.970650 

16 Mayfair Graff Diamond Heist London, UK 51.509821 -0.141851 

17 Harry Winston Diamond Heist Paris, France 48.866493 2.304736 

18 Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist Amsterdam, Netherlands 52.304106 4.758053 

19 Swissport Heathrow Heist London, UK 51.454331 -0.456367 

20 Gardner Museum Art Heist Boston, USA 42.338768 -71.098860 

21 Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist London, UK 51.498765 -0.166361 

22 Securitas Cash Depot Heist Tonbridge, UK 51.191098 0.277652 

23 Northern Bank Cash Heist Belfast, UK 54.596244 -5.932016 

 
 
 

3.4. Weapons Employed 
 

"When they threaten the guards with a gun there is not much to 

be done." 
40 

 

Jorunn Christofferson 

Munch Museum Press Officer 

 
Among the tools that criminals frequently have at their disposal in the commission of a high-value heist 
are weapons.  These tools are particularly unique in that they are almost always intended as a device for 
defeating human elements of security systems.  As Fig. 16 in Section 3.1.2.1 illustrated, the HMCD 
shows a strong apparent correlation between the existence of security personnel and whether the criminals 
arrived at the heist armed.  This section takes a brief look at some of the weapons that thieves have used 
to achieve their objectives. 
 
Table 10 provides a summary of the types of weapons know to be used among the 23 heists in the 
HMCD.  A variety of weaponry has been employed in the commission of large heists, and these 
weapons can be divided into four categories: 
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Conventional firearms tend to be the most frequently used weapons and include a variety of 
handguns, shotguns, machine guns, and rifles.  Examples particularly abound in which firearms 
were used purely in a threatening manner with no shots actually fired.‡‡‡‡  For example, guns 
were used to threaten Securitas manager Colin Dixon that his family would be killed if he did not 
comply and lead them into the Securitas cash depot.  In the interesting example of the Carlton 
Hotel Diamond Heist, thieves fired machine guns as they entered the hotel’s jewelry store.  
However, upon investigation of the crime, police found that the thieves had been firing blanks. 
 
Explosives and incendiaries include weapons such as grenades, mortars, plastic explosives, and 
bombs.  This category also includes the combination of gas and matches, which was used to 
threaten employees in the Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist.  In this heist, the two combination-holding 
employees§§§§ were doused with gasoline, and thieves threatened to light them on fire if they did 
not comply.  They complied.***** 
 
Bladed weapons were rarely used in the HMCD heists.  The only known examples involved 
knives used to threaten staff at the Swissport Cargo Warehouse at Heathrow Airport and to slice 
through the canvas wall of a commercial helicopter hangar in the Vastberga Helicopter Heist. 

 
Blunt weapons were similarly rare among the HMCD heists.  The only known examples in this 
category involved thieves wielding hockey sticks, clubs, and lumps of wood to threaten staff at 
the Swissport Cargo Warehouse. 

 
In Table 10, a bomb () symbol indicates that a given weapon (in the row) was known to be employed 
in a given heist (in the column).  The rightmost column of Table 10 presents a simple count of the number 
of heists in which each weapon type was used, and the bottom row presents a simple count of the number 
of weapon types employed for each heist.  A couple notes are worth discussion in both of these areas: 
 
First, by far the most commonly used type of weapon was the handgun.  This class of weapon is both 
deadly and easily concealed, permitting thieves to enter a facility and invite little scrutiny from security 
personnel or bystanders.  The Harry Winston and Mayfair Graff diamond heists, both Timing Archetype 
III (Closing Time) heists, demonstrated skillful execution using this characteristic of handguns.  Also 
somewhat common is use of shotguns and assault rifles.  For certain heists, the type of firearm used was 
not ascertainable from public sources, and these were noted under the category of unspecified firearms.  It 
is worth noting that, overall, 15 of the 23 (65% of) heists in the database are known to have used some 
sort of conventional firearm in execution of the crime. 
 
Second, an interesting observation can be made from the bottom row of Table 10.  While 70% of heists 
involved use of some weapon, it is worth noting that 7 heists (30%) involved no known use of weapons.  
These heists include both of the nonviolent heist categories (i.e., the Stealth Raid and Walk Away 
categories) plus the Gardner Museum Art Heist.  Strikingly, these weaponless heists account for three of 

                                                      
‡‡‡‡ Whether the thieves would have fired these weapons in the event of victim noncompliance is an open question.  
On one hand, failure to fire in such an event would cast doubt on the thieves’ sincerity.  On the other hand, killing 
the employee with the vault combination would do little to facilitate the thieves’ success. 
§§§§ This facility’s security measures included a system of dual control, in which the opening of vault doors required 
two individuals with separate keys and combinations.  The cooperation of both individuals was required to gain 
entry to the vaults. 

***** Wouldn’t you? 
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the top four valued heists in the HMCD.†††††  This prompts the observation that an unarmed 
adversary is not an unimportant adversary.  Indeed, the unarmed adversary may be the most important 
adversary, if measured by the monetary value of the theft.  Albert Spaggiari, the mastermind of the 
Société Générale Bank Heist, summarized the philosophy of such criminals well when he famously wrote 
on the wall of the vault that he robbed, “Sans arme, ni haine, ni violence,” or “Without weapons, nor 
hatred, nor violence.”  
 
 
 
 

3.5. Resources and Risk Acceptance 
 

"It’s like a big challenge, like Olympic games.  You train for 
most part of your life, and go that day hoping to have an 

opportunity. " 
72 

 

Valerio Viccei, Criminal 

Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist 

 
The end of Section 3.1.1 mentioned that the diversity of security measure defeat capabilities observed in 
major heists supports a description of high-value heist criminal teams as sophisticated and well-organized.  
This section expands substantially on this characterization, delving into the resources that thieves bring to 
bear on attacking high-value targets and the risk that the criminals have historically accepted.  In essence, 
this section shows the degree of ambition, discipline, and overall project management skill that these 
criminals often possess. 

3.5.1. Planning Time and Schedule 
Figure 29 depicts the distribution of 
estimated planning times for the 
heists in the HMCD.  Within the 
data available for the figure (15 of 
the 23 heists), most heists involved 
known planning times of less than 
30 weeks (7 months).  The mean 
among this group of shorter planning 
times was 13 weeks (3 months).  A 
prime example of one of these heists 
is the Brazil Central Bank Cash 
Heist, which commenced digging 
from the rented Grama Sintética 
storefront some three months prior 
to the robbery itself. 

                                                      
††††† The other heist on this top-four list was the Millennium Dome Raid, which used smoke bombs mainly to 
distract and confuse bystanders and security forces, rather than cause bodily harm. 

 

Figure 29.  Distribution of Heist Planning Times. 
Data available for 15 of 23 heists. 
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Table 10.  Summary of Weapons Used by Thieves. 
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A second region of interest in Fig. 29 exists for the four heists with planning times of more than 100 
weeks.  Included among these heists is the Antwerp Diamond Heist, with the longest estimated planning 
time of 2.4 years; it was in the autumn of 2000 that Leonardo Notarbartolo, the mastermind of the 
Antwerp Diamond Heist, began renting an office in the Antwerp Diamond Center in preparation for the 
eventual February 2003 heist.  In another example, two years prior to the Société Générale Bank Heist, 
Albert Spaggiari rented a bank safe deposit box shortly after he heard from a neighbor and bank manager 
that the bank’s vault was not alarmed.  As well, in the case of the Gardner Museum Art Heist, one of the 
suspects in the crime admitted that he had scoped out the museum’s security measures years earlier.  On 
one visit in particular, he unlocked a window in the facility.  Visiting again every few months, he found 
that the window remained unlocked and used this as a partial gauge of the attentiveness and thoroughness 
of the security force. 
 
An important fact that this information elucidates is that thieves do their homework, typically taking 
months or years to plan a high-value heist.  This clearly indicates that the thieves take the time to 
develop execution plans of high quality, though it also suggests that security forces have time on their 
side if they are able to effectively recognize the planning activities of a prospective thief. 
 

3.5.2. Practice Runs and Testing 
Figure 30 indicates the distribution of the approximate number of practice or reconnaissance runs thieves 
made to their targeted facility in advance of the heist itself.  The figure shows two distinct types of 
practice and reconnaissance behavior:  About two-thirds of the heists for which this data is available 
likely involved a handful of (less than six) practice runs.  The remainder involved over twenty, and in 
some cases, over 100 practice or reconnaissance runs.  This latter case describes heists executed by 
criminal teams with inside access, for example with an employee insider who is able to observe security 
procedures and other relevant details at work on a daily basis.  Examples of this are well summarized in 
Table 7.  Most importantly, Fig. 30 illustrates that the majority of heists involved at least one 
practice or reconnaissance run.  This reinforces the point made in Section 3.5.1 that thieves of high-
value items indeed do their homework and are well-prepared to execute the theft. 
 
In addition to practice runs to the 
target facility itself, there exists one 
heist in which external vulnerability 
investigation and practice took place:  
In the planning of the Antwerp 
Diamond Heist, reconnaissance from 
the Antwerp Diamond Center revealed 
the brand of locks used for the doors, 
vault, and safe deposit boxes of the 
center.  Since the heist planning team 
included a locksmith company owner, 
locks of the same brand could be 
ordered without raising suspicion, and 
vulnerabilities could be identified 
through experimentation. 

3.5.3. Transportation Capabilities 
In planning for high-value heists, thieves must be confident that they can transport the stolen loot away 
from the crime scene.  In many cases, as mentioned in the discussion of Fig. 26, it is not the amount of 
loot available at the target facility, but rather the capacity of the thieves’ transportation vehicle(s) that 
limits the amount of loot the criminals can steal. 

 

Figure 30.  Distribution of Number of Practice and 
Reconnaissance Runs.  Data available for 17 of 23 heists. 

Mean:   79.4 runs

Median:  2.0 runs
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For each of the 23 heists in the 
HMCD, estimates were generated for 
the total weight of items stolen.  
Figure 31 shows the distribution of 
these results on a roughly logarithmic 
scale.  In the first category are total 
weights of less than 5 lbs., such as the 
targeted diamonds from the 
Millennium Dome and gems from the 
Museon science museum.  Also in this 
category are the electronic (and 
therefore weightless) funds of the 
attempted Sumitomo Mitsui Bank 
Heist.  Goods of this small size can be 
easily carried out of a facility in a 
small bag or in a thief’s pockets.  In 
the middle of the graph lie items 50-500 lbs. in weight, 
such as the cash of the Vastberga Helicopter Heist and 
safe deposit box contents of the Antwerp Diamond 
Heist.  These takes require backpack-class containers, 
possibly carried by multiple team members.  At the far 
right extreme are loads of loot weighing more than 
5,000 lbs.  Examples here include loads of cash and/or 
gold from the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist, Brink’s-
Mat Gold Heist, and Securitas Cash Depot Heist.  
These extremely heavy loads require the capacity of a 
sizable truck (see Fig. 32 for the truck used in the 
Securitas heist). 
 
In selecting the size of the getaway vehicle, thieves 
must often choose between increasing the amount of 
loot (and thus money) they can transport from the 
target facility and decreasing their exposure and 
traceability.  A larger getaway vehicle will translate 
into more wealth for the criminals but at a higher risk 
of discovery, either before the robbery (since renting or 
buying a truck is more noticeable than using the thieves’ existing cars), during the robbery (since it takes 
more time to load the larger vehicle), immediately after the robbery (since it is easier to notice and harder 
to maneuver a large truck through city streets), or long after the robbery (since a greater amount of loot 
generally translates into a greater chance that it will be recognized as stolen when traded or spent).  These 
factors, and different criminals’ preferences for wealth over risk of capture, may be responsible for the 
broad variation of stolen item weight seen in Fig. 31.  However, the fact remains that thieves have 
demonstrated capabilities to steal anything from briefcases to trucks full of loot in the commission 
of high-value heists. 

3.5.4. Human Resources 
In addition to time and transportation resources, a key component in the planning of a major heist is the 
management of human resources.  This includes decisions regarding the number and size of teams as well 
as the characteristics of individual team members. 

 

Figure 31.  Weight of Stolen Items for HMCD Heists. 

Mean:     2,500 lbs.

Median:  100 lbs.

Figure 32.  Renault truck recovered in 
connection with the Securitas Cash Depot 

Heist.76
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3.5.4.1. Number and Size of Teams 

As Fig. 33 shows, solo heists are 
exceedingly rare; the only heist in the 
database that fits this criterion is the 
Stardust Casino Job.  However, heists 
consisting of crime-scene teams of 
more than eight are also exceedingly 
rare.  On average, for the heists in the 
HMCD, 4-5 willing accomplices were 
on-scene and responsible for the 
success of the theft.  This number of 
accomplices appears to be large enough 
to allow the team of thieves to possess a 
diversity of skills and sufficient 
manpower to complete required tasks, 
but also small enough to avoid the 

introduction of undue risk of detection. 
 
Figure 34 tracks the distribution of the 
number of on-scene teams among the 
heists in the database.  Here, there 
exists a clear preference for single-team 
operations, which tend to be less 
complex; just over half of the heists in 
the database involved a single team in 
the crime scene vicinity.  The number 
of heists with two, three, and four 
teams decreases almost geometrically.  
The four-team example in the database 
was the Mayfair Graff Diamond Heist, 
which involved a complex relay of the 
stolen goods among the occupants of 
different motor vehicles. 
 
Figure 35 illustrates the discrepancy 
and magnification that exists when 
comparing the number of accomplices 
at the crime scene to the number of 
total accomplices for a given heist.  The 
data from the HMCD suggest that for 
every accomplice at the scene of a 
heist, there are typically 1.26 total 
accomplices; in other words, for every 
four criminals present at a heist, about 
one additional willing accomplice has 
assisted in planning and preparation. 
 
A key lesson from this discussion of 
team number and size is that, in the 
planning and execution of a heist, 

Figure 33.  Number of Willing Accomplices at Crime 
Scene.  Data available for 22 of 23 heists. 

Mean:     4.9 people

Median:  4.0 people

 

Figure 34.  Number of Teams in Crime Scene Vicinity.  
Data available for 22 of 23 heists. 

Mean:     1.6 teams

Median:  1.0 team

  

Figure 35.  Crime Scene Participation Rate. 
Data available for 22 of 23 heists. 
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thieves almost always work in small teams.  Furthermore, while much of the planning team is also 
involved in the physical execution of the heist, the criminal team commonly extends beyond those who 
physically commit the crime. 

3.5.4.2. Typical Criminal Profiles 

Among the data compiled in the HMCD are basic age, gender, and nationality profile data for criminals 
that have been identified as responsible for each of the 23 heists.  These data provide the basis for three 
interesting observations: 
 
First, all of the 133 criminals in the database for whom gender was known‡‡‡‡‡ were male.  This is a clear 
deviation from the demographic of the general population. 
 
Second, the distribution of ages for 
the 83 criminals in the database for 
whom age (at the time of the crime) 
was known, provided in Fig. 36, 
shows an unusually high mean when 
compared to typical robbery or 
burglary criminals.  The mean age of 
the high-value heist criminal was 
36.1 years.  In contrast, the average 
ages of typical robbers, burglars, and 
motor vehicle and other property 
thieves vary only between 24 and 27 
years,90 a good decade younger than 

those observed committing high-value heists.  
Interestingly, the average age of high-value heist criminals 
appears more akin to those responsible for deceit crimes 
such as forgery, counterfeiting, and fraud, which have 
average ages between 30 and 33 years. 
 
Third, Fig. 37 illustrates that in 74% of heists in the 
database, the criminal teams were native to the country in 
which the heist took place.  In 16% of heists, the criminal 
team included both foreign and native citizens, and in only 
10% of heists (specifically, the Antwerp Diamond Heist 
and British Bank of the Middle East Gold Heist) were the 
teams thought to consist entirely of citizens from foreign 
nations. 
 
Additionally, an effort was made to characterize the 
occupations of the thieves in the heist database.  A list of 
the occupations recorded in the database is shown in Table 
11, divided into categories of employees, managers, business owners, illicit, and other.  The table shows a 
diversity of occupations for criminals categorized as having simple employee occupations, though most 
are not occupations requiring high levels of education or skill.  Managerial occupations are notably few 
on the list, especially when compared to the diversity of business owners.  However, a fact that does not 

                                                      
‡‡‡‡‡ In a small minority of cases, involvement of additional accomplices was very strongly suspected, but their 
identity and gender remains unknown.   

 

Figure 36.  Distribution of Accomplice Ages (n = 83). 

Mean:     36.1 years

Median:  34.0 years

 

Figure 37.  Criminal Team Nationality. 
Data available for 19 of 23 heists. 
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appear prominently in Table 11 is the predominance of the illicit career criminal occupation.  In fact, 
among the business owners on this list are some of the more famous masterminds behind the heists in the 
database (e.g., Notarbartolo, the Antwerp mastermind, owned his own jewelry design business, and 
Spaggiari, the Société Générale mastermind, was a camera store owner), and in many cases those with 
occupations in the employee category were brought in to the planning or execution of the heist for their 
specialized skills or because of the plan’s simple need for unskilled labor (e.g., for tunnel digging in the 
example of the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist).  As a result, many of the occupations on this list existed 
for appearances, and the men themselves could be more accurately understood as career criminals. 
 
Summarizing, a reasonably accurate profile of the average high-value heist criminal is that of a 36-
year-old man who is a career criminal (but with a front occupation for appearances) and is native 
to the country that is home to the valuables he aims to steal. 
 

Table 11.  List of Occupations for High-Value Heist Accomplices. 

Employees Managers Business Owners Illicit Other 

Appraiser Airline Cargo Supervisor Adult Store Owner Career Criminal Cage Fighter 

Cashier Security Chief Bar Owner Drug Dealer Soldier 

Construction Worker TV Producer Camera Store Owner Gang Leader Unemployed 

Delivery Driver Youth Club Leader Coffee Shop Owner Hacker  

Doorman  Garage Owner Petty Thief  

Electrician  Jewelry Designer   

Electronics & Alarms Expert  Minicab Agency Owner   

Engineer  Safe Deposit Center Owner   

Gardener     

Journalist     

Musician     

Pizzeria Worker     

Postal Worker     

Roofer     

Security Guard     

Used Car Salesman     

 

3.5.5. Financial Risks and Returns 
As with any major undertaking, lawful or criminal, the thieves of high-value heists must place at risk 
some financial resources.  Equipment must be purchased, getaway vehicles must be procured, 
reconnaissance trips must be funded, and insiders may need to be incentivized.  For 20 of the 23 heists in 
the HMCD, rough order of magnitude 
estimates were made of thieves’ total 
expenditures, with the distribution of 
results shown in Fig. 38.  Placed into 
bins by approximate order of 
magnitude, the results span a wide 
range of financial investment. 
 
At the lower end of Fig. 38 are heists 
like the Sumitomo Mitsui Bank Heist, 
which required little more than a 
thumb drive and the setup of a several 
bank accounts to which funds could be 
deposited.  Similarly, the Stardust 
Casino Job required little financial 
investment other than, perhaps, the 

 

Figure 38.  Estimated Thief Expenditures.   
Estimates available for 20 of 23 heists. 

Mean:     $48,800

Median:  $     750
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purchase of a backpack with which to 
carry the stolen money out of the 
casino. 
 
At the other extreme of Fig. 38 is the 
Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist, which 
included renting a storefront, advance 
payment of about $3,000 to members 
of the tunnel-digging crew, a $100,000 
bribe to a bank security guard, and the 
purchase of about 10 cars in which to 
hide portions of the loot. 
 
As a complement to Fig. 38, Fig. 39 
shows the distribution of the ratio of 
return (measured by the value of the 
loot stolen or intended to be stolen) to 
investment (measured by the total thief 
expenditures) for 19 of the 23 heists in the database.  The results are striking, and they pose a 
compellingly rational explanation for the commission of these crimes:  The potential returns on 
investment are enormous.  The minimum return on investment ratio in the data was 110, corresponding to 
the high-cost Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist.  Return on investment ratios in the database span several 
orders of magnitude above this (consider, for example, the Sumitomo Mitsui Bank Heist, which would 
have had a cost in the tens of dollars but netted over $400 million); the arithmetic mean ratio is about 1.5 
million, and the median is 39,000.  Thus, even in the worst case, these high-value heists have the potential 
for orders of magnitude returns on investment.  With enormous potential financial return, it is not 
surprising that thieves are willing to devote large amounts of time and money to the planning and 
execution of such thefts.  

3.5.6. Risk Acceptance 
While Section 3.5.5 showed that the heists in this study all had the potential to bear enormous financial 
return, the criminals took a substantial risk in executing their crimes.  However, the thieves’ acceptance 
of risk was frequently a carefully calculated and rational decision.  The following qualitative analysis 
of the risks that the thieves undertook should help to shed light on some of the thieves’ decisions: 
 
The thieves who perpetrated these heists likely considered the distinction between the risk of capture and 
risk of death as a result of a heist.  For many high-value targets, the risk of both of these events can be 
quite high if an attack is executed with no reconnaissance or planning; however, as Section 3.5.1 
illustrated, in most cases the thieves planned for months prior to the execution of a heist.  In doing so, 
they made reconnaissance and practice runs, frequently recruited or planted insiders, and learned what 
security measures were in place.  Through these actions, the thieves reduced their risks substantially. 
 
Furthermore, in cases of an unarmed attack (e.g., a Stealth Raid), the thieves would have realized that the 
risk of death would be quite low since it is unlikely that unarmed intruders would be fired upon by any 
armed security force (and certainly not by the much more common unarmed security force).  Since they 
were unarmed, even if caught (as many of the perpetrators were, after having escaped with and hidden 
much of the loot) their prison sentences would not be particularly long.  In the case of the Antwerp 
Diamond Heist, those convicted were sentenced to 5-10 years in prison.  Considering that they all had 
sufficient time to hide the loot after the heist, many would consider this duration of prison time a fair 
trade for a life supported by tens or hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of hidden loot for the 
remainder of one’s life. 

 

Figure 39.  Estimated Thief Return on Investment Ratio.   
Estimates available for 19 of 23 heists. 

Mean:     1.5 million

Median:  39,000
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The case of an armed attack poses a more substantial risk of death, which is an event that occurred in the 
cases of two armed thieves in the Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery and Tanzanian Airplane Gold 
Robbery.  Nevertheless, the fact that only two criminal deaths occurred in the execution of the 16 armed 
heists in this database, which in total involved about 80 on-scene accomplices, puts the probability of 
death at about the same order of magnitude as an astronaut would accept to fly on the Space Shuttle.  If 
committed in a European country in which conventional police do not carry guns, risk of death is further 
reduced.§§§§§ The consequences of capture in the case of an armed attack would be substantially higher 
than those of an unarmed attack, but they would likely be mitigated if nobody was physically harmed 
(e.g., if the thieves make sure only to threaten violence). 
 
Perhaps the greatest risks are less intuitive.  First, any except for the most stealthy heist attempts will very 
likely bring about their own obsolescence.  That is, once a heist plan is executed, it can be used only once.  
If the plan fails, it will likely result in the security forces’ discovery (and, hopefully, repair) of the security 
vulnerabilities that the criminals attempted to exploit.  If the plan succeeds, it will result in the discovery 
(and, hopefully, repair) of the vulnerabilities that the criminals exploited.  In either case, deciding to plan 
and execute a heist brings about a substantial risk that the next several months of planning will be a 
wholly wasted effort (i.e., if the heist fails).  Further, the more effort that a criminal puts into planning 
with the intent of increasing his probability of success, the greater the (sunk cost) consequence of failure. 
 
Second, a much more important risk consideration for prospective thieves is the post-heist risk of death.  
In three heists within this database, specifically the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist, Lufthansa Heist, and 
Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist, heist-related killings have occurred in the aftermath of the robbery itself.  The 
most famous of these examples is the Lufthansa Heist:  Following the heist, one thief neglected to fulfill 
his duty of bringing the van used during the heist to a junkyard to be compacted and destroyed.  Instead, it 
had been parked in a no-parking zone and discovered by police two days after the robbery.  Fingerprints 
found inside the van began leading police toward the thieves.  To avoid being arrested and sent to prison 
for his involvement, the mob boss responsible who received most of the stolen cash from the heist began 
ordering the killing of those involved.  Within one year of the heist, seven of the Lufthansa accomplices 
disappeared.  Within another eight years, the entire crew that executed the heists had been either reported 
missing or found murdered.****** 
 
  

                                                      
§§§§§ This may be an additional factor explaining the prevalence of European heists noted in Section 3.3.3. 

****** Another example of note is the kidnapping and murder of the alleged financier of the Brazil Central Bank Cash 
Heist, Luis Fernando Ribeiro.  Ribeiro was kidnapped two months after the robbery and held for ransom.  Though 
the ransom was paid, Ribeiro’s bullet-ridden corpse was found in farm country several hundred miles from São 
Paolo two weeks later.  Information was later uncovered to suggest that members of the state police had executed 
the kidnapping and murder for their own financial gain.20 
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3.6. Insiders 
 

"They knew so much.  To be honest, I could have written down 

the combination numbers, given them the keys, and sat upstairs 

and had a cup of tea.  They told me how to get into my own 

vault." 
41 

 

Mike Scouse 

Brink’s-Mat Security Supervisor 

 
 

Sections 3.2.1 and 3.5.4.2 discussed instances in which thieves have deceptively blended in to society or a 
specific organization by intentionally taking on an occupation that provides them cover or provides them 
access that they would not normally garner.  The latter is so common among large heists that this section 
is dedicated to a discussion of such insiders. As Figure 40 suggests, insider involvement is exceedingly 
common in the planning and execution of high-
value heists. 
 
For the purposes of this work, an insider is defined as 
a person recognized or accepted as a member of a 
group or organization who has authorized access to 
restricted areas, equipment, or information.  As the 
HMCD data has shown, insiders come in a wide 
variety of forms.  In all cases, they can be 
characterized by at least three dimensions:  Degree of 
Access, Origin, and Role. 
 
The Degree of Access dimension can be largely 
characterized by the position that the insider holds in 
the target organization.  As characterized earlier in 
Table 7, insiders have spanned almost every basic 
role in a target organization, from customer through 
owner.  Insiders at different such levels in an 
organization’s hierarchy often have different types of 
access, and gain it via different means.  For example, 
customers and tenants often have the most restricted 
access to sensitive areas, equipment, or information, but becoming a customer or tenant is often a simple 
matter of putting forward the right amount of money.  Figure 41 provides some examples of individuals 
that this database has considered insiders, but who have operated with varying degrees of inside access.  
Owners (e.g., Parvez Latif in the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist), managers (e.g., Louis Werner 
in the Lufthansa Heist), and employees (e.g., Ermir Hysenaj in the Securitas Cash Depot Heist) fall into 
the clear category of being a “full” insider with a high degree of inside access.  Customers (e.g., Albert 
Spaggiari in the Société Générale Bank Heist) and tenants (e.g., Leonardo Notarbolo in the Antwerp 
Diamond Heist) had less access to inside areas, equipment, and information.  Because they were outsiders 
who purchased their way into the organization they were aiming to rob, by some standards they might be 
considered “partial” insiders (though they are still considered as insiders for the purposes of this study). 
 

 

Figure 40.  Was an insider used? 
Results from all 23 heists. 
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Origin refers to the means by which the insiders of a heist became insiders.  For the heists of the HMCD, 
the Origin dimension is well summarized by five categories: 
 

Planted insiders are individuals who become part of an organization with the intent of robbing it.  
Because it typically takes a significant amount of time to be promoted through the ranks of an 
organization, these insiders are typically limited to the easy-to-access lower levels in the 
organizational hierarchy.  The most famous examples of Spaggiari, Viccei, and Notarbartolo in 
Fig. 41 were all planted insiders at the customer or tenant level.  The example of Ermir Hysenaj, 
an Eastern European immigrant and the inside employee in the Securitas Cash Depot Heist, also 
encountered notoriously easy path to access:  Hysenaj’s interview for the job lasted just ten 
minutes, and he was on the job six days later. 
 
Recruited insiders are individuals who are part of an organization and, typically as a result of 
their existing access and influence, are asked to join a heist plot.  Recruitment is a risky tactic for 
a thief to employ, since the individual being recruited may refuse and subsequently alert 
authorities.  Consequently, recruited insiders are uncommon in the database.  There exist just 
three examples:  the owner of the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center, an employee of the 
Brink’s-Mat depot, and a security guard at Brazil’s Central Bank in Fortaleza. 
 
Opportunistic insiders are individuals who become part of an organization and subsequently 
realize that they can use their access to achieve substantial personal gain.  Examples in this 
category also tend to be uncommon, but those that do exist include the security supervisor at the 
Sumitomo Mitsui Bank and cargo supervisor at the Lufthansa Overseas Cargo Terminal 
(interestingly, both in management roles) as well as the lone thief in the Stardust Casino Job. 

 
Unwitting insiders are individuals who are not aware that they are being used to gather inside 
information, equipment, or area access in support of a crime.  Coverage of unwitting insiders is 
sparse in the literature, and it is likely that the number of unwitting insiders involved in the heists 
of the HMCD is underestimated.  However, prominent examples include the building manager 
who provided blueprints to the Antwerp Diamond Heist mastermind and the neighbor of Albert 
Spaggiari who let it slip that the Société Générale’s vault was not alarmed. 

 

Figure 41.  Examples of insiders, ordered by their degree of inside access. 
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Coerced insiders are by far the most numerous in the database, accounting for 11 of the 27 (41% 
of) identified insiders.  At the time of the heist, these individuals are most often presented with 
threats on their lives or, in some cases, their loved ones lives.  As a result, these individuals are 
compelled to use their inside access (especially keys and combinations) to comply with thieves’ 
demands and assist in the robbery. 

 
Role refers to the type of actions that an insider takes in the commission of a heist.  For the heists of the 
HMCD, the Role dimension is well summarized by three categories: 
 

Active violent insiders use or credibly threaten violence during a heist.  Insiders in this role are 
exceedingly rare in the database, and only one example has been identified:  Valerio Viccei, a 
customer of the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center, entered the center with another accomplice 
and wielded a gun to subdue the owner and guards.†††††† 
 
Active nonviolent insiders take part in the execution of a heist but do not threaten or use violence.  
This is the most common insider role in the database, describing 74% of insiders.  This stands in 
some contrast with the fact that 16 of the 23 heists in the database (70%) involved armed thieves.  
That is, even in violent thefts, insiders rarely play violent roles. 
 
Passive insiders do not take an active role in the execution of the heist.   This role is largely 
associated with unwitting insiders, but it also includes opportunistic and recruited insiders whose 
sole role is to provide information about security vulnerabilities (e.g., the recruited security guard 
in the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist and opportunistic cargo supervisor in the Lufthansa Heist). 

 
Figure 42 summarizes the distribution of insiders in the HMCD among different origins and roles.  The 
top of the figure summarizes the distribution of insiders among origin and role individually, reflecting the 
discussions of origins and roles above.  The bottom of the figure summarizes the joint distribution.  The 
most striking characteristic about this joint distribution is that the database contains nearly three times as 
many examples of coerced, active nonviolent insiders as any other type of insider.  In other words, the 
most common inside help that thieves receive during a high-value heist comes from unwilling 
participants.  This is simultaneously troubling and promising.  It is troubling in that it suggests executing 
a heist is not simply about bypassing networks of alarms and sensors, but very frequently about 
subverting human will and manipulating individuals to take actions that they do not wish to take.  It is 
promising in the sense that, for these coerced insiders, the will to subvert the security system never 
existed.  If security system designers can provide these potentially coerced insiders with tactics to free 
themselves from such coercion when it occurs, the insider problem may be substantially mitigated.  For 
example, in the Securitas Cash Depot Heist, the security booth contained a sign that advised staff:  “Don’t 
Be a Hero”  While sound advice aimed at saving the lives of employees, the same advice invites attacks 
by criminals who know the staff will surrender at the sight of a weapon (even if the thief has no intention 
of using it).  An important consideration in security system design is whether tactics can be devised that 
simultaneously preserve human life and undermine the plans of thieves. 
 

                                                      
†††††† The owner, Parvez Latif, was also an accomplice, but Viccei kept that information secret from his other 
accomplices.  Thus, to reduce suspicion, during the heist Latif played the part of a victim and surprised owner, and 
Viccei’s accomplices remained clueless about Latif’s involvement until their trials. 
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Figure 42.  Summary of Activity among Insiders within the HMCD. 
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A final set of observations regarding insiders is illustrated through Fig. 43, which shows the distribution 
of numbers of insiders of different origins over the set of heists in the HMCD.  First, the left plot shows 
that the number of willing insiders was limited to one in all but one of the heists in the database; the 
exception was the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist, in which both the owner (Parvez Latif) and a 
safe deposit box renter (Valerio Viccei) colluded to perpetrate the heist.  The second, center plot indicates 
that heists with coerced insiders are rarer than heists with willing insiders but involve more insiders per 
incident.  An example of collusion among unwilling insiders occurred in the Northern Bank Cash Heist, 
in which the families of two bank employees, Chris Ward and Kevin McMullan, were held hostage while 
Ward and McMullan assisted thieves in robbing the bank.‡‡‡‡‡‡  The final plot on the right illustrates the 
aggregate number of insiders per heist.  Among the observations that can be made is that multiple-insider 
heists are actually more common than single-insider heists in the database.  That is, not only are insiders 
common among high-value heists, but clear threats also originate from multiple insiders, both 
unwillingly and willingly colluding.  Insights such as this could prove particularly useful in the design 
and operation of human components of security systems. 
 

 
 

3.7. Failures and Mistakes 
 

"I mean, there is no security system that can’t be bypassed, 
because there always is a human mind and a human hand 

activating them." 
72 

 

Valerio Viccei, Criminal 

Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist 

 
This final focus area examines some failures that have happened in association with the heists in the 
HMCD, both on the side of the security forces and on the side of the thieves.  Some failures were the 

                                                      
‡‡‡‡‡‡ Ward was tried for colluding with the thieves but was cleared of wrongdoing.  During the trial, Justice Richard 
McLaughlin asked assistant manager Kevin McMullan, “It’s not like the movies, you don’t need dynamite?”  
McMullan responded, “You just need to take someone’s wife away from them.” 

 

Figure 43.  Distributions of Insider Numbers across Heists. 

No. of Coerced InsidersNo. of Willing Insiders
Recruited, Planted, and Opportunistic

Total Number of Insiders
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consequence of risks that were well-known and, for one reason or another, accepted by the responsible 
party.  Others were the result of risks not recognized in advance. 

3.7.1. Security Failures 
This study’s database is replete with examples of security procedures that failed to protect the assets they 
were intended to protect.  In most cases, the failure of these security procedures was that they were 
sufficient to deter opportunity theft or a hastily planned attack but insufficient to protect against an 
attack by a knowledgeable, patient, and determined criminal.  In a few cases, however, the thieves 
utilized attack modes that were almost certainly beyond the imagination of the security system designers: 
 

The Vastberga Helicopter Heist is perhaps the most obvious such attack.  Rather than enter the 
G4S depot from the ground level, or even by an ascent to the top of the building to break in via 
the pyramid skylight, the thieves recruited a helicopter pilot to land them on the roof.  It can 
hardly be imagined that helicopters were included on the list of potential threats against which the 
depot’s security was designed to protect.  Still, even if they had, a local police force was equipped 
with a helicopter and could pursue if necessary.  However, the thieves were able to preclude the 
use of this option by placing packages with the appearance of bombs outside the police heliport. 
 
A second, less dramatic example is the Munch Museum Art Heist.  In this heist, armed thieves 
entered the museum and stole two pieces of art while holding guards and visitors at gunpoint.  
Such a heist was unexpected and was not well-protected against in the design of the museum’s 
security; this was reportedly the very first armed art heist in Norway. 

 
In contrast, in a few cases the thieves were far from imaginative.  Instead, with enough reconnaissance, 
they attacked vulnerabilities that the facilities had already recognized as weak points: 
 

In the case of the Antwerp Diamond Heist, the targeted Diamond Center was not insured.  In 
fact, the building managers would not consent to an insurance evaluation, possibly because they 
were aware of several clear security vulnerabilities.1  For example, motion detectors were not 
anti-masking, CCTV recordings were stored via on-site videotapes, one side of the facility was 
accessible from outside the Secure Antwerp Diamond Area (SADA), and the garage door facing 
the street outside of the SADA was controlled by an old single-code door opener whose code 
could be identified with a frequency scanner.  Moreover, the center did not perform background 
or reference checks on tenants.  These vulnerabilities piqued the interest of the criminal 
Ferdinando Finotto when he was in Antwerp to perpetrate another crime years earlier, and the 
information was passed on to the eventual Antwerp mastermind, Leonardo Notarbartolo.   
 
In the Gardner Museum Art Heist, an independent security evaluation conducted two years 
prior to the robbery had recommended an enclosed security station and protective second door for 
the museum’s side entrance.  Additionally, the director of security had lobbied the museum’s 
board of trustees for more security funding so that he could attract security guards more qualified 
and experienced than local college students.  However, the museum was in financial trouble, and 
the funds never came. 

3.7.2. Thief Failures 
When discussing failures, it is important to remember that mistakes and unplanned events occur for 
criminals as well as security forces.  Clearly, in the five failed heists in this database, events transpired 
poorly for the thieves: 
 

In the Sumitomo Mitsui Bank Heist, an improperly completed interbank communications form 
stood in the way of the $480 million fund transfer.  Bank employees called the authorities after 
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returning to work on a Monday and noticing the attempted transactions and severed network 
cables. 
 
In both the Millennium Dome Raid and Swissport Heathrow Heist, intelligence gathered by 
the Metropolitan Police well in advance resulted in 100-officer operations to foil the robberies, 
with police forces lying in wait on the days of the heists. 
 
The Tanzanian Airplane Gold Robbery was thwarted thanks to strong mine security and police 
forces.  One thief was killed and one security guard injured in the firefight. 
 
The Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery was foiled by a disguised phone communication between 
bank managers during the initial stages of the heist.  As a result, the bank manager off-scene 
alerted police and a standoff resulted.  Some 14 hours later, one of the robbers was captured and 
another killed while waiting for their getaway airplane in a limousine driven by an FBI agent. 
 

Beyond these failed heists, however, there are numerous examples of unplanned events having significant 
effects on thieves’ plans.  In many cases, such events required the thieves to alter their plans mid-heist.  
Of the 23 heists in the database, at least 13 (57%) experienced such events.  Still, in all but the five 
failed cases above, these unexpected events were overcome and resulted in a successful heist.  
Examples include: 
 

In the violent Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist, the employee responsible for holding the combinations to 
the inner vault doors was so distressed (after being drenched in gasoline) that he could not 
remember his recently-changed combinations.  The inner vaults contained between $3.4 million 
and $10.3 million (FY12).  Fortunately for the thieves, stored in the outer vault on that particular 
day was $85.9 million (FY12) in gold bullion. 
 
During the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist, mastermind Valerio Viccei used a radio 
to call for his help on the outside once the center’s owner and guards had been subdued.  
However, Viccei received no reply.  He had to physically leave the safe deposit center during the 
robbery to find his henchmen,§§§§§§ who were waiting nearby as planned – with their radios tuned 
to the wrong channel. 
 
During the Société Générale Bank Heist, the thieves saw both pleasant and unpleasant surprises.  
Pleasantly, in the middle of the night, a local casino dropped a cash deposit into the night deposit 
box and, in effect, into the thieves’ waiting arms.  Less pleasantly, a storm arrived during the 
heist and threatened to flood the thieves’ sewer exit route, prompting a premature end to the 
thieves’ time in the vault.  No doubt after finishing the last of the celebratory feast of wine, 
cheese, soup, sausage, and pâté they had brought to the robbery, the thieves fled with $40.4 
million (FY12) in hand.91 

  

                                                      
§§§§§§ At the time when this occurred, police were out in force in the area, searching for a kidnapped child.72 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper has extensively surveyed 23 sophisticated and high-value heists, with particular emphasis on 
those that have occurred over the past three decades.  The results of this survey have been compiled in a 
Heist Methods and Characteristics Database (HMCD) and analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively, with 
the goals of (1) characterizing the range and diversity of criminal methods and (2) identifying 
characteristics that are common (or uncommon) in high-value heists.  The analysis has been structured 
into seven focus areas: 

 Defeated Security Measures and Devices 
 Deception Methods 
 Timing and Target Selection 
 Weapons Employed 
 Resources and Risk Acceptance 
 Insiders 
 Failures and Mistakes 

In the analysis process, which has been the subject of the bulk of this paper, some 44 key lessons have 
been emphasized and are summarized in Section 4.2.  Perhaps even more interesting, however, are some 
generalizations profiling the types of criminals and criminal teams that perpetrate the types of high-value 
heists seen throughout this study.  The latter is the subject of Section 4.1. 
 

4.1. Who is the adversary? 
 
While no two perpetrators of high value heists are the same, this study has revealed both commonalities 
and ranges to their characteristics and the characteristics of their methods and teams. 
 
The typical high-value heist criminal is a man in his thirties:  Just over half of the criminals in the HMCD 
were 30-39 years old at the time of their crimes, and the mean age is 36.1 years.  All criminals in the 
database were men, and nearly three-quarters were natives of the country whose valuables they were 
targeting.  While there is no typical occupation, these criminals gravitate toward either being employees 
or business owners (often of front companies), but infrequently toward middle management.  Regardless 
of their officially stated occupation, however, they are often career criminals. 
 
The typical criminal team consists of 2-10 (mean of 6.4, maximum of 17 observed) total accomplices, 
with 2-8 (mean of 4.9, maximum of 14 observed) typically being present at the crime scene.  Most 
commonly, they will perpetrate the robbery as a single team, although multiple teams (up to four) are not 
uncommon.  It is not uncommon for members of the team to each have specialized roles in preparing for 
or executing the heist.  Use of weapons, particularly firearms, is typical but in many cases not required for 
the success of a heist. 
 
Given the enormous payoffs in heists of this class, thieves are willing to devote substantial time and 
resources to planning.  Commonly, thieves of high-value items have been observed to plan for about three 
months prior to a robbery, though a number of cases have involved planning over a period of two years.  
Thieves are willing to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on planning if necessary, though in many 
cases this level of expenditure is unnecessary to circumvent a facility’s security measures.  Knowing that 
transportation capabilities limit the amount of loot they can steal (single-trip heists are preferred), thieves 
have demonstrated the ability to load and transport thousands of pounds of stolen valuables away from the 
crime scene without being chased or stopped. 
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Thieves are frequently thorough and innovative in their planning.  This applies to their development of 
novel methods for defeating security measures and especially to their development of clever deception 
methods.  Rarely, however, do these innovations require or involve the use of advanced, high technology.  
Security defeat and deception methods are often physically very simple, but they are highly targeted 
toward vulnerabilities the thieves have identified in advance of the heist.  In the identification and 
exploitation of these vulnerabilities, deceptions and insiders almost always play a role.  Additionally, 
thieves frequently identify and exploit vulnerabilities that allow them to avoid, rather than engage, a well-
equipped security force response. 
 
Finally, it is extremely common for a high-value heist to involve the use of an insider.  Thieves may plant 
themselves as insiders, typically as customers or tenants of the organizations they intend to rob.  
Alternatively, thieves may occasionally recruit an insider from anywhere among the ranks of the 
organization.  Criminal insiders may also arise from employees who see an opportunity for financial gain, 
or from employees who unwittingly provide critical information.  However, by far the most common type 
of insider is the coerced insider who unwillingly assists in the crime, often upon threat of losing his own 
life or the lives of his family members. 
 

4.2. Lessons Learned 
 
For convenience, the following list is a compilation of major lessons learned that have been highlighted 
individually (in bold) in each of the focus area sections of this paper: 
 
Section 3.1:  Defeated Security Measures and Devices 

 
1. A security system for high-value items that principally or solely relies on keyed locks, cameras, 

and unarmed guards may be at high risk for exploitation and defeat. 
 

2. While some security measure defeat methods employed in high-value heists are simply uses of 
brute force, others are highly creative and innovative. 

 
3. Even among the creative and innovative security measure defeat methods observed in high-value 

heists, none make significant use of high technology. 
 

4. No single approach (whether creative or brute force) to defeating security measures clearly 
dominates thieves’ practice.  Thieves employ a variety of methods to defeat security measures, 
and few, if any, can be considered typical. 

 
5. A common thread among the three most common security measure defeat methods is that they all 

attack segments of the security system in which humans are in the loop.   
 

6. The malleability of human behavior should be an important consideration in the design of any 
security system. 

 
7. High-value heists typically involve the defeat of multiple security measures.   

 
8. Even unarmed security guards can add an element of uncertainty to thieves’ planning, 

encouraging thieves either to arm themselves as a precaution or to buy down the risk with 
extended planning and intelligence gathering.   
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9. In over one-third of heists in the HMCD, dependence on security guards acting in a sensor role 
came with a significant delay between detection and response. 
 

10. Heists involving a deception prior to a subdue and seize event are often able to delay both 
security recognition of the heist and a security response to the heist. 

 
11. To be effective, an on-scene security force must be able to (1) act as a sensor to recognize a heist 

in progress and (2) either communicate this information to the appropriate responders or 
effectively respond themselves when under duress. 

 
12. For the heists in the database, the size of the thief force was typically driven by factors other than 

the size of the security force. 
 

13. Lack of response force proximity is rarely the reason for a lack of security response.   
 

14. Physical protection by means of guards is often a manageable obstacle for well-prepared thieves. 
 

15. The effectiveness of security forces can be substantially weakened in the presence of an uncertain 
but credible threat. 
 

Section 3.2:  Deception Methods 

 
16. Even the most exceptional security response force can be thwarted by a thief who is recognized as 

an individual with legitimate access. 
 

17. Use of deception is a standard element of large criminal heists. 
 

18. Thieves or coerced accomplices who blend in by occupation exist more frequently inside than 
outside the targeted organization.   
 

19. There is no clear limitation to what level of an occupational role thieves or their coerced 
accomplices will take; the database contains virtually equal numbers of examples of inside 
managers, employees, and customers. 
 

20. Deception methods used in large heists tend not to be particularly high-tech or complex. 
 

21. The thief’s challenge in utilizing deception methods is not in executing them so much as it is in 
planning and selecting the proper deceptions to execute. 

 
22. High value heists typically involve the employment of multiple deception methods. 

 
Section 3.3:  Timing and Target Selection 
 

23. A continuously vigilant security force for high-value items is essential. 
 

24. Thieves have little need to engage in rapid operations when not pressured by the high likelihood 
of daytime detection that exists at many facilities. 

 
25. While day-of-week patterns are not obvious for the aggregate of all types of high-value heists, 

stealth raids in particular tend to occur on weekends. 
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26. In selecting targets according to their penetrability ease of asset liquidation (“fence-ability”), 
criminals demonstrate rationality in their decision-making preferences. 

 
27. The complete theft of all (or even most) valuables at a target is rare.   

 
28. There exists a clear bias toward urban environments in the commission of these high-value heists.   

 
Section 3.4:  Weapons Employed 
 

29. A variety of weaponry has been utilized in the commission of large heists. 
 

30. An unarmed adversary is not an unimportant adversary.   
 
Section 3.5:  Resources and Risk Acceptance 

 
31. Thieves do their homework, typically taking months or years to plan a high-value heist.   

 
32. The majority of heists involve at least one practice or reconnaissance run. 

 
33. Thieves have demonstrated capabilities to steal anything from briefcases to trucks full of loot in 

the commission of high-value heists. 
 

34. In the planning and execution of a heist, criminals almost always work in small teams. 
 

35. While much of the theft planning team is also involved of the physical execution of the heist, the 
team commonly extends beyond those who physically commit the crime. 

 
36. A reasonably accurate profile of the average high-value heist criminal is that of a 36-year-old 

man who is a career criminal (but with a front occupation for appearances) and is native to the 
country that is home to the valuables he aims to steal. 

 
37. Seen through the lens of financial return and return on investment, it is not surprising that thieves 

are willing to devote large amounts of time and money to the planning and execution of high-
value thefts. 

 
38. Thieves’ acceptance of risk is frequently a carefully calculated and rational decision. 

 
Section 3.6:  Insiders 
 

39. Insider involvement is exceedingly common in the planning and execution of high-value heists. 
 

40. The most common inside help that thieves receive during a high-value heist comes from 
unwilling participants (coerced, active nonviolent insiders). 
 

41. Not only are insiders common among high-value heists, but clear threats also originate from 
multiple insiders, both unwillingly and willingly colluding. 
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Section 3.7:  Failures and Mistakes 
 

42. In most cases, the failure of security procedures was that they were sufficient to deter opportunity 
theft or a hastily planned attack but insufficient to protect against an attack by a knowledgeable, 
patient, and determined criminal. 

 
43. Mistakes and unplanned events occur for criminals as well as security forces.   

 
44. Unplanned events do not always result in failure.  Despite the fact that thieves in over half of the 

heists in the database experienced unexpected and plan-altering events, less than one-quarter of 
the heists in the database failed.  

 

4.3. Future Work 
 
Certainly, the survey and analysis presented in this paper has only scratched the surface of security 
insights that may be gained through the study of high-value heists and related crimes.  Future work is 
recommended in a variety of areas.  First, expansion of the HMCD to encompass additional heists is an 
obvious future work item.  This expansion might continue to track down details of thefts that commonly 
make published lists of top heists, or it might take the direction of purposefully widening the scope 
geographically (e.g., to include heists in Russia, South Asia, East Asia, and Australia) and temporally 
(e.g., to include heists prior to the 1970s, perhaps as far back as the early 1900s, or farther back to the 
1800s or even 1700s) to ensure the representation of a greater diversity of criminal methods and 
techniques in the data. 
 
Additionally, it would be of some interest to explicitly compare criminal methods for high-value heists 
with those for smaller-value heists (for which much more data should be available) to understand areas of 
similarities and differences.  Similarly, investigations into illicit tunneling activities, high-firepower 
criminal raids, and prison breaks might also yield comparative insights.  Studies into the criminal methods 
exploited in fictional novel and motion picture heists may also yield insights into what is possible, if 
nothing else, in the criminal imagination. 
 
Finally, a more extensive categorization of insiders is well worth future consideration.  For example, at 
what threshold barrier to entry does an outside customer become an insider?  Also, at what threshold of 
legitimacy should an individual posing as an industry or organization insider be considered an insider 
rather than an impostor?  Do historical examples exist to help draw these lines?  While these questions are 
at first glance questions of semantics, a more extensive characterization of the types and categories of 
insiders can help ensure that future security analyses consider as complete a set of threats as possible. 
 
Ultimately, the insights from studies such as this are aimed at assisting the security systems design and 
operations communities to more fully protect against the threats they face and, at a minimum, ensure that 
the methods thieves have cleverly used in the past are no longer available or effective toward their future 
plans. 
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6. APPENDIX:  COMPILED HEIST DETAILS 
 
Most of the heists captured in this study’s database are so well known and rich in captivating detail that 
full-length books, documentaries, and even motion pictures have been produced to convey their stories.  
The summaries in Section 2.2 are, therefore, highly abbreviated.  However, throughout this paper these 
summaries have been supplemented through the mention of specific details as these details have become 
relevant in the discussion of a given focus area.  The intent of this appendix is to list all of these details in 
one place for each heist. 
 
This appendix is divided into 23 sections, one for each heist.  Each section begins with a summary of the 
heist based on Section 2.2.  Following the summary is a list of statements made about the specific heist 
throughout the rest of the report. 
 

6.1. Nonviolent Heists 

6.1.1. Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist 

6.1.1.1. Synopsis 

Over a period of three months, more than a dozen men posing as employees of a synthetic grass company 
(see Fig. 3) dug a 656-foot-long tunnel 13 feet under Fortaleza, Brazil, in order to access the vault of the 
local branch of the Brazil Central Bank.  On Saturday, August 6, 2005, the thieves transferred over 7,700 
lbs. of cash worth $81.9 million (FY12 equivalent) out of the bank through their elaborate electrically-lit, 
air-conditioned, and structurally reinforced tunnel.15-20 

6.1.1.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.2.2:  The size of the estimated 14-person thief force for the Brazil Central Bank Cash 

Heist was driven in part by the need for manpower in quickly passing the stolen cash through the 
263-foot-long tunnel under the streets of Fortaleza. 

 From §3.2.1:  In the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist, digging equipment was concealed inside a 

thief-possessed building. 

 From §3.5.1:  Within the 15 heists for which planning time data was available, most involved 

known planning times of less than 30 weeks (7 months).  The mean among this group of shorter 
planning times was 13 weeks (3 months).  A prime example of one of these heists is the Brazil 
Central Bank Cash Heist, which commenced digging from the rented Grama Sintética storefront 
some three months prior to the robbery itself. 

 From §3.5.3:  Examples of loot weighing more than 5,000 lbs. include loads of cash and/or gold 

from the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist, Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist, and Securitas Cash Depot 
Heist. 

 From §3.5.4.2:  Criminals with legitimate occupations other than manager or business owner 

were often brought in to the planning or execution of the heist for their specialized skills or 
because of the plan’s simple need for unskilled labor (e.g., for tunnel digging in the example of 
the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist). 

 From §3.5.5:  The Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist involved significant investment, which 

included renting a storefront, advance payment of about $3,000 to members of the tunnel-digging 
crew, a $100,000 bribe to a bank security guard, and the purchase of about 10 cars in which to 
hide portions of the loot.  This reduced this heist’s ratio of return (measured by the value of the 
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loot stolen or intended to be stolen) to investment (measured by the total thief expenditures), 
becoming the minimum return on investment ratio in the database at 110. 

 From §3.5.6:  One example of post-heist death is the kidnapping and murder of the alleged 

financier of the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist, Luis Fernando Ribeiro.  Ribeiro was kidnapped 
two months after the robbery and held for ransom.  Though the ransom was paid, Ribeiro’s bullet-
ridden corpse was found in farm country several hundred miles from São Paolo two weeks later.  
Information was later uncovered to suggest that members of the state police had executed the 
kidnapping and murder for their own financial gain.20 

 From §3.6:  Recruited insiders are uncommon in the heist database.  There exist just three 
examples:  the owner of the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center, an employee of the Brink’s-Mat 
depot, and a security guard at Brazil’s Central Bank in Fortaleza. In the case of the Brazil Central 
Bank security guard, he did not take an active role in the execution of the heist and is considered 
a passive insider in the database. 

 

6.1.2. Sumitomo Mitsui Bank Heist 

6.1.2.1. Synopsis 

On September 16, 2004, two computer hackers in collusion with the security chief of the Sumitomo 
Mitsui Bank in London installed keylogging software on fund transfer computer terminals.  Just over two 
weeks later, on a weekend, the thieves returned to use this data to attempt $478.5 million (FY12) in 
fraudulent transfers to twenty bank accounts in ten countries.  To reduce the likelihood that the thieves 
could be identified, the security chief had dialed down the sensitivity of most of the bank’s motion-
sensor-triggered cameras.  The thieves’ plans were foiled only by their improper completion of an 
interbank communications form.  Bank employees called the authorities after returning to work on a 
Monday and noticing the attempted transactions and severed network cables.21-22 

6.1.2.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.3.1.1:  For three heists, including the Sumitomo Mitsui Bank Heist, the time at which 

the heist began is unclear from the available open literature. 

 From §3.5.3:  Included in the category of targeted valuables weighing less than 5 lbs. are the 

electronic (and therefore weightless) funds of the attempted Sumitomo Mitsui Bank Heist. 

 From §3.5.5:  At the lower end of financial investment are heists like the Sumitomo Mitsui Bank 

Heist, which required little more than a thumb drive and the setup of a several bank accounts to 
which funds could be deposited.  Within the database, the minimum return on investment ratio for 
a heist was 110.  Return on investment ratios span several orders of magnitude above this.  
Consider, for example, the Sumitomo Mitsui Bank Heist, which would have had a cost in the tens 
of dollars but netted over $400 million. 

 From §3.6:  Opportunistic insiders are uncommon in the HMCD; one example is the security 

supervisor at the Sumitomo Mitsui Bank. 

 From §3.7.2:  In the Sumitomo Mitsui Bank Heist, an improperly completed interbank 

communications form stood in the way of the $480 million fund transfer.  Bank employees called 
the authorities after returning to work on a Monday and noticing the attempted transactions and 
severed network cables. 
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6.1.3. Antwerp Diamond Heist 

6.1.3.1. Synopsis 

On the morning of Monday, February 17, 2003, concierge Jorge Dias De Souza descended two levels 
beneath Antwerp’s Diamond Center.  Expecting to open the center’s vault for a normal day of business 
for its wealthy diamantaire customers, he was astonished to discover the lights on, the vault door open, 
and 109 of the center’s 189 safe deposit boxes wide open, with millions of dollars’ worth of discarded 
contents littering the floor (see Fig. 4).  What was not on the floor was what the thieves could carry with 
them:  between $108 million and $432 million worth of diamonds, gold, cash, and other valuables.  The 
theft was later dubbed the heist of the century.1 
 
Located within the Secure Antwerp Diamond Area, the Diamond Center had been thought to be among 
the most fortified businesses in the world.  Entry into the center’s vault required a controlled access card 
to enter the building, a two-story descent underground to a guard-controlled gate, and both a key and one 
of 100 million possible combinations to open the foot-thick steel vault door.  If a person somehow entered 
the vault unauthorized, he would be detected by a broken magnetic seal on the vault door as well as a 
microwave Doppler motion detector, infrared energy detector, and light detector within the vault itself.  If 
he tried to tunnel his way in, he would be detected by seismic sensors.  With a police station not more 
than 200 feet from the Diamond Center’s front entrance – and a police kiosk even closer – any detected 
thief would be captured in minutes.  Since all the detectors were silent alarms, the thief wouldn’t know he 
had been detected until he was surrounded by security forces.  Remarkably, the Antwerp thieves 
discovered how to defeat all of these measures.1 

The mastermind of the heist was Leonardo Notarbartolo, a career criminal posing as a diamond merchant 
who planted himself as a tenant at the Diamond Center more than two years in advance of the robbery in 
order to conduct reconnaissance and discover security vulnerabilities.   

6.1.3.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.1.1:  In the Antwerp Diamond Heist, thieves defeated keyed locks protecting entry 

into the Diamond Center from the garage, into a storage room in which the vault key was stored, 
into the vault door itself, and to individual safe deposit boxes.  In defeating each of these keyed 
locks, the criminals demonstrated a variety of lock defeat techniques:  The garage-to-Diamond-
Center access was accomplished through use of a custom-made key rake; the storage room lock 
was defeated via use of a crowbar (the backup plan after a fabricated key failed to work); the key 
component of the vault door was defeated by use of the key stolen from the storage room; and the 
individual safe deposit boxes were opened by exploiting a design weakness that allowed a 
specially designed tool to interface with their keyholes and force their doors open. 

 From §3.1.1.2:  Some security measure defeat methods are uses of brute force while others are 

highly creative and innovative (e.g., creating a custom tool to hold together the magnetic contacts 
of the vault door while they were separated from the door in the Antwerp Diamond Heist). 

 From §3.1.1.3:  Topping the list of security measure types defeated in each heist is the Antwerp 

Diamond Heist with eight defeated security measure types, solely in categories of access controls 
and detectors.  In this well-documented case, more than two years of thief planning, surveillance, 
and investigation into the targeted facility’s vulnerabilities enabled the defeat of a great many 
security measure types. 

 From §3.1.2.1:  The HMCD contains 11 heists (48% of the database) in which armed thieves 

attacked security personnel, almost all of whom were unarmed.  In contrast, only in two cases 
(the Antwerp Diamond Heist and Gardner Museum Art Heist) did thieves enter unarmed into a 
facility with security personnel present.  In both of these cases, planning is estimated to have 
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initiated 24-30 months prior to the heist (far above the mean planning duration of 9 months and 
median of 4 months). 

 From §3.1.2.1:  In the Antwerp Diamond Heist, Diamond Center staff had largely grown 

complacent.1  For instance, the concierges responsible for securing the vault each night did not 
use a security feature built into the vault door’s key:  The key was designed to be separated into 
two parts (the pipe and stamp) to be stored separately from each other, but instead the concierges 
stored both pieces together in a lockbox near the vault. 

 From §3.1.2.2:  Heists in this study were frequently committed not only under the noses of 

security guards, but also under the noses of nearby external police forces.  In three cases (the 
Antwerp Diamond Heist, the Tanzanian Airplane Gold Robbery, and Harry Winston Diamond 
Heist), police forces were stationed within 500 feet of the heist. 

 From §3.1.2.2:  While guards themselves may not deter a determined thief, they do add to the 

amount of time the thief requires to prepare and plan for his heist.  The Antwerp Diamond Heist 
and Securitas Cash Depot Heist serve as two examples illustrating the months or years of 
planning that thieves may require to learn the details of security practices and procedures at the 
target facility. 

 From §3.2.1:  In some cases, operations equipment was concealed inside a thief-possessed 
building or among the tools that a thief posing as a technician brought to the facility he intended 
to rob (as in the specialized tool used to maintain the connection between the two tamper-sensing 
magnets in the Antwerp Diamond Heist). 

 From §3.3.1.1:  The “Night Raids” timing archetype is characterized not only by heists that begin 
very late in the day, but also by heists that run the course of several hours.  The stealthy Société 
Générale Bank Heist and Antwerp Diamond Heist fall in this category, with both involving 
undetected vault entries on a Saturday and theft activity not being discovered until staff returned 
to work the following Monday. 

 From §3.3.2:  Thieves frequently choose to commit large heists at times of low bystander 

activity.  All else being equal, this would drive thieves to frequently choose times outside of core 
business hours.  Examples include the late-night Valentine’s Day weekend theft at the Antwerp 
Diamond Center and the yet-unsolved 4:00 AM theft from the Museon science museum. 

 From §3.3.2:  As an example of a heist in which knowledge of personnel location vs. time 
contributed to timing decisions, in the case of the Antwerp Diamond Heist, the thieves aimed to 
penetrate the vault two stories below ground in the B block of the Antwerp Diamond Center.  
They likely knew that the concierge on duty over the chosen weekend of the robbery stayed in an 
apartment on the fourth floor of the neighboring C block, rather than the alternative concierge, 
who stayed on the second floor of the B block. 

 From §3.3.3:  The Antwerp, Société Générale, and Knightsbridge heists were all thefts from safe 

deposit boxes and required the thieves, at a minimum, to sort through a hodgepodge of items 
found upon opening the deposit boxes.  All three targets were difficult to penetrate, and the heists 
averaged about 1.5 years of planning apiece; however, they were also some of the highest-yield 
heists in the database, averaging a take of $170 million (FY12) apiece. 

 From §3.3.3:  In most heists in the database, thieves were highly selective in what they removed 

from the target facility.  In a number of cases, including the Antwerp Diamond Heist, Northern 
Bank Cash Heist, and Securitas Cash Depot Heist, this selectivity was influenced by limitations in 
transportation capacity. 
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 From §3.5.1:  Four heists in the database involved planning times of more than 100 weeks.  

Included among them is the Antwerp Diamond Heist, with the longest estimated planning time of 
2.4 years; it was in the autumn of 2000 that Leonardo Notarbartolo, the mastermind of the 
Antwerp Diamond Heist, began renting an office in the Antwerp Diamond Center in preparation 
for the eventual February 2003 heist. 

 From §3.5.2:  In the planning of the Antwerp Diamond Heist, reconnaissance from the Antwerp 

Diamond Center revealed the brand of locks used for the doors, vault, and safe deposit boxes of 
the center.  Since the heist planning team included a locksmith company owner, locks of the same 
brand could be ordered without raising suspicion, and vulnerabilities could be identified through 
experimentation. 

 From §3.5.4.2:  In only 10% of heists (specifically, the Antwerp Diamond Heist and British 

Bank of the Middle East Gold Heist) were the criminal teams thought to consist entirely of 
citizens from foreign nations. 

 From §3.5.4.2:  Career criminals frequently mask their true careers under an innocuous façade.  

For example, some of the more famous masterminds behind the heists in the database were 
business owners (e.g., Notarbartolo, the Antwerp mastermind, owned his own jewelry design 
business). 

 From §3.5.6:  The prison sentences of unarmed thieves tend not to be particularly long.  In the 

case of the Antwerp Diamond Heist, those convicted were sentenced to 5-10 years in prison. 

 From §3.6:  Coverage of unwitting insiders is sparse in the available literature, and it is likely 
that the number of unwitting insiders involved in the heists of the HMCD is underestimated.  
However, prominent examples include the building manager who provided blueprints to the 
Antwerp Diamond Heist mastermind. 

 From §3.7.1:  In the case of the Antwerp Diamond Heist, the targeted Diamond Center was not 
insured.  In fact, the building managers would not consent to an insurance evaluation, possibly 
because they were aware of several clear security vulnerabilities.1  For example, motion detectors 
were not anti-masking, CCTV recordings were stored via on-site videotapes, one side of the 
facility was accessible from outside the Secure Antwerp Diamond Area (SADA), and the garage 
door facing the street outside of the SADA was controlled by an old single-code door opener 
whose code could be identified with a frequency scanner.  Moreover, the center did not perform 
background or reference checks on tenants.  These vulnerabilities piqued the interest of the 
criminal Ferdinando Finotto when he was in Antwerp to perpetrate another crime years earlier, 
and the information was passed on to the eventual Antwerp mastermind, Leonardo Notarbartolo. 

 

6.1.4. Museon Jewel Heist 

6.1.4.1. Synopsis 

At 4:00 AM on December 2, 2002, thieves gained entry to a popular Dutch science museum, the Museon, 
which was hosting a diamond exhibit.  The thieves circumvented 24-hour camera surveillance, motion 
detection, infrared sensors, and security guards to steal approximately $15.4 million (FY12) worth of 
diamonds and other jewelry from six of the 28 exhibit reinforced-glass display cabinets.  Outside of the 
missing jewelry, the only evidence of a break-in the thieves left behind was the smashed window through 
which they entered.24-25 
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6.1.4.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.1.3:  One particularly significant heist from a security measure defeat standpoint is the 

unsolved Gardner Museum Art Heist, where access controls, detectors, and security guards were 
attacked. 

 From §3.1.2:  One technique thieves use toward rendering guard security ineffective is simply to 
avoid being detected by guards (as in the Museon heist). 

 From §3.2.2:  At the bottom of the list with zero known deceptions are the Tanzanian Airplane 

Gold Robbery and the Museon Jewel Heist.  The Museon Jewel Heist remains unsolved and was 
accomplished so stealthily that the manner in which it was perpetrated remains a mystery; while 
deceptions are likely to exist for this robbery, so few specifics are known that they cannot be 
identified. 

 From §3.3.1.2:  All but one of the five stealth raids in the HMCD were initiated on a Saturday.  
The exception of the Museon Jewel Heist was executed on a Monday, a day of the week on which 
the museum was normally closed. 

 From §3.3.2:  Thieves frequently choose to commit large heists at times of low bystander 

activity.  All else being equal, this would drive thieves to frequently choose times outside of core 
business hours.  Examples include the late-night Valentine’s Day weekend theft at the Antwerp 
Diamond Center and the yet-unsolved 4:00 AM theft from the Museon science museum. 

 From §3.5.3:  In the category of stolen good weights of less than 5 lbs. are the targeted diamonds 

from the Millennium Dome and gems from the Museon science museum. 

 

6.1.5. Société Générale Bank Heist 

6.1.5.1. Synopsis 

In the afternoon of Saturday, July 17, 1976, several men under the leadership of Albert Spaggiari, a 
French army paratrooper-turned-criminal, finished a two-month job of tunneling 60 feet from the city 
sewers into the underground vault of the Société Générale Bank in Nice, France (see Fig. 5).  In a heist 
lasting 36 uninterrupted hours, the criminals stole $40.4 million (FY12) in contents from 400 of the 4,000 
safe deposit boxes within the bank’s vault, as well as from the bank’s own supply of cash and gold.  The 
heist was not discovered until it was time to open the vault on Monday morning, when bank officials 
realized the door had been welded shut from the inside.  Confirming it as the epitome of a stealth raid, 
Spaggiari even inscribed on the wall of the vault the words sans armes, ni haine, ni violence, or without 

weapons, nor hatred, nor violence.
7,26 

6.1.5.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.3.1.1:  The “Night Raids” timing archetype is characterized not only by heists that begin 
very late in the day, but also by heists that run the course of several hours.  The stealthy Société 
Générale Bank Heist and Antwerp Diamond Heist fall in this category, with both involving 
undetected vault entries on a Saturday and theft activity not being discovered until staff returned 
to work the following Monday. 

 From §3.3.3:  The Antwerp, Société Générale, and Knightsbridge heists were all thefts from safe 

deposit boxes and required the thieves, at a minimum, to sort through a hodgepodge of items 
found upon opening the deposit boxes.  All three targets were difficult to penetrate, and the heists 
averaged about 1.5 years of planning apiece; however, they were also some of the highest-yield 
heists in the database, averaging a take of $170 million (FY12) apiece. 
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 From §3.3.3:  In most heists in the database, thieves were highly selective in what they removed 

from the target facility.  For example, the Société Générale thieves brought with them an 
appraiser for real-time advice on the most valuable items to take.  (In addition to the appraiser, 
the criminals brought wine, cheese, soup, sausage, and pâté91 to celebrate and sustain themselves 
during the 36-hour-long heist.  While plundering the vault’s safe deposit boxes, the thieves had 
further reason to celebrate when a late-night casino cash drop from a local casino, worth hundreds 
of thousands of dollars, came barreling down into the vault.26,91) 

 From §3.4:  An unarmed adversary is not an unimportant adversary.  Indeed, the unarmed 

adversary may be the most important adversary, if measured by the monetary value of the theft.  
Albert Spaggiari, the mastermind of the Société Générale Bank Heist, summarized the philosophy 
of such criminals well when he famously wrote on the wall of the vault that he robbed, “Sans 
arme, ni haine, ni violence,” or “Without weapons, nor hatred, nor violence.” 

 From §3.5.1:  Four heists in the database involved planning times of more than 100 weeks.  In 
one example, two years prior to the Société Générale Bank Heist, Albert Spaggiari rented a bank 
safe deposit box shortly after he heard from a neighbor and bank manager that the bank’s vault 
was not alarmed. 

 From §3.5.4.2:  Career criminals frequently mask their true careers under an innocuous façade.  
For example, some of the more famous masterminds behind the heists in the database were 
business owners (e.g., Spaggiari, the Société Générale mastermind, was a camera store owner). 

 From §3.7.2:  During the Société Générale Bank Heist, the thieves saw both pleasant and 

unpleasant surprises.  Pleasantly, in the middle of the night, a local casino dropped a cash deposit 
into the night deposit box and, in effect, into the thieves’ waiting arms.  Less pleasantly, a storm 
arrived during the heist and threatened to flood the thieves’ sewer exit route, prompting a 
premature end to the thieves’ time in the vault.  No doubt after finishing the last of the celebratory 
feast of wine, cheese, soup, sausage, and pâté they had brought to the robbery, the thieves fled 
with $40.4 million (FY12) in hand.91 

 

6.1.6. Stardust Casino Job 

6.1.6.1. Synopsis 

On September 22, 1992, casino cashier William Brennan took his lunch break at the Stardust Resort and 
Casino in Las Vegas.  As he exited, passing security guards, he was carrying a backpack of cash and chips 
worth $800,000 (FY12).  Brennan abandoned his Las Vegas apartment after picking up his cat and has 
not been seen since.4,28 

6.1.6.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.3.3:  Outliers in terms of their targeted facility’s ease of penetration and targeted 
valuables’ ease of fencing include the Stardust Casino Job and Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery, 
though these were both smaller-scale robberies on the order of $1 million (FY12). 

 From §3.5.4.1:  Solo heists are exceedingly rare; the only heist in the database that fits this 

criterion is the Stardust Casino Job. 

 From §3.5.5:  The Stardust Casino Job required little financial investment other than, perhaps, 

the purchase of a backpack with which to carry the stolen money out of the casino. 

 From §3.6.5:  Opportunistic insiders are uncommon in the HMCD; one example is the lone thief 
in the Stardust Casino Job. 
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6.2. Violent Heists 

6.2.1. Vastberga Helicopter Heist 

6.2.1.1. Synopsis 

At 5:15 AM on September 23, 2009, four thieves landed a stolen Bell 206 JetRanger helicopter on the 
roof of the G4S Cash Depot in Vastberga, Sweden (see Fig. 6).  Breaking into the depot through a large 
pyramid-shaped skylight, the thieves descended via custom-length ladders to the depot’s counting room.  
Breaking through the door using custom-fit explosives, the thieves opened the depot’s cash cages with the 
assistance of a circulating saw.  Twenty minutes after they landed, the thieves ascended to the roof and 
took off with $6.1 million (FY12) in cash.  Thanks to a tip-off from the Serbian foreign ministry, Swedish 
police had been expecting a helicopter assault on a large cash depot in September, but they were not 
expecting that the thieves would actively hinder a police response by spreading caltrops across roads near 
the depot and placing packages resembling bombs outside the police heliport.29-32 

6.2.1.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.2.2:  In the interesting case of the Vastberga Helicopter Heist, police responded 

quickly but were deterred from entering the G4S depot by the forethought the thieves 
demonstrated by placing caltrops on the road near the depot and apparent bombs at the police 
helicopter hangar.  These measures left the police uncertain of what other deterrents or traps 
could be awaiting them if they continued their approach. This heist illustrates that the 
effectiveness of security forces can be substantially weakened in the presence of an uncertain but 
credible threat. 

 From §3.4:  Bladed weapons were rarely used in the HMCD heists.  One of the only two 
examples involved knives to slice through the canvas wall of a commercial helicopter hangar in 
the Vastberga Helicopter Heist. 

 From §3.5.3:  Included in the category of stolen goods weighing 50-500 lbs. is the cash of the 

Vastberga Helicopter Heist. 

 From §3.7.1:  In a few heists, the thieves utilized attack modes that were almost certainly beyond 

the imagination of the security system designers.  The Vastberga Helicopter Heist is perhaps the 
most obvious such attack.  Rather than enter the G4S depot from the ground level, or even by an 
ascent to the top of the building to break in via the pyramid skylight, the thieves recruited a 
helicopter pilot to land them on the roof.  It can hardly be imagined that helicopters were included 
on the list of potential threats against which the depot’s security was designed to protect.  Still, 
even if they had, a local police force was equipped with a helicopter and could pursue if 
necessary.  However, the thieves were able to preclude the use of this option by placing packages 
with the appearance of bombs outside the police heliport. 

 

6.2.2. Millennium Dome Raid 

6.2.2.1. Synopsis 

At 9:30 AM on a Tuesday in November 2000, four men on a backhoe (see Fig. 7) smashed into London’s 
Millennium Dome, a 365-meter diameter structure housing a year-long exhibit celebrating the beginning 
of the third millennium.  With dome visitors distracted by smoke bombs, two men in gas masks and body 
armor then leapt out of the backhoe and within 27 seconds used a nail gun and sledgehammer to smash 
through the allegedly impregnable glass intended to protect the 203-carat Millennium Star diamond.  
Fortunately, all twelve diamonds in the exhibit had been replaced with crystal replicas the previous day, 
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thanks to police efforts anticipating the attack.  All the backhoe-riding thieves, as well as a lookout in a 
van and getaway speedboat pilot, were arrested on the scene before making off with any of the intended 
$666.1 million (FY12) loot.33-35 

6.2.2.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.1.2:  Some security measure defeat methods are uses of brute force (e.g., ramming 

through fences and walls with a backhoe, as in the Millennium Dome Raid), while others are 
highly creative and innovative. 

 From §3.2.1:  Some 70% of the heists in the database occurred in urban areas, and almost any 
commercially available sedan or van blends with urban surroundings.  However, to illustrate a 
less typical of a vehicle blending with surroundings, in the Millennium Dome Raid the thieves 
used a backhoe, which did not appear out of the ordinary around the large and recently-completed 
Millennium Dome. 

 From §3.3.1.1:  The “Broad Daylight Heists” timing archetype is characterized by heists early in 

the work day that are conducted rapidly, on timescales well under one hour.  These timescales are 
largely a necessity for such heists, and all four in this category (the Swissport Heathrow Heist, 
Millennium Dome Raid, Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist, and Munch Museum Art Heist) 
involved use of violence to subdue guards, employees, and bystanders to permit rapid access to 
the target valuables. 

 From §3.3.2:  In the case of the Millennium Dome Raid, the thieves planned to escape via boat.  

However, this necessitated timing the heist to coincide properly with ocean tides so that the boat 
could pull up to receive the fleeing criminals. 

 From §3.3.3:  Only in 22% of heists in the database (specifically, the Millennium Dome Raid, 

British Bank of the Middle East Heist, Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery, Harry Winston Diamond 
Heist, and Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist) did thieves steal or intend to steal more than 50% of 
the valuables at a target. 

 From §3.3.3:  The availability of numerous and specialized security forces in a city can be a 

detriment for a thief that is not well-disguised (as the criminals in both the Millennium Dome 
Raid and Swissport Heathrow Heist learned, when confronted with a 100-officer Metropolitan 
Police operation designed to foil their heist). 

 From §3.4:  The only heist on the top-four highest-valued heists list that employed weapons was 

the Millennium Dome Raid, which used smoke bombs.  However, these bombs were primarily 
intended to distract and confuse bystanders and security forces, rather than cause bodily harm. 

 From §3.5.3:  Included in the category of targeted valuables weighing less than 5 lbs. are the 

targeted diamonds from the Millennium Dome. 

 From §3.7.2:  In both the Millennium Dome Raid and Swissport Heathrow Heist, intelligence 

gathered by the Metropolitan Police well in advance resulted in 100-officer operations to foil the 
robberies, with police forces lying in wait on the days of the heists. 
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6.2.3. Tanzanian Airplane Gold Robbery 

6.2.3.1. Synopsis 

On January 5, 2012, the regularly-scheduled Thursday gold transport airplane was parked at its airstrip 
near an AngloGold Ashanti mine in Geita, Tanzania.  Loaded with $30.5 million in gold bars weighing 
nearly 1,300 lbs., the plane came under attack from five men who emerged from the nearby jungle armed 
with submachine guns, pistols, and hand grenades.  Thanks to mine security and police forces, the attack 
was thwarted.  One thief was killed in the firefight.36-37 

6.2.3.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.2.2:  Heists in this study were frequently committed not only under the noses of 

security guards, but also under the noses of nearby external police forces.  In three cases (the 
Antwerp Diamond Heist, the Tanzanian Airplane Gold Robbery, and Harry Winston Diamond 
Heist), police forces were stationed within 500 feet of the heist. 

 From §3.2.2:  At the bottom of the list with zero known deceptions are the Tanzanian Airplane 

Gold Robbery and the Museon Jewel Heist.  In the case of the Tanzanian heist, the prospective 
thieves launched an attack on a gold transport airplane with no clear deception tactics; however, 
information available in public sources regarding this heist attempt is quite limited and may not 
capture the entirety of the thieves’ activities preceding and during the heist. 

 From §3.3.1.1:  For three heists, including the Tanzanian Airplane Gold Robbery, the time at 

which the heist began is unclear from the available open literature. 

 From §3.3.2:  Outsider observations aimed at discovering times of high target value can be 
effective.  The Tanzanian Airplane Gold Robbery, for example, was perpetrated against a weekly 
shipment from the AngloGold Ashanti gold mine. 

 From §3.5.6:  Compared to the case of unarmed thieves, an armed attack poses a more 

substantial risk of death to participants, which occurred in the cases of two armed thieves in the 
Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery and Tanzanian Airplane Gold Robbery. 

 From §3.7.2:  The Tanzanian Airplane Gold Robbery was thwarted thanks to strong mine 
security and police forces.  One thief was killed and one security guard injured in the firefight. 

 

6.2.4. Munch Museum Art Heist 

6.2.4.1. Synopsis 

At 11:10 AM on Sunday, August 22, 2004, two armed and masked men entered the Munch Museum in 
Oslo, Norway.  With about 80 visitors in the museum at the time, one thief held visitors and unarmed 
security guards in the museum’s café, while another thief entered a gallery to rip two of Edvard Munch’s 
famous paintings, known as “The Scream” and “Madonna”, from the walls.  Despite silent alarms on the 
paintings that alerted police, which had a patrol in the neighborhood, the thieves escaped in minutes (see 
Fig. 8) and no arrests were made until four months later.38-40 

6.2.4.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.2.2:  Only three of the 23 heists in the database (the Munch Museum Art Heist, 

Mayfair Graff Diamond Heist, and Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist) took less than 14 minutes. 

 From §3.3.1.1:  The “Broad Daylight Heists” timing archetype is characterized by heists early in 

the work day that are conducted rapidly, on timescales well under one hour.  These timescales are 
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largely a necessity for such heists, and all four in this category (the Swissport Heathrow Heist, 
Millennium Dome Raid, Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist, and Munch Museum Art Heist) 
involved use of violence to subdue guards, employees, and bystanders to permit rapid access to 
the target valuables. 

 From §3.7.1:  In the Munch Museum Art Heist, armed thieves entered the museum and stole two 
pieces of art while holding guards and visitors at gunpoint.  Such a heist was unexpected and was 
not well-protected against in the design of the museum’s security; this was reportedly the very 
first armed art heist in Norway. 

 

6.2.5. Carlton Hotel Diamond Heist 

6.2.5.1. Synopsis 

At closing time on a Thursday evening in August 1994, three masked men walked into the jewelry shop 
within the Carlton Hotel, in Cannes, France.  Amidst machine gun fire to threaten employees and 
customers, the men swept about $69 million (FY12) in jewels into bags and escaped, never to be seen 
again.  Interestingly, investigations revealed no bullet holes in the jewelry shop; rather, the robbers had 
been firing blanks.1,25 

6.2.5.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.3.1.1:  Although clear estimates for the duration of the Carlton Hotel Diamond Heist 

could not be found, it is likely that this heist, which occurred at the hotel jewelry store’s closing 
time, would also fit within Timing Archetype III. 

 From §3.4:  In the example of the Carlton Hotel Diamond Heist, thieves fired machine guns as 

they entered the hotel’s jewelry store.  However, upon investigation of the crime, police found 
that the thieves had been firing blanks. 

 

6.2.6. Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist 

6.2.6.1. Synopsis 

In November 1983, seven armed, masked men entered the Brink’s-Mat depot near London’s Heathrow 
Airport ten minutes after its 6:30 AM opening.  The six employees present were subdued and bound, and 
the two employees with vault keys and combinations were called by name and coerced at gunpoint to 
open the vault doors.  Although the thieves were successful at entering the outer vault door (see Fig. 9), 
the combination-holding employee was so distressed that he could not remember the recently-changed 
combinations to any of the inner vault doors.  Luckily for the thieves, seventy-six boxes of gold bullion 
worth $86 million (FY12) sat ready for shipment in the outer chamber of the vault.  This gold was loaded 
into a van and disappeared.  It was later revealed that a depot employee, one of the six present at the time 
of the robbery, provided critical inside information and assistance to the thieves.6,41 

6.2.6.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.1.1:  One notable camera defeat technique is for thieves to gain control of the camera 

monitoring station.  This can be accomplished violently or nonviolently.  As an example of the 
latter, it was an insider accomplice who was responsible for monitoring the CCTV camera images 
at the time of the Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist. 
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 From §3.1.1.2:  Threats on guards or on key- or combination-holding employees is a common 

defeat method among ten heists (43% of the database).  For example, thieves in the Brink’s-Mat 
Gold Heist did not know the combinations to the inner or outer vault doors, but using inside 
information they learned which employees knew the combinations.  Defeating measures the 
Brink’s-Mat warehouse took to ensure that no single employee had all the keys and combinations 
necessary to open the vault, the thieves identified the individuals who could collectively provide 
access, doused them with gasoline and threatened to light them on fire, and consequently gained 
access to some $86 million (FY12) worth of gold bullion. 

 From §3.1.2.2:  Among heists in which active guard forces were present, 85% employed just one 
or two guards.  The maximum of five guards corresponds to the Brink’s-Mat heist, in which all 
five employees in the depot were classified as guards.41,42 

 From §3.3.1.1:  The “Early-Bird Heists” timing archetype is characterized by early-morning 

heists with durations of 1-2 hours.  All three heists that fall within this category, the Gardner 
Museum Art Heist, Lufthansa Heist, and Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist, were characterized by violence.  
In all three cases, those guards and employees were subdued and unable to call for help.  Since 
the crimes were perpetrated in the early morning when little, if any, business with outside 
organizations or people was conducted, there was little risk that individuals from the outside 
would visit the facility and discover the heist in progress. 

 From §3.4:  At the Brink’s-Mat depot near Heathrow Airport in 1983, the facility’s security 
measures included a system of dual control, in which the opening of vault doors required two 
individuals with separate keys and combinations.  Thus, the cooperation of both individuals was 
required to gain entry to the vaults.  During the Brink’s Mat Gold Heist, the two combination-
holding employees were doused with gasoline, and thieves threatened to light them on fire if they 
did not comply.  They complied (wouldn’t you?). 

 From §3.5.3:  Examples of loot weighing more than 5,000 lbs. include loads of cash and/or gold 

from the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist, Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist, and Securitas Cash Depot 
Heist. 

 From §3.5.6:  An important risk consideration for prospective thieves is the post-heist risk of 

death.  In three heists within this database, specifically the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist, 
Lufthansa Heist, and Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist, heist-related killings occurred after the robbery 
itself. 

 From §3.6:  Recruited insiders are individuals who are part of an organization and, typically as a 

result of their existing access and influence, are asked to join a heist plot.  Recruitment is a risky 
tactic for a thief to employ, and consequently, recruited insiders are uncommon in the HMCD.  
There exist just three examples:  the owner of the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center, an 
employee of the Brink’s-Mat depot, and a security guard at Brazil’s Central Bank in Fortaleza. 

 From §3.7.2:  In the violent Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist, the employee responsible for holding the 

combinations to the inner vault doors was so distressed (after being drenched in gasoline) that he 
could not remember his recently-changed combinations.  The inner vaults contained between $3.4 
million and $10.3 million (FY12).  Fortunately for the thieves, stored in the outer vault on that 
particular day was $85.9 million (FY12) in gold bullion. 
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6.2.7. Lufthansa Heist 

6.2.7.1. Synopsis 

At 3:00 AM one December morning in 1978, seven armed, masked men arrived at the Lufthansa 
Overseas Cargo Terminal at New York’s John F. Kennedy Airport.  Operating in three teams, one man in 
an automobile waited in the cargo terminal’s parking lot, four men entered the terminal, and the 
remaining two cut the lock on the security gate, swapped it with a fake replacement, and drove a van to 
the rear loading areas.  Rounding up all ten employees on duty in the terminal, most of whom were on 
their lunch hour, the thieves forced the supervisor to turn off the facility’s alarms.  About 80 minutes after 
beginning the raid, the thieves left with $28.2 million (FY12) in cash, gems, and gold.  Planning of the 
heist was made possible by information from a Lufthansa cargo terminal supervisor who was deep in 
gambling debt to a bookie with organized crime connections.43-45 

6.2.7.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.3.1.1:  The “Early-Bird Heists” timing archetype is characterized by early-morning 
heists with durations of 1-2 hours.  All three heists that fall within this category, the Gardner 
Museum Art Heist, Lufthansa Heist, and Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist, were characterized by violence.  
In all three cases, those guards and employees were subdued and unable to call for help.  Since 
the crimes were perpetrated in the early morning when little, if any, business with outside 
organizations or people was conducted, there was little risk that individuals from the outside 
would visit the facility and discover the heist in progress. 

 From §3.3.2:  Thieves frequently choose to commit large heists at times of low employee or 

security activity because it minimizes the difficulty of defeating anticipated detection.  This 
factor tends to drive thieves to choose times outside of core business hours for the targeted entity.  
One example is the 3:00 AM assault on the small graveyard shift at the Kennedy Airport 
Lufthansa Cargo Terminal. 

 From §3.3.2:  Thieves also frequently choose to commit large heists at times of high target value.  

Thieves’ ability to execute timing in this way depends on the quality of information they can 
obtain on the movement of valuables in and out of the target facility.  The highest quality 
information typically comes from insiders.  For example, the Lufthansa Heist was expedited as 
soon as a Lufthansa cargo supervisor and insider informed a preassembled Mafia gang that an 
unusually large shipment of cash was being stored in the Lufthansa Cargo Terminal over the 
weekend. 

 From §3.5.6:  In three heists within the heist database, heist-related killings have occurred in the 

aftermath of the robbery itself.  The most famous of these examples is the Lufthansa Heist:  
Following the heist, one thief neglected to fulfill his duty of bringing the van used during the heist 
to a junkyard to be compacted and destroyed.  Instead, it had been parked in a no-parking zone 
and discovered by police two days after the robbery.  Fingerprints found inside the van began 
leading police toward the thieves.  To avoid being arrested and sent to prison for his involvement, 
the mob boss responsible who received most of the stolen cash from the heist began ordering the 
killing of those involved.  Within one year of the heist, seven of the Lufthansa accomplices 
disappeared.  Within another eight years, the entire crew that executed the heists had been either 
reported missing or found murdered. 

 From §3.6:  Insiders within this study have operated with varying degrees of inside access.  

Owners, managers (e.g., Louis Werner in the Lufthansa Heist), and employees fall into the clear 
category of being a “full” insider with a high degree of inside access. 
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 From §3.6:  Opportunistic insiders are uncommon in the HMCD; one example is the cargo 

supervisor at the Lufthansa Overseas Cargo Terminal.  However, since he did not take an active 
role in the execution of the heist, he is a passive opportunistic insider. 

 

6.2.8. British Bank of the Middle East Gold Heist 

6.2.8.1. Synopsis 

On January 20, 1976, nine heavily armed soldiers dressed in unmarked military fatigues blasted their way 
with mortars and grenades into the British Bank of the Middle East in Beirut, Lebanon.  Located in a no-
man’s land between the Muslim west and Christian east of Beirut during the Lebanese Civil War, the 
bank was operational only on an ad-hoc basis.  Amid the chaos of the war, the force blasted into the 
bank’s vault and stole an estimated $204.6 million (FY12) in primarily gold bullion.  The identities and 
affiliations of the perpetrators remains disputed, and little has been publicly documented despite the 
heist’s fame (see Table 2).  The most thorough account found46 suggests the heist was perpetrated by a 
United Kingdom Special Forces unit whose mission was to disguise the seizure of important terrorist 
group financial documents stored in the bank as a genuine bank robbery. 

6.2.8.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.3.1.1:  For three heists, including the British Bank of the Middle East Gold Heist, the 

time at which the heist began is unclear from the available open literature. 

 From §3.3.3:  Only in 22% of heists in the database (specifically, the Millennium Dome Raid, 

British Bank of the Middle East Heist, Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery, Harry Winston Diamond 
Heist, and Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist) did thieves steal or intend to steal more than 50% of 
the valuables at a target. 

 From §3.5.4.2:  In only 10% of heists (specifically, the Antwerp Diamond Heist and British 

Bank of the Middle East Gold Heist) were the criminal teams thought to consist entirely of 
citizens from foreign nations. 

 

6.2.9. Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery  

6.2.9.1. Synopsis 

At closing time for the Chase Manhattan Bank in New York in August 1972, two ordinary-looking men 
in the bank produced guns and informed the staff that they were being robbed.  Collecting about $1.2 
million (FY12) in cash and traveler’s checks, the two men were impeded in leaving upon the arrival of 
police, who were informed by a personnel officer at Chase Manhattan’s downtown headquarters that 
something seemed amiss during a chance phone call he made to the bank manager.  Holding the bank 
staff hostage for some twelve hours, the thieves convince the police to transport them (with their 
hostages) to an airplane waiting at John F. Kennedy Airport.  After arriving at the airport, the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) agent driving the thieves’ limousine, with the assistance of agents in place 
aside the vehicle, seized an opportunity to shoot and kill one thief and subdue the other.47 

6.2.9.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.3.3:  Outliers in terms of their targeted facility’s ease of penetration and targeted 
valuables’ ease of fencing include the Stardust Casino Job and Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery, 
though these were both smaller-scale robberies on the order of $1 million (FY12). 
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 From §3.3.3:  Only in 22% of heists in the database (specifically, the Millennium Dome Raid, 

British Bank of the Middle East Heist, Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery, Harry Winston Diamond 
Heist, and Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist) did thieves steal or intend to steal more than 50% of 
the valuables at a target. 

 From §3.7.2:  The Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery was foiled by a disguised phone 

communication between bank managers during the initial stages of the heist.  As a result, the 
bank manager off-scene alerted police and a standoff resulted.  Some 14 hours later, one of the 
robbers was captured and another killed while waiting for their getaway airplane in a limousine 
driven by an FBI agent. 

 

6.2.10. Mayfair Graff Diamond Heist  

6.2.10.1. Synopsis 

At 4:40 PM on Thursday, August 6, 2009, two men dressed in suits and wearing latex disguises to appear 
older were let in to the high-end Graff Diamonds shop in London (see Fig. 10).  Producing concealed 
handguns, the men threatened the staff and within two minutes left with $68.9 million (FY12) in 
diamonds and other jewelry – as well as a hostage.  Firing warning shots prior to releasing the hostage, 
the thieves made an initial getaway in a blue BMW fitted with false number plates.  The BMW then 
crashed into a taxi cab, and the jewelry bag was transferred to a man on an orange motorbike.  The thieves 
then switched cars to a waiting silver Mercedes, followed by a second switch to a black vehicle.  The first 
arrests for the crime were not made until nearly two weeks later.48-54 

6.2.10.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.2.1:  Interestingly, certain heist stories suggest that guards may make fundamental 

decisions regarding their role(s) as sensors or responders on the spot during a crisis.  For example, 
in the Mayfair Graff Diamond Heist, a security guard witnessing what appeared to be the 
kidnapping of a hostage told a court, “I decided that if I was able to tackle them, or at least grab 
the woman and take her away from them at the price of getting wounded but not killed, it might 
be worth it.” 54  This guard was unarmed and, weighing the risks, costs, and benefits, decided to 
respond (rather than simply observe and report) against two armed men. 

 From §3.1.2.2:  Only three of the 23 heists in the database (the Munch Museum Art Heist, 
Mayfair Graff Diamond Heist, and Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist) took less than 14 minutes. 

 From §3.3.1.1:  Heists of the “Closing Time Heists” timing archetype occur in the very late 
afternoon or early evening, as businesses are nearing closing time and employees may be tired, 
distracted, and somewhat less prepared for a robbery.  Both heists in this category, the Harry 
Winston Diamond Heist and Mayfair Graff Diamond Heist, were complete in just minutes. 

 From §3.4:  By far the most commonly used type of weapon was the handgun.  This class of 
weapon is both deadly and easily concealed, permitting thieves to enter a facility and invite little 
scrutiny from security personnel or bystanders.  The Harry Winston and Mayfair Graff diamond 
heists, both Closing Time heists, demonstrated skillful execution using this characteristic of 
handguns. 

 From §3.5.4.1:  The only example of a four-team operation was the Mayfair Graff Diamond 

Heist, which involved a complex relay of the stolen goods among the occupants of different 
motor vehicles. 
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6.2.11. Harry Winston Diamond Heist  

6.2.11.1. Synopsis 

At 5:30 PM on Thursday, December 4, 2008, four men, three of whom were dressed as women, requested 
entry via intercom to the high-end Harry Winston jewelry shop in Paris.  Upon inside, the men produced a 
revolver and hand grenade, smashed display cases, and threatened the 15 customers and employees (some 
of whom were called by name) to assist them in gathering $111.3 million (FY12) in diamonds and other 
jewelry.  Within 15 minutes, the thieves calmly drove away from the scene.55-56 

6.2.11.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.2.2:  Heists in this study were frequently committed not only under the noses of 

security guards, but also under the noses of nearby external police forces.  In three cases (the 
Antwerp Diamond Heist, the Tanzanian Airplane Gold Robbery, and Harry Winston Diamond 
Heist), police forces were stationed within 500 feet of the heist. 

 From §3.3.1.1:  Heists of the “Closing Time Heists” timing archetype occur in the very late 

afternoon or early evening, as businesses are nearing closing time and employees may be tired, 
distracted, and somewhat less prepared for a robbery.  Both heists in this category, the Harry 
Winston Diamond Heist and Mayfair Graff Diamond Heist, were complete in just minutes. 

 From §3.3.3:  Only in 22% of heists in the database (specifically, the Millennium Dome Raid, 

British Bank of the Middle East Heist, Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery, Harry Winston Diamond 
Heist, and Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist) did thieves steal or intend to steal more than 50% of 
the valuables at a target. 

 From §3.4:  By far the most commonly used type of weapon was the handgun.  This class of 

weapon is both deadly and easily concealed, permitting thieves to enter a facility and invite little 
scrutiny from security personnel or bystanders.  The Harry Winston and Mayfair Graff diamond 
heists, both Closing Time heists, demonstrated skillful execution using this characteristic of 
handguns. 

 

6.2.12. Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist  

6.2.12.1. Synopsis 

At 10:00 AM on Friday, February 25, 2005, two men dressed in KLM uniforms drove a blue KLM 
vehicle they had stolen two weeks earlier into the secure freight area at Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam.  
They then intercepted a truck carrying $115 million (FY12) worth of diamonds bound for a flight to 
Antwerp, forcing the two transport guards out of the truck at gunpoint and exiting the security gates by 
tailgating another truck on its way out.  Given the precise timing of the robbery, insider information was 
suspected but never proven.57-60 

6.2.12.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.2:  One technique thieves use toward rendering guard security ineffective is to 
disguise themselves to appear nonthreatening to guards (as in the Schiphol and Swissport 
Heathrow heists). 

 From §3.1.2.2:  Only three of the 23 heists in the database (the Munch Museum Art Heist, 

Mayfair Graff Diamond Heist, and Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist) took less than 14 minutes. 
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 From §3.2.1:  Some 70% of the heists in the database occurred in urban areas, and almost any 

commercially available sedan or van blends with urban surroundings.  However, to illustrate a 
less typical of a vehicle blending with surroundings, in the Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist the 
thieves used a KLM airlines vehicle, which was used to inconspicuously enter and lie and wait 
within the secure freight area at Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam. 

 From §3.3.1.1:  The “Broad Daylight Heists” timing archetype is characterized by heists early in 

the work day that are conducted rapidly, on timescales well under one hour.  These timescales are 
largely a necessity for such heists, and all four in this category (the Swissport Heathrow Heist, 
Millennium Dome Raid, Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist, and Munch Museum Art Heist) 
involved use of violence to subdue guards, employees, and bystanders to permit rapid access to 
the target valuables.  However, unlike heists of the Early Bird Heists archetype, response by 
police forces was unlikely to be prevented, and the thieves needed to work against the clock.  
While there is no obvious single reason why all four of the heists in this category shared such 
similar timing, the broad daylight timing for two such heists (the Swissport Heathrow Heist and 
Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist) was driven by the business-hours timing of large high-value 
shipments that the thieves were targeting. 

 From §3.3.3:  Only in 22% of heists in the database (specifically, the Millennium Dome Raid, 

British Bank of the Middle East Heist, Chase Manhattan Bank Robbery, Harry Winston Diamond 
Heist, and Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist) did thieves steal or intend to steal more than 50% of 
the valuables at a target. 

 

6.2.13. Swissport Heathrow Heist 

6.2.13.1. Synopsis 

At 9:30 AM on Monday, May 17, 2004, a white delivery van with seemingly legitimate paperwork passed 
through the security gate at Swissport Cargo Services outside of London’s Heathrow Airport.  Unknown 
to the gate security personnel, the paperwork had been forged with the assistance of an opportunistic 
insider employed as a delivery driver.  Shortly after pulling up to the Swissport warehouse, the van, with 
eight men on board, backed up and rammed through a rolling door.  The gang exited the van and 
threatened the warehouse staff with at least one firearm as well as knives and clubs.  Some thieves began 
loading into the van the gold bullion that had been delivered to the warehouse some 30 minutes prior, 
while others approached the cash-containing vault and threatened the custodian in order to obtain his 
keys.  Fortunately for Swissport, Scotland Yard’s Flying Squad had anticipated the attack from prior 
surveillance of the delivery driver insider, and over 100 police officers were waiting in the vicinity of 
Heathrow Airport to apprehend the thieves, averting what would likely have been a $71.1 million (FY12) 
loss.61-64 

6.2.13.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.1.1:  In some cases, defeat of an unarmed guard security measure took the form of a 

nonviolent deception; for example, criminals in the Swissport Heathrow Heist presented forged 
papers to gain facility access. 

 From §3.1.2:  One technique thieves use toward rendering guard security ineffective is to 
disguise themselves to appear nonthreatening to guards (as in the Schiphol and Swissport 
Heathrow heists). 

 From §3.3.1.1:  The “Broad Daylight Heists” timing archetype is characterized by heists early in 

the work day that are conducted rapidly, on timescales well under one hour.  These timescales are 
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largely a necessity for such heists, and all four in this category (the Swissport Heathrow Heist, 
Millennium Dome Raid, Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist, and Munch Museum Art Heist) 
involved use of violence to subdue guards, employees, and bystanders to permit rapid access to 
the target valuables.  However, unlike heists of the Early Bird Heists archetype, response by 
police forces was unlikely to be prevented, and the thieves needed to work against the clock.  
While there is no obvious single reason why all four of the heists in this category shared such 
similar timing, the broad daylight timing for two such heists (the Swissport Heathrow Heist and 
Schiphol Airport Diamond Heist) was driven by the business-hours timing of large high-value 
shipments that the thieves were targeting. 

 From §3.3.1.3:  The Swissport Heathrow Heist is the only springtime heist in the database. 

 From §3.3.3:  The availability of numerous and specialized security forces in a city can be a 

detriment for a thief that is not well-disguised (as the criminals in both the Millennium Dome 
Raid and Swissport Heathrow Heist learned, when confronted with a 100-officer Metropolitan 
Police operation designed to foil their heist). 

 From §3.4:  Bladed weapons were rarely used in the HMCD heists.  One of the only two 

examples involved  knives to threaten staff at the Swissport Cargo Warehouse at Heathrow 
Airport.  Blunt weapons were similarly rare.  The only known examples in this category involved 
thieves wielding hockey sticks, clubs, and lumps of wood to threaten staff at the Swissport Cargo 
Warehouse. 

 From §3.7.2:  In both the Millennium Dome Raid and Swissport Heathrow Heist, intelligence 

gathered by the Metropolitan Police well in advance resulted in 100-officer operations to foil the 
robberies, with police forces lying in wait on the days of the heists. 

 

6.2.14. Gardner Museum Art Heist 

6.2.14.1. Synopsis 

At 1:24 AM on Sunday, March 18, 1990, two men posing as Boston Police officers approached the side 
entrance to the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum.  Claiming to be responding to a disturbance, the 
officers convinced an on-duty security guard to permit them entrance.  To lure the guard away from the 
panic button at his security booth, the police claimed they had a warrant for his arrest and demanded 
identification.  After the roving guard arrived to assist the guard at the booth, the two men posing as 
officers handcuffed both guards, wrapped duct tape around their eyes and mouths, and bound them to a 
steam pipe and workbench in the basement.  Over the course of 81 minutes, the thieves made their way 
through the museum and stole thirteen works of art (see Fig. 11), worth an estimated $440 million 
(FY12).  Though motion detectors sounded and recorded the movements of the thieves, they transmitted 
intrusion information only to the guard booth and not to any external force.  As a result, the outside world 
did not know of the heist until the security guards were scheduled to be relieved at 7:00 AM.65-70 

6.2.14.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.1.3:  One particularly significant heist from a security measure defeat standpoint is the 
unsolved Museon Jewel Heist in the Netherlands, where static barriers and detectors were 
defeated by methods that are as yet unclear. 

 From §3.1.2.1:  Interestingly, certain heist stories suggest that guards may make important 

decisions regarding their roles on the spot during a crisis.  In one instance, a guard at the Isabella 
Stewart Gardner Museum decided that his salary was not high enough to merit resisting the 
thieves who had just handcuffed him:  When one of the robbers told him, “Don’t give us any 
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problems, and you won’t get hurt,” he capitulated and responded, “They don’t pay me enough to 
get hurt.” 65 

 From §3.1.2.1:  The HMCD contains 11 heists (48% of the database) in which armed thieves 

attacked security personnel, almost all of whom were unarmed.  In contrast, only in two cases 
(the Antwerp Diamond Heist and Gardner Museum Art Heist) did thieves enter unarmed into a 
facility with security personnel present.  In both of these cases, planning is estimated to have 
initiated 24-30 months prior to the heist (far above the mean planning duration of 9 months and 
median of 4 months). 

 From §3.1.2.1:  Within the heists examined in this study, security forces were frequently aware 
of the heist during the theft phase but were prevented from effectively responding until the 
aftermath.  For example, guards at the Gardner Museum in Boston were not aware that the 
apparent police officers “arresting” them were actually impostors until after they had been 
handcuffed and rendered nearly powerless. 

 From §3.3.1.1:  The “Early-Bird Heists” timing archetype is characterized by early-morning 

heists with durations of 1-2 hours.  All three heists that fall within this category, the Gardner 
Museum Art Heist, Lufthansa Heist, and Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist, were characterized by violence.  
In all three cases, those guards and employees were subdued and unable to call for help.  Since 
the crimes were perpetrated in the early morning when little, if any, business with outside 
organizations or people was conducted, there was little risk that individuals from the outside 
would visit the facility and discover the heist in progress. 

 From §3.3.2:  Thieves frequently choose to commit large heists at times of low employee or 

security activity because it minimizes the difficulty of defeating anticipated detection.  This 
factor tends to drive thieves to choose times outside of core business hours for the targeted entity.  
One example is the 1:30 AM attack on the Gardner Museum, which was protected only by an 
overnight force of two unarmed guards. 

 From §3.4:  While 70% of heists involved use of some weapon, it is worth noting that 7 heists 
(30%) involved no known use of weapons.  These heists include both of the nonviolent heist 
categories (i.e., the Stealth Raid and Walk Away categories) plus the Gardner Museum Art Heist. 

 From §3.5.1:  In the case of the Gardner Museum Art Heist, one of the suspects in the crime 

admitted that he had scoped out the museum’s security measures years earlier.  On one visit in 
particular, he unlocked a window in the facility.  Visiting again every few months, he found that 
the window remained unlocked and used this as a partial gauge of the attentiveness and 
thoroughness of the security force. 

 From §3.7.1:  In the Gardner Museum Art Heist, an independent security evaluation conducted 
two years prior to the robbery had recommended an enclosed security station and protective 
second door for the museum’s side entrance.  Additionally, the director of security had lobbied 
the museum’s board of trustees for more security funding so that he could attract security guards 
more qualified and experienced than local college students.  However, the museum was in 
financial trouble, and the funds never came. 

 

6.2.15. Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist 

6.2.15.1. Synopsis 

In July 1987, two men entered the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center, the largest safe deposit center in 
London.  One of the men, Valerio Viccei, at that time a client of the center, introduced a friend to the 
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owner, Parvez Latif, who led the two to a private viewing room inside the center’s vault.  Drawing a 
pistol, the two men threatened Latif, who was made to request entry into the security guard booth to show 
the center’s security measures.  Distracting the security guard, the guard’s hand left the panic button and 
the two thieves subdued him.  The front desk security guard was called in to deliver brochures to the 
owner’s office and captured.  With both guards subdued, the two thieves attempted to use a two-way 
radio to call for two waiting accomplices.  When the reinforcements failed to answer, Viccei left the safe 
deposit center and found them nearby, listening to the incorrect radio channel.  The thieves used 
sledgehammers and crowbars to force open 121 of the 5,000 safe deposit boxes in the center (see Fig. 12), 
making off with an estimated $130 million (FY12).  Thanks to the investigation following the heist, the 
thieves were eventually captured.  Among those sentenced was Parvez Latif himself, who had performed 
so convincingly during the heist that not even Viccei’s hired henchmen knew that he had assisted them by 
scheduling new guards who would not recognize Viccei and ensuring a technical glitch rendered security 
cameras useless.6,71-72 

6.2.15.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.1.1:  One notable camera defeat technique is deactivation of the cameras prior to the 

robbery as was done by an insider, safe deposit center owner Parvez Latif, in the Knightsbridge 
Safe Deposit Center Heist. 

 From §3.1.1.2:  Using recognized employees to enter and/or vouch for entry worked to provide 
unauthorized access in the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center, Securitas Cash Depot, and 
Northern Bank Cash Heists.  In the first two cases, the thieves used either coercion or incentive to 
convince a recognized employee to vouch for their entry into a secure facility, which the thieves 
then used to subdue the on-duty guard that had granted them entry. 

 From §3.1.2:  One important security guard defeat technique not seen in the heists in the HMCD 

is the emplacement of insiders as security guards.  However, a variant of the latter occurred in the 
Knightsbridge heist:  While no security guards were insiders, the owner of the safe deposit center, 
an insider, scheduled new guards to be on duty during the time of the robbery.  Since the theft 
mastermind, Valerio Viccei, was a tenant of the center and could be recognized by the 
experienced guards, scheduling these new guards ensured that the robbers would go 
unrecognized. 

 From §3.2.1:  The HMCD shows no clear limitation to what level of occupational role thieves or 

their coerced accomplices will take; there are virtually equal numbers of examples of inside 
managers, employees, and customers.  There even exists in the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit 
Center Heist an instance where an owner used his position to help mask his involvement in the 
crime. 

 From §3.2.2:  The top number of deception methods employed for a heists within the HMCD is 
associated with the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist, which utilized half the list of 
physical disguises in Table 5, the entire list of activity disguises, and one diversion.  In this heist, 
the thieves entered the building with a concealed weapon, with the mastermind feigning sickness 
and covering his face with a handkerchief.  During the robbery, the center’s owner, who had been 
befriended by the mastermind weeks earlier and had become an accomplice in the heist, used his 
authority to order the security guard to open the security booth to him and the thieves, who were 
posing as prospective safe deposit box customers.  Once inside, the criminal mastermind made 
advances on the guard to distract him and move him out of reach of the panic button.  The thieves 
placed a sign on the center’s door to announce that the center was closed for security upgrades, 
and once the heist was complete they drove off in a nondescript van. 
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 From §3.3.1.1:  The duration of the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist was quite similar to 

that of an Early-Bird Heist, and the thieves cleverly reduced the risk of detection by outside 
customers by posting a sign indicating that the center was temporarily closed for security system 
upgrades. 

 From §3.3.3:  The Antwerp, Société Générale, and Knightsbridge heists were all thefts from safe 

deposit boxes and required the thieves, at a minimum, to sort through a hodgepodge of items 
found upon opening the deposit boxes.  All three targets were difficult to penetrate, and the heists 
averaged about 1.5 years of planning apiece; however, they were also some of the highest-yield 
heists in the database, averaging a take of $170 million (FY12) apiece. 

 From §3.6:  Insiders within this study have operated with varying degrees of inside access.  

Owners (e.g., Parvez Latif in the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist), managers, and 
employees fall into the clear category of being a “full” insider with a high degree of inside access. 

 From §3.6:  Recruited insiders are individuals who are part of an organization and, typically as a 

result of their existing access and influence, are asked to join a heist plot.  Recruitment is a risky 
tactic for a thief to employ, and consequently, recruited insiders are uncommon in the HMCD.  
There exist just three examples:  the owner of the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center, an 
employee of the Brink’s-Mat depot, and a security guard at Brazil’s Central Bank in Fortaleza. 

 From §3.6:  Active violent insiders use or credibly threaten violence during a heist.  Insiders in 

this role are exceedingly rare in the database, and only one example has been identified:  Valerio 
Viccei, a customer of the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center, entered the center with another 
accomplice and wielded a gun to subdue the owner and guards.  (The owner, Parvez Latif, was 
also an accomplice, but Viccei kept that information secret from his other accomplices.  Thus, to 
reduce suspicion, during the heist Latif played the part of a victim and surprised owner, and 
Viccei’s accomplices remained clueless about Latif’s involvement until their trials.) 

 From §3.6:  Within the HMCD, the number of willing insiders was limited to one in all but one 
of the heists; the exception was the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist, in which both the 
owner (Parvez Latif) and a safe deposit box renter (Valerio Viccei) colluded to perpetrate the 
heist. 

 From §3.7.2:  During the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center Heist, mastermind Valerio Viccei 
used a radio to call for his help on the outside once the center’s owner and guards had been 
subdued.  However, Viccei received no reply.  He had to physically leave the safe deposit center 
during the robbery to find his henchmen, who were waiting nearby as planned – with their radios 
tuned to the wrong channel   (To exacerbate the risk, at the time when this occurred, police were 
out in force in the area, searching for a kidnapped child.72) 

 

6.2.16. Securitas Cash Depot Heist 

6.2.16.1. Synopsis 

At 6:30 PM on Tuesday, February 21, 2006, the manager of the Securitas Cash Depot some 30 miles 
southeast of central London was pulled over by two men posing as police officers.  Simultaneously, two 
other men posing as police officers arrived at the manager’s residence to inform his wife and child that he 
had been involved in an accident.  In two separate cars, the manager and his family were driven to a farm 
and held at gunpoint.  The thieves told the manager his family would be killed if he did not cooperate, and 
the manager was brought to the Securitas depot.  A thief dressed as a police officer (see Fig. 13) 
accompanied the manager to the pedestrian entrance, and the manager convinced the control room guard 
to admit the two and open the main gate, through which three thief vehicles drove.  Inside, the thief 
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posing as the police officer subdued the guard, let in his accomplices, subdued the remaining 13 
employees inside the depot, and drove away after loading some 6,000 lbs. of cash worth an estimated 
$104 million into a truck.73-81 

6.2.16.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.1.1:  In some cases, defeat of a guard took the form of an overt threat of violence; for 

example, a criminal in the Securitas Cash Depot Heist threatened the unarmed security guard with 
a pistol. 

 From §3.1.1.1:  One notable camera defeat technique is for thieves to gain control of the camera 
monitoring station.  This can be accomplished violently or nonviolently.  As an example of the 
former, the Securitas Cash Depot Heist criminals used a pistol to threaten a guard in order to gain 
control of the guard station.   

 From §3.1.1.2:  Using recognized employees to enter and/or vouch for entry worked to provide 
unauthorized access in the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center, Securitas Cash Depot, and 
Northern Bank Cash Heists.  In the first two cases, the thieves used either coercion or incentive to 
convince a recognized employee to vouch for their entry into a secure facility, which the thieves 
then used to subdue the on-duty guard that had granted them entry. 

 From §3.1.1.2:  A complication introduced when using humans in the loop for security systems 
is the fact that the human has the capability to make decisions in the service of objectives other 
than facility security.  While this decision capability often resulted in the decidedly negative 
outcome of loss of millions of dollars to thieves (for example, as a consequence of the on-duty 
guard at the Securitas depot letting manager Colin Dixon and a purported police officer enter the 
facility unchallenged), it also resulted in a zero or near-zero casualty rate for the employees 
present during the robberies. 

 From §3.1.2.1:  For eight heists in the database, response was delayed by between one and three 

phases (of the sequence Planning, Entry, Theft, Escape, and Aftermath).  For example, despite the 
fact that the unarmed security guard on duty in the Securitas Cash Depot became aware of the 
heist upon the first thief’s entry into the guard station, he was held at gunpoint, handcuffed and 
blindfolded, and could not respond or alert others until after the heist had been completed. 

 From §3.1.2.2:  While guards themselves may not deter a determined thief, they do add to the 
amount of time the thief requires to prepare and plan for his heist.  The Antwerp Diamond Heist 
and Securitas Cash Depot Heist serve as two examples illustrating the months or years of 
planning that thieves may require to learn the details of security practices and procedures at the 
target facility. 

 From §3.3.1.1:  The “Night Raids” timing archetype is characterized not only by heists that begin 

very late in the day, but also by heists that run the course of several hours.  Ironically, the four 
heists in this category cover some of the least violent and some of the most violent heists in the 
database.  Both tiger kidnappings, the Securitas Cash Depot Heist and Northern Bank Cash Heist, 
are contained in this category.  In both crimes, the kidnappings began in the evening or night, and 
the ordeals did not end until the following day. 

 From §3.3.3:  In most heists in the database, thieves were highly selective in what they removed 

from the target facility.  In a number of cases, including the Antwerp Diamond Heist, Northern 
Bank Cash Heist, and Securitas Cash Depot Heist, this selectivity was influenced by limitations in 
transportation capacity. 

 From §3.4:  Conventional firearms tend to be the most frequently used weapons among heists in 

the HMCD.  Examples particularly abound in which firearms were used purely in a threatening 
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manner with no shots actually fired.  For example, guns were used to threaten Securitas manager 
Colin Dixon that his family would be killed if he did not comply and lead them into the Securitas 
cash depot. 

 From §3.5.3:  Examples of loot weighing more than 5,000 lbs. include loads of cash and/or gold 

from the Brazil Central Bank Cash Heist, Brink’s-Mat Gold Heist, and Securitas Cash Depot 
Heist.  These extremely heavy loads require the capacity of a sizable truck (see Fig. 32 for the 
truck used in the Securitas heist). 

 From §3.6:  Insiders within this study have operated with varying degrees of inside access.  

Owners, managers, and employees (e.g., Ermir Hysenaj in the Securitas Cash Depot Heist) fall 
into the clear category of being a “full” insider with a high degree of inside access. 

 From §3.6:  Planted insiders are individuals who become part of an organization with the intent 

of robbing it.  Because it typically takes a significant amount of time to be promoted through the 
ranks of an organization, these insiders are typically limited to the easy-to-access lower levels in 
the organizational hierarchy.  The example of Ermir Hysenaj, an Eastern European immigrant and 
the inside employee in the Securitas Cash Depot Heist, also encountered notoriously easy path to 
access:  Hysenaj’s interview for the job lasted just ten minutes, and he was on the job six days 
later. 

 From §3.6:  If security system designers can provide these potentially coerced insiders with 

tactics to free themselves from such coercion when it occurs, the insider problem has largely been 
solved.  For example, in the Securitas Cash Depot Heist, the security booth contained a sign that 
advised staff:  “Don’t Be a Hero”  While sound advice aimed at saving the lives of employees, 
the same advice invites attacks by criminals who know the staff will surrender at the sight of a 
weapon (even if the thief has no intention of using it).  An important consideration in security 
system design is whether tactics can be devised that simultaneously preserve human life and 
undermine the plans of thieves. 

 

6.2.17. Northern Bank Cash Heist 

6.2.17.1. Synopsis 

At 10:00 PM on Sunday, December 19, 2004, three masked men arrived at the home of Chris Ward, an 
official of the Northern Bank in Belfast.  While two men held hostage Ward’s parents, brother, and 
girlfriend, the third man brought Ward to the home of his supervisor, Kevin McMullan.  McMullan and 
his wife had already been bound by two men who had entered the home posing as police officers.  
McMullan’s wife was taken to an undisclosed location at approximately 11:30 PM.  Then, after 
instructing the two key-holding bank officials on what to do at work the next day, with the consequence 
of failure being the death of the officials’ families, the thieves left the house at 6:30 AM.  Returning to 
work as normal on Monday, Ward and McMullan let the thieves in to the bank once all other employees 
had left at 6:00 PM.  Over the course of two trips with a van, the thieves made off with some $60.5 
million in cash.82-85 

6.2.17.2. Additional Details 

 From §3.1.1.2:  Using recognized employees to enter and/or vouch for entry worked to provide 

unauthorized access in the Knightsbridge Safe Deposit Center, Securitas Cash Depot, and 
Northern Bank Cash Heists.  In the first two cases, the thieves used either coercion or incentive to 
convince a recognized employee to vouch for their entry into a secure facility, which the thieves 
then used to subdue the on-duty guard that had granted them entry. 
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 From §3.3.1.1:  The “Night Raids” timing archetype is characterized not only by heists that begin 

very late in the day, but also by heists that run the course of several hours.  Ironically, the four 
heists in this category cover some of the least violent and some of the most violent heists in the 
database.  Both tiger kidnappings, the Securitas Cash Depot Heist and Northern Bank Cash Heist, 
are contained in this category.  In both crimes, the kidnappings began in the evening or night, and 
the ordeals did not end until the following day. 

 From §3.3.3:  In most heists in the database, thieves were highly selective in what they removed 

from the target facility.  In a number of cases, including the Antwerp Diamond Heist, Northern 
Bank Cash Heist, and Securitas Cash Depot Heist, this selectivity was influenced by limitations in 
transportation capacity. 

 From §3.6:  An example of collusion among unwilling insiders occurred in the Northern Bank 

Cash Heist, in which the families of two bank employees, Chris Ward and Kevin McMullan, were 
held hostage while Ward and McMullan assisted thieves in robbing the bank.  Ward was later 
tried for colluding with the thieves but was cleared of wrongdoing.  During the trial, Justice 
Richard McLaughlin asked assistant manager Kevin McMullan, “It’s not like the movies, you 
don’t need dynamite?”  McMullan responded, “You just need to take someone’s wife away from 
them.” 
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